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ABSTRACT 

As the amount of data generated by today's advanced analytical 

instrumentation grows, the need for more intelligent and strategic 

manipulation of that data increases correspondingly. In the case of echelle 

ICP-AES employing array detectors, the large amount of the data available 

in a given experiment is often under-utilized. Efficient utilization of the 

vast information content available in these spectra holds promise for 

significant improvements in elemental analysis. 

Many samples, especially those that are completely unknown, require 

the expertise and time of a highly trained user in order to develop a robust 

and reliable method that will also be appropriate for the further analysis of 

similar samples. More intelligent use of the available data and 

implementation of multivariate chemometric techniques can afford 

improvement and even automatic generation of analytical methods for 

atomic emission spectroscopy. 

An intelligent multivariate calibration protocol has been developed, 

which is suitable for use with data from any of the state-of-the-art echelle-

CID based atomic emission instmments, including those employing ICP, 

DCP, Arc, or spark sources. Protocols are based on custom approaches to 
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direct and iterative classical least squares (CLS) fitting of signal vectors to 

stored calibration matrices. Subsequent to calibration, rapid semi-

quantitation is made possible, allowing for more strategic choices of 

standards, more systematic selection of lines for quantitation, improved 

identification, better interference correction, and ultimately more precise 

and accurate quantitation and higher sample throughput. Practical 

demonstration is presented with both validation and unknown sample sets, 

using ICP-AES. The calibration protocol developed demonstrates the 

feasibility of a stored, stable, and correctable multivariate calibration 

matrix. 

State-of-the-art echelle-CID based ICP-AES instrumentation has been 

under-utilized as a method of simultaneous multielement-specific detection 

in chromatographic applications due to shortcomings in the acquisition and 

manipulation of data. New software to facilitate export, viewing, and 

calculations with time-resolved ICP-AES data has been developed. 

Applications are presented for the speciation of compounds of toxicological 

importance, including potential arsenic metabolites, a proposed biological 

model arsenic-selenium complex of glutathione, and a novel mercury-

selenium glutathione complex. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Method Generation for ICP-AES Analysis of Unknown Samples 

If a completely unknown sample is to be analyzed for elemental content 

by ICP-AES, it must first be digested and otherwise prepared such that a 

solution of the sample can be introduced into the ICP source. Then an 

analytical method utilizing appropriate emission wavelengths, background 

correction techniques, and standards is developed so that further analysis of 

similar samples can be performed with acceptable precision and accuracy 

[I]. 

1.1.1 Sample Preparation and Digestion 

Sample preparation remains one of the most time-consuming steps in the 

course of an analysis, however, modem methods of sample preparation and 

digestion are fairly straightforward and robust [1,2]. The most common 

sequence is drying, weighing, microwave digestion with mixtures of 

oxidizing acids at high temperature and pressure, evaporating to dryness, 

and re-dissolving with the same dilution acid as the standards. For accurate 
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analyses, this sequence is also followed for liquid samples in order to free 

any suspended solids and to match the viscosity of the sample and 

standards. 

1.1.2 Wavelength and Standard selection 

Emission wavelengths for quantitation are chosen primarily on a basis of 

potential interferences and sensitivity. Interference-free emission lines must 

be chosen for each element of interest. While the resolution of state-of-the-

art spectrometers used in ICP-AES approaches that of atomic line widths, 

spectral overlap can still be a significant problem. The energies of certain 

transitions of some elements are so close, that the corresponding emission 

lines may never be completely resolved. For example, the As 228.812 nm 

and Cd 228.802 nm emission lines are only separated by 10 picometers. 

Only the highest resolution spectrometers available can resolve these peak 

centers, and the finite, broadened peak widths of 5 - 6 pm will prevent any 

spectrometer from achieving an interference-free simultaneous background 

measurement. And, if a spectrally rich element, such as Fe, is present at 

very high levels, it can also exhibit a continuum effect and generate 

interfering emission at a variety of wavelengths [3]. The selection of 

analytical lines is often not straightforward and requires the time-
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consuming, sequential analysis of full-frame echellogram images of the 

unknown in question to find interference-free lines of the appropriate LDR. 

The high resolution of modem ICP-AES spectrometers and the general lack 

of matrix effects in the ICP source have made the use of multielement 

standards commonplace. Generally, not more than three multielement 

standards are run to calibrate for all the elements in an analysis. Even 

though the linearity of emission response in the ICP is considered 

exceptionally good, extrapolation error can still be a significant problem, if 

the concentration of standards is far from that of the unknowns. If accurate 

quantitation is desired, and approximate concentrations of elements in the 

sample are not known, either an excessive number of standards must be 

made, standards must be re-made for elements later found to be beyond 

their linear dynamic range (LDR), different lines must be selected for 

certain elements, or the sample must be diluted or pre-concentrated. 

Without prior knowledge of a sample's composition, this systematic 

selection of lines and standards to create a robust and reusable method for a 

particular type of sample can be very time-consuming, and is best done by a 

highly trained or experienced user. It is not unusual to consume a day or 

more to develop a method and standard set for a completely unknown 
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sample, greatly decreasing the overall throughput of an analytical lab. A 

complete, rapid semi-quantitative method and thorough instrument 

information database holds promise to provide a user enough information to 

much more quickly build accurate quantitative methods with less chance of 

error. Or, a robust enough semi-quantitative method can even allow for 

automatic method generation by computer, eliminating much of the need for 

a highly trained or experienced user. 

1.2 ICP-AES Instrumentation 

The primary components of an ICP-AES instrument are the source, 

sample introduction, collection and dispersion optics, and the detector. The 

following sections will briefly clarify the state-of-the-art of each of these 

components such that the importance of novel data manipulation 

methodologies becomes obvious as a cooperative strategy with physical 

instrument improvement, 

1.2.1 Source 

Atomic emission analysis requires an atom reservoir that serves to 

generate and excite free atoms [3]. A sample must be broken down into its 

constituent atoms, excited and/or ionized, and temporarily contained for 
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observation of emitted radiation. Traditionally, flames were the most 

common atom reservoirs for atomic emission, fluorescence, and absorption 

[4]. Rames have drawbacks such as high spectral background, inadequate 

temperature for excitation of some elements, and poor spatial homogeneity. 

The advent of plasma discharges as analytical sources for optical emission 

effectively addressed these and many other problems with AES atom 

reservoirs. Various forms of plasma discharges have become the most 

common sources in modem atomic emission spectroscopy instrumentation, 

including inductively coupled plasma (ICP), direct 

current plasma (DCP), DC arc, and spark. DC arc, 

spark, and DCP have been very useful due to some 

unique capabilities, namely the direct analysis of solids 

and the analysis of solutions with high solids content, 

respectively. However, for the general utility of 

multielemental analysis of solutions, the ICP is now the 

most prevalent source. 

An ICP is an electrodeless discharge of an inert 

gas that is maintained by radio frequency (RF) energy 

coupled into the gas through an inductor coil. Operated 

o 

Figure 1.1: A 
Fassei Type ICP 
Torch 
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at 27 MHz, the ICP forms amiular channels that are advantageous for 

containment of introduced sample aerosol in the core of the discharge. 

Temperatures in the discharge range from 4,000 to 10,000 K, depending on 

the region of the discharge and operating parameters. ICPs offer an 

extremely high-temperature, homogenous environment with very minimal 

background emission at useful analytical wavelengths. Figure 1.1 

shows a Fassel type ICP torch and the shape of a typical discharge for 

analytical use. 

The ICP source is energetic enough to excite emission from 

essentially every element on the periodic table, and source background and 

matrix effects are very minimal. The ICP is currendy considered to be very 

close to the ideal atomic emission source. 

1.2.2 Sample Introduction 
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Figure 1.2: Liquid Sample Introduction in AES 

For liquid samples to be introduced into an ICP source, they must first be 

nebulized into an aerosol of droplets. Once introduced into the discharge, 

the droplets must be desolvated, leaving a dry aerosol of salt crystals. The 

salt crystals are then atomized and excited. Figure 1.2 illustrates this 

sequence. In order for the processes of desolvation, atomization, and 

excitation to happen at the same time and hence the same optically sampled 

spatial region of the plasma, a uniform distribution of small droplets must 

be selected after the nebulization step. 

A large number of nebulizers and spray chambers have been developed, 

optimizing for particular types of samples by using different aerosol 

production or droplet selection mechanisms [5]. When considering trade
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offs between performance, versatility, cost, and durability, concentric glass 

tube nebulization combined with a cyclonic spray chamber has been the 

most common sample introduction scheme. 

1.2.3 Optics and Detectors 

Light emitted from the plasma must be collected, dispersed, and detected 

to be transduced into an analytical signal. Collection optics must be 

efficient in the wavelength range of important analytical lines, dispersion 

must be sufficient to resolve lines from each other, and detection must be 

sensitive and cover a wide dynamic range. 

Collection optics are relatively straightforward, one of the primary 

problems being chromatic aberrations, such that focus is not optimized for 

all wavelengths at a single position. Chromatic aberration can be 

minimized by the use of reflective optics or achromatic lens sets. 

Atomic emission lines are very narrow (5 pm or less, depending on the 

extent of natural broadening effects, such as collisional or Doppler), but the 

proximity of many important analytical lines still requires very high 

resolution spectrometers. For linear dispersive systems with single channel 

detectors, higher resolution could be achieved by more dispersive gratings 

and longer pathlength spectrometers. An equivalent linear dispersion of 
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about 25 feet can be achieved with a relatively compact echelle 

spectrometer with a very small focal plane. 

Charge transfer devices eventually started to replace PMTs and other 

detectors, due largely to their availability in large format arrays, greater 

quantum efficiency, and lower read noise [6-8]. Of the different charge 

transfer device formats, the CID is also uniquely suited to atomic emission 

spectroscopy. The high full-well capacity, the ability to non-destructively 

re-read charge on a detector element, random access integration, and the 

ability to inject charge and continue reading before full-well is reached all 

contribute to very high detector LDR, Charge transfer devices (CTDs) 

experienced very rapid development from their first descriptions in the early 

1970s to the early 1990s, but as these detectors reach optimal QE, single 

electron read noise, and fabrication-limiting sizes, more attention has been 

paid to strategic utilization of CTD unique characteristics. The next 

generation of CID, the RACID84 (random access charge injection device 

model 84), is on the horizon, and will offer a larger format (1024 x 1024 

pixels) and faster read speed (up to IMHz) [9]. 

The echelle spectrometer and CID detector represent the state-of-the-art 

insofar as they have been utilized appropriately to effectively address the 
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majority of optical and detection problems that are unique to atomic 

spectroscopy. The echelle spectrometer is uniquely suited to the two-

dimensional format of array detectors, since order and wavelength are 

dispersed in perpendicular directions. 

1.3 Thermo Jarrel Ash IRIS HR Radial View 

The laboratory instmment used in this work is functionally equivalent 

to a Thermo Jarrel Ash IRIS HR radial view ICP atomic emission 

spectrometer. The salient features and specifications are Usted in Table 1-1. 

It is currently one of only 

a few commercial 

instruments to employ a 

high resolution echelle 

spectrometer and is the 

only instrument equipped 

with the CID detector. 

1.3.1 Echelle 

Spectrometer 

Table 1-1: TJA IRIS Specifications 

Source Ar ICP 
: 750-1750 W 
: 27 MHz 

Sample Introduction I Concentric Glass Tube Nebulization 
Cyclonic Spray Chamber 

: Peristaltic Pump 

Spectrometer & 10 Echelle 
54.3 g/mm, 45.5° blaze grating 

Detector CID 38SG 

512x512 pixels 

Each pixel 28 x 28 nm 
1 X 10 e" fiill-well capacity 
ISO e" read noise* 

Performance j Continuous wavelength coverage 
i From 167 - 850 nm^ 
: > 15,000 detectable emission lines 

Quantitative analytical lines for 71 
i Elements 

*Singie read - lowers with multiple re-reads 
fin two images, nominally 165 - 270 nm and 220 - 850 nm 
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Figure 1.3: Echelle Spectrometer 

The echelle spectrometer is shown in Figure 1.3. An achromatic lens set 

collects the light emitted from the plasma and focuses it on the entrance slit. 

A movable periscope (not shown) toggles between an on and off-axis slit, 

such that the range from about 800 nm to 175 nm can be acquired in two 

overlapping full-frame images. For example, the instrument used in this 

work is aligned such that the off-axis image covers 850 - 215 nm, and the 

on-axis image spans 270 - 175 nm). A mirror coUimates the slit image 

through the prism onto the echelle grating. Finally, a focusing mirror 

projects the echellogram onto the detector plane. Figure 1.4 shows an off-

axis echellogram of a 5 ppm Fe solution. 



850 nm 

215 nm 

5 ppm Fe 20s Exposure Off-axis Slit 

Figure 1.4: Sample Echellogram 

1.3.2 CID Detector 
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Figure 1.5: CID Pixel Layout and Hypotlietical White-Light EcheJlogram 

Figure 1.5 shows a rendition of the CID38SG device layers and pixel 

electrodes on the left and a hypothetical view of a white light source echelle 

image with orders projected across device rows on the right. Table i-1 lists 

some of its salient features. The important features and readout 

characteristics have been described in detail elsewhere [8]. The features of 

the CID that uniquely suit it as an atomic spectroscopy detector have been 

discussed [7]. The two most important to this work are the large number of 

detector elements and the continuous wavelength coverage when combined 

with a high resolution echelle spectrometer. With 262,144 discrete detector 

elements, and the ability to randomly interrogate individual locations of an 
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echellogram, an incredible amount of information is generated in every 

exposure - a very useful but currentiy underutilized plethora of data. 

1.3.3 Quantitative Readout Mode 

The locations of atomic lines are selected on the detector and stored in 

software. An atomic line is described by defining a rectangle 15 pixels 

wide by 3 pixels tall as shown in Figure 1.6. Peak image shapes and widths 

at the detector plane can vary, but generally, signal from the center 3 by 3 

pixel square capture the majority of emission from a given peak, and the 

two I by 3 slices on either end of the 15 by 3 subarray are far enough off-

S 

Figure 1.6: Graphical Representation of Quantitative Readout Mode 



peak to describe the background. Subarrays larger than 3x3 pixels 

decr e a s e  t h e  s i g n a l  t o  n o i s e  r a t i o  ( S N R ) ,  a n d  s u b a r r a y s  s m a l l e r  t h a n  3 x 3  

are much more susceptible to drift of wavelength registration [10]. 

Compensation for the background is done simultaneously with signal 

acquisition. A signal per unit offset (pixel position) slope is determined for 

the two background intensities. The product of this slope and the central 

subarray pixel location is the estimate of the background intensity at the 

peak location and is subtracted from the intensity of the central subarray 

(see Figure 1.6). If a minor interferent is present, the vicinity of one side of 

the peak may unsuitable for background subtraction, in which case the 

intensity of the remaining side is simply subtracted from that of the central 

subarray (a major interferent or multiple interferents may prevent 

simultaneous background correction altogether). This readout mode allows 

for the very advantageous acquisition of peak intensity and background in 

the same exposure. Noise sources in echelle-CID based ICP-AES are 

numerous and difficult to isolate, however, the noise at all subarrays is very 

well correlated within a given exposure. Correlation of the signal and 

background noise allows greater confidence with a small signal being 

statistically different from the background [2, 3], and detection limits are 
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Univariate Calibration with Each Channel 

'unk 

• 

background signal background 

Figure 1.7: Graphical Representation of Univariate Calibration 

greatly improved. For conventional univariate calibration this background 

corrected intensity of known standards is plotted versus their 

concentrations, the data is fit with a calibration curve (usually linear), and 

the concentration of an unknown is determined by interpolation from its 

background subtracted intensity. For multielement analysis, this univariate 

calibration process is carried out sequentially for each analytical wavelength 

chosen as depicted in Figure 1.7. 

1.3.4 Other Echelle-CID based instruments 

The same optical train is used with several other atomic emission 

sources, including, axial ICP, direct current plasma (DCP), DC arc, and AC 
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OCP Arc Spark 

Figure 1.8: Echelle-CID AES with Various Sources 

spark (see Figure 1,8). The methodology in this work is based on the type 

of data acquired from the echelle-CID optical and detector setup, and with 

minor considerations, should be applicable to other atomic spectroscopy 

sources. 

1.4 Semi-quantitative Techniques for ICP-AES 

While the utility of a robust and complete semiquantitative method 

capable of screening unknown samples reliably is unquestionable, one has 

yet to be developed. Several instrument manufacturers have incorporated 
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various forms of sequential peak-finding routines into their software with 

varied success (Varian, Perkin Elmer). However, only echelle-CID based 

instruments offer essentially continuous wavelength coverage, giving far 

more redundancy of data and potentially much greater interference 

compensation ability. As an example, a commercial instrument based on 

segmented CCD array detector technology only has channels to overlap 

with about 10% of the lines utilized in the largest calibration made in this 

work (31 elements calibrated for 1632 wavelengths - see section 4.4). This 

means there are far less choices of lines for the majority of elements. While 

this is often inconsequential for quantitative analysis, the more lines that 

can be included in a semi-quantitative analysis the less susceptible it will be 

to interferences, and the more confident one can be with a pattern match for 

an element's presence. Concurrent research to this work has pursued a very 

similar route to systematic semi-quantitative analysis with a slightly 

different instrument [11]. The instrument uses an echelle spectrometer and 

segmented CCD detector. As will be clear later, the similarity in 

methodology is primarily in the use of CLS, and the ultimate methodology 

used in this work is quite different and potentially much more powerful. As 

mentioned in the above example, however, the lack of complete wavelength 
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coverage limited the potential of van Veen's semi-quantitative technique, as 

it will with any other instrument based on either single channel or severely 

windowed multichannel detectors. 

Currently, TJA includes a semi-quantitative method called "Multiquant" 

in the ThermoSPEC software, which is legacy code from sequential 

instruments. Multiquant is based on the presumptions that individual lines 

will be linear at all concentrations and that the relative intensity of one line 

to another will also remain similar over time. Four elements, Co, Cd, Cu, 

and Ba are chosen since they have strong emission lines at locations 

representative of a wide range of the instrument's wavelength coverage: 

228.616 nm, 228.802 nm, 324.754 nm, and 493.409 nm, respectively. 

Before the instrument is shipped to a customer, 31 lines (one line each from 

31 elements) are referenced to the closest line of the four Multiquant lines. 

For example, if on the day of calibration, Ag 328.068 nm {103} is 30% of 

the intensity of the Cu 324.754 nm {104} line (per unit concentration), then 

its multiquant ratio is 0.3, relative to Cu 324.754. A mixture calibration 

standard of Co, Cd, Cu, and Ba is run before Multiquant is initiated. The 

updated signal per unit concentration for lines of the four calibration 

elements is then used with the multiquant ratio to estimate the 
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concentrations of other elements in future analyses. Some customization by 

the user is possible, such as adding more elements or implementing line-

switching for LDR extension. The performance of this methodology is 

reasonable (±50 to 100% accuracy), provided there are no interferences and 

it is run within a short time of manufacturer calibration (or it is updated by 

the user). Multiquant does not have any provisions for generation of 

methods once the semi-quantitative results are obtained. Since there is no 

compensation for interferences, completely unknown samples are very 

susceptible to erroneous results. The performance, robustness, and 

versatility of Multiquant is generally deemed inadequate by many users and 

TJA [10]. 

1.4.1 Chemometric Manipulation of Spectroscopic Data 

Chemometrics can be broadly defined as the mathematical and statistical 

manipulation of chemical data. Currently, the techniques most commonly 

associated with the terminology of chemometrics are principal components 

analysis (PCA), partial least squares (PLS), hierarchical cluster analysis 

(HCA), soft independent modeling of class analogy (SIMCA), and k-nearest 

neighbor (KNN). In the recent past, chemometric methods finding routine 

use in the chemical community can be placed in two categories based on the 
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intended benefit to the analyst - those that elucidate trends in data that are 

difficult to perceive by traditional representations due usually to either low 

quality of data or imperceivable dimensionality of the system, and those 

that intend to calibrate an insttument response for future prediction of 

chemical properties. Methods fitting the former category generally include 

qualitative analysis or pattern matching, and those fitting in the latter 

include linear and non-linear least squares methods for quantitative or semi

quantitative prediction of composition. 

1.4.1.1 Multivariate Calibration 

Most analytical methodologies relate a single instrument response with a 

chemical quantity, or when multiple instrument responses are available, 

they are related to their corresponding chemical properties sequentially. 

Multivariate calibration offers several distinct advantages over univariate 

calibration. Multivariate calibration expedites and simplifies simultaneous 

multicomponent analysis, it can improve overall throughput, and it can 

facilitate method development. Multiple redundant measurements can 

improve precision (reduction of standard deviation by a factor of -Jn ) and 

increase confidence with results. Noted disparity between multiple 

redundant measurements can also facilitate method validation diagnostics 
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and outlier detection. Some of the more common models for multivariate 

calibration are partial least squares (PLS), multiple linear regression (MLR), 

and direct or inverse classical least squares (DCLS, ICLS). 

1.4.1.2 Classical Least Squares Model 

While many other multivariate calibration protocols are more 

common, classical least squares (CLS) is the most appropriate multivariate 

calibration model for ICP-AES, since a mixture signal in ICP-AES can be 

very well-described by linear combinations of pure signals, and pure 

samples of all possible emitters are readily available. 

In this work, a custom classical least squares model is developed for use 

with atomic spectroscopy data collected with an echelle-CID based optical 

system. The model is demonstrated for multivariate calibration of an ICP-

AES instrument, such that standardless simultaneous multielement 

prediction of semiquantitative component concentrations can be made, 

leading to computer generation of quantitative methods for similar samples. 

1.5 Elemental Speciation with ICP-AES Detection 

The ICP source delivers sufficient energy to atomize virtually all 

components of almost any introduced solution sample, clearly a favorable 
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characteristic of atom reservoirs for atomic spectroscopy. However, this 

inherently means that information about the molecular form of detected 

elements is lost without some prior treatment of the sample. Different 

species of an element can be distinguished with a variety of separation 

techniques, and ICP-AES can be used as a very powerful element-selective 

detector. 

Elemental speciation by coupling element-specific detectors with 

separation techniques is an important and growing field [12, 13]. The 

unique ability of the CID to non-destructiveiy read accumulating charge 

makes the detector well-suited for use as a time-resolved integrating 

detector. The multitasking controller allows the processing of one atomic 

emission line every 0.02 seconds. CID-based ICP-AES can be a very 

powerful simultaneous multielement-specific detector for suitable 

separation methodologies, but it has been very infrequently employed in 

such a manner. 

ThermoSPEC_CID (version 2.10.04) includes software to obtain time 

scans of chosen analytical lines, however, since very few tools are available 

for manipulation or export of the data, very few users of the TJA IRIS 

utilize the timescan mode [10], and very little speciation work in the 
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literature can be found that makes use of state-of-the-art echelle-CID 

element-specific detection. ThermoSPEC_CID timescan functions acquire 

and store all the necessary data for a time-resolved experiment, however 

only the raw signal without background subtraction is accessible, and there 

are no provisions for signal processing other than a fixed dt furst derivative. 

Files can be saved, but the ThermoSPEC_CID *.dts filetype is simply a 

binary dump of custom data stmctures, and without access to the source 

code, the files can only be read by the ThermoSPEC_CID software. After 

obtaining the source code for this *.dts file type, custom software to work 

offline with ThermoSPEC for manipulation and analysis of timescan files 

was written in Lab VIEW. ThermoSpec Timescan File Reader, vi includes 

tools for reading the ThermoSPEC_CID *.dts timescan file format, 

performing background subtraction, knockdown event handling and 

smoothing, variable dt differentiation, median filtering. Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) smoothing, discreet interval integration, array thinning, 

and file tools for display and export of results. 

In this work, the custom software and strategic coupling of liquid 

chromatography effluent to ICP-AES sample introduction allow for 
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straightforward acquisition of the necessary data to investigate a number of 

speciation problems. 

1.5.1 Speciation Problems of Toxicoiogicai Importance 

A large amount of attention is given to the detection of heavy metals and 

metalloids, such as As, Cd, Pb, Hg, and Se, in the environment and 

biological systems due to their potentially toxic effects. Powerful and 

sensitive elemental detection techniques often can only determine the total 

amount of an element present, rather than its chemical form, which is often 

far more relevant when assessing toxicity or studying biological 

mechanisms. 

1.5.1.1 Arsenic Toxicity 
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Figure 1.9 shows a proposed pathway for the metabolism of inorganic 

elicit toxic effects. Arsenite can undergo oxidative methyiation to 

methyiarsonate (MMA'*') mediated by S-adenosylmethionine. 

Methylarsonate can be reduced to methylarsonous acid (MMA'"), most 

likely by an endogenous sulfiir-donor, possibly enzymes, cysteine, or 

glutathione [14]. MMA'" can then undergo another oxidative methyiation to 

dimethylarsinate (DMA^) mediated by S-adenosylmethionine. And, 

dimethylarsinate can then undergo another reduction (possibly by 

glutathione, cysteine, or enzymes) to dimethyl arsinous acid (DMA'"). The 

proposed metabolites MMA'" and DMA'" have yet to be detected in vitro or 

Proposed Metabolism of Inorganic Arsenic 

arsenic. Arsenite (As'") is believed to be the primary ingested species to 

Arsenite (As") 

oxidative methyiation | S-adenosylmethionine 

Methylarsonate(As'') 
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Figure 1.9: Proposed Metabolic Pathway for Inorganic Arsenic 
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in vivo, and their solution chemstries are not well known. Additionally, at 

least two unidentified arsenic metabolites have also been detected in rat 

urine after chronic arsenite exposure. 

A protocol has yet to be developed to separate and detect As'", 

MMA"', MMA"^, DMA'", DMA^, and the related ingestion species, As^. 

Also, the role of glutathione and connection of selenium to arsenic 

detoxification pathways has yet to be confumed or elucidated. 

1.5.1.1.1 Possible As Metabolites 

After the ingestion of inorganic arsenic (As'" and As^) by humans, 

methylarsonic acid, dimethylarsinic acid together with unchanged inorganic 

arsenic have been detected in human urine [15-18]. Recently, however, 

chronic exposure of rats to drinking water containing arsenite, 

methylarsonic acid or dimethylarsinic acid for 7 months and subsequent 

analysis of urine by HPLC coupled on-line to an inductively coupled 

plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) revealed two unidentified, probably 

novel arsenic metabolites [19]. The molecular identification of these peaks 

brings about the need to develop HPLC methods that are capable of 

separating potential new metabolites from those that are already known. 
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Although methylarsenicals are commonly found in the environment 

these are almost invariably reported to be As^ derivatives largely because 

the most commonly used analytical methodologies, such as hydride 

generation under acid conditions are incapable of making the distinction 

between As"' and As^. The proposed pathway for the enzymatic 

methylation of arsenite in mammals involves its oxidative methylation to 

methylarsonate with S-adenosylmethionine being the likely methyl donor 

[15, 19-22]. After subsequent reduction of methylarsonate (As^) to 

methylarsonous acid (As'") - which may be accomplished chemically by the 

endogenous thiol glutathione (GSH) [23, 24] - methylarsonous acid is then 

oxidatively methylated to dimethylarsinate [22]. Dimethylarsinate could 

subsequently be reduced chemically to dimethylarsinous acid by 

intracellular GSH [23, 25]. Since this methylation of arsenite involves the 

stepwise production of arsenicals in both oxidation states, methylarsenic"' 

species are expected to be found in some abiotic environments [22,26]. In 

fact, the hydride generation analysis of sediment pore water showed the 

presence of methylarsenic"' species as judged by the evolution of the 

hydrides CH3ASH2 and (CH3)2AsH when the analysis was performed at pH 

6 [27]. The As^ species do not form hydrides under these conditions, a fact 
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that has long been used to separate As"' form As^ species, Japanese workers 

used diethylammonium diethyldithiocarbamate extraction into 

carbontetrachloride to separate As"' species from As^ [28]. Subsequent 

hydride generation analysis of the separated fractions revealed the presence 

of methylarsenic'" species in the waters of Lake Biwa, Japan, and in some 

coastal waters [29-31]. 

Because methylarsonous acid and dimethylarsinous acid are key 

intermediates in the proposed pathway for the methylation of arsenite in 

mammals, both compounds could also be excreted in the urine of mammals 

after chronic exposure to arsenite in drinking water. So far, however, 

methylarsonous acid and dimethylarsinous acid have never been detected 

either in vivo or in vitro [32]. In addition, both compounds are not well 

characterized chemically, their pKa values have not been determined, and 

consequently their aqueous solution chemistry is poorly understood [33]. 

Although the organoarsenic species RAs(0H)2 and R2As(0H) are 

essentially unknown, the esters RAs(XR)2 and R2As(XR) (X = As or S) are 

known. These species are usually isolated as the polymers (RAsX)n and the 

dimers (R2As)2. In particular, the mass spectrum of one form of (CH3AsO)n 
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indicates that it is a predominantly cyclic trimer or tetramer; a cyclic trimer 

is found for the solid state structure of (CH3ASS) [34]. 

Methylarsonous acid can be formed after hydrolysis of 

methyldiiodoarsine (CH3ASI2) in water according to the following equation 

[35]: 

CH3—As^ + 2H,0 ^ CH3—As(^ + 2 HI 
I " OH 

Similarly, dimethylarsinous acid can be formed after the chemical reaction 

of dimethyliodoarsine ((CH3)2AsI) with water according to the following 

equation: 

CH,^  CH, \  
I + H2O '^As—OH + HI 

CHj^  CHJ^ 

To investigate the aqueous solution chemistry of methylarsonous acid 

and dimethylarsinous acid, the retention behaviors of aqueous solutions of 

methyldiiodoarsine and dimethyliodoarsine (essentially containing 

methylarsonous acid and dimethylarsinous acid) were investigated on a 
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Hamilton PRP-XlOO anion-exchange column with phosphate buffer 

solutions (pH 5-9) containing 20 % methanol and using an inductively 

coupled atomic emission spectrometer (ICP-AES) as the arsenic-specific 

detector. A comparison of the retention behavior of methylarsonous acid 

and dimethylarsinous acid with that of arsenic compounds with well 

understood solution chemistry provides information about the aqueous 

solution chemistry of these compounds, which is important for an 

understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in the enzjmiatic 

methylation of arsenite. 

1.5.1.1.2 Role of Glutathione and Selenium in Detoxification 

Glutathione, the tripeptide y-L-glutamyl-L-cysteinylglycine is known 

to be present in most living cells, ranging from micoroganisms to mammals. 

Glutathione (GSH) has been implicated as a participant in a large number of 

metabolic pathways, including protective, catalytic, and transport functions 

[14]. Due to this endogenous thiol's ability to react or coordinate with 

metal ions, GSH has more recently been investigated in the context of 

detoxification [36, 37]. As mentioned in section 1.5.1.1, an endogenous 

sulfur donor is likely to be responsible for either or both oxidative 
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methylations (see Figure 1.9) of the As species in the proposed metabolism 

scheme. 

Arsenic and selenium are both widely dispersed in a large variety of 

geological formations in the crust of the earth, where - owing to their high 

affinity for sulfur - both elements are predominantly associated with sulfidic 

ores [38, 39]. Weathering processes dissolve the primary arsenic and 

selenium minerals to As'", As^, Se'^ and Se"*^', the most common oxidation 

states of these metalloids in freshwater [26,40]. Through the consumption 

of drinking water and food, man ingests a variety of inorganic and organic 

arsenic and selenium compounds, among which both As'" and Se'^ are 

teratogenic [41] and most toxic. 

Experiments concerned with the simultaneous exposure of rats to 

As'" and Se'^, however, revealed a striking mutual detoxification of these 

metalloid compounds [42]. The most recent investigations aimed at the 

elucidation of the molecular basis underlying this antagonistic interaction in 

rabbits revealed, that after the intravenous injection of As'" and Se'^, a 

novel arsenic and selenium-containing compound was excreted in bile [43]. 

This compound, which contained equimolar amounts of arsenic and 

selenium, exhibited an X-ray absorption spectrum that was essentially 
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identical to that of a synthetic species in solution. The structure of the 

synthetic was spectroscopically identified by X-ray absorption spectroscopy 

(XAS), Raman spectrometry, and '^Se-NMR as the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion [43]. This compound is chemically synthesized 

by addition of an aqueous solution containing equimolar amounts of As"' 

and Se'^ to a solution containing >8 mole equiv. GSH adjusted to pH 7.4 

[43]. In the reaction mixture oxidized glutathione (GSSG) was identified 

by Raman spectroscopy [43], suggesting a redox-reaction according to the 

following equation [43]: 

As(0H)3 + HSeO" + 8GSH >(GS), AsSe + 3GSSG + 6H,0 

Unfortunately, however, no direct chemical evidence of the negative charge 

on the arsenic atom of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion could be 

obtained by the employed techniques. Thus, experimental proof of this 

negative charge and proof that two glutathione (GSH) molecules attached to 

77 
the arsenic-selenium compound would confirm the EXAFS/Raman/ Se-

NMR-derived molecular structure. 
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Chromatographic separation methods coupled on-line to element-

specific detectors, such as inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometers 

(ICP-MS) or ICP-AES are widely used to identify metal/metalloid 

compounds in environmental samples and biological samples [44]. In 

addition, investigations of the pH-dependent retention behavior on reversed-

phase and anion-exchange HPLC-columns can provide very useful 

information about the protonation/deprotonation behavior of arsenic 

compounds whose solution chemistry is not well understood [45,46]. 

Similarly, the behavior of these compounds in an appropriately chosen 

chromatographic technique should support the proposed additional negative 

charge on the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion as compared to 

GSSG. The additional proof of two GSH molecules being attached to the 

arsenic-selenium moiety of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion 

would require a chromatographic separation of the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion from GSSG (byproduct from above equation). 

Although the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion (Mr = 767) is 

larger than GSSG (Mr = 612), the overall volume of both molecules is 

probably rather similar because the arsenic-selenium structural element will 

not substandally contribute to the overall volume of the seleno-bis(S-
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glutathionyl) arsinium ion. Thus, a separation according to size seems very 

difficult or impossible, bearing in mind the low resolution of Sephadex-

based size-exclusion columns. Furthermore, both the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion and GSSG contain two GSH groups per 

molecule. This is likely to result in very similar solution chemistry, further 

hampering a chromatographic separation of these two compounds. The 

remaining significant difference between the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) 

arsinium ion and GSSG, however, is the additional negative charge on the 

seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion (Figure 1.10). 

Hence, a potential separation strategy could target the difference in 

net electrostatic charge per molecule, such as anion-exchange 

chromatography. However, initial attempts with anion-exchange columns 

I n 

Figure 1.10: Proposed Structures of (GS)2AsSe' and GSSG 
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were unsuccessful, since the interaction of the relatively labile seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion with available stationary phases was apparently 

too strong for the compounds to reproducibly elute intact. The interactions 

in micellar chromatography tend to be more subtle, and it has been 

successfully used to separate a large variety of anions [47-56]. Because 

micellar chromatography could be of potential use to separate the seleno-

bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion from GSSG, the related work was intended 

to study the effect of increasing amounts of hexadecyltrimethylammonium 

bromide (HDTAB), of dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DDTAB) and 

of sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) in the mobile phase on the chromatographic 

retention behavior of a seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion/GSSG 

mixture on size-exclusion columns using an ICP-AES as the on-line 

simultaneous arsenic, selenium and sulfiir-specific detector. 

1.5.1.2 Relation of Selenide to Mercury Toxicity 

•« 

Although the major source of mercury in the global environment is 

the natural outgassing of the earth's crust [57], anthropogenic sources of 

mercury also significantly contribute to the bioaccumulation of toxic 

mercury compounds in the human food chain [37]. The protective effect of 

sodium selenite against the toxicity of mercury chloride in mammals was 
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first reported in 1967 [58]. Simultaneous subcutaneous injection of sodium 

selenite and mercuric chloride into different body regions completely 

protected rats from the renal and intestinal necrosis typically associated 

with mercuric chloride toxicity [58]. Subsequent studies substantiated the 

protective effect of sodium selenite against mercuric chloride toxicity in 

mice [59], pigs [60], chickens [61], and rabbits [62], suggesting a similar 

molecular detoxification mechanism. Additional studies revealed that the 

optimal detoxifying effect is achieved when both compounds are 

administered simultaneously [63]. 

Although simultaneous coadministration of sodium selenite 

decreased the toxicity of mercuric chloride [37, 58-62], it also decreased the 

urinary excretion of mercury [64]. In fact, the coadministration of sodium 

selenite increased the whole-body retention of mercury in mice [65], rats 

[66] and the blood retention of mercury in rabbits [62] after the 

administration of mercuric chloride. Whereas, this simultaneous 

coadministration decreased the accumulation of mercury in kidneys [59, 60, 

62,64-66], the target organs after exposure to mercuric chloride [63]. 

Conversely, studies aimed at the effect of mercuric chloride on the 

metabolism of sodium selenite in rats showed that mercuric chloride 
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decreased the puhnonary excretion of the volatile selenite detoxification 

product, dimethyl selenide, but did not affect the biliary excretion of 

selenium [67]. These results are in good accord with experiments which 

showed that the intravenous coadministration of mercuric chloride to mice 

changed the tissue distribution of '^Se (administered as Naa'^SeOs) with the 

most prominent increase of ^^Se detected in red blood cells and plasma. 

Combined, these results suggested that the interaction between sodium 

selenite and mercuric chloride occurs predominantly in blood [59, 62,65, 

66]. 

1.5.1.2.1 Role of Glutathione 

Hence, many studies have focused on characterizing the biochemistry 

of this proposed interaction of mercuric chloride and sodium selenite in 

blood. Size exclusion chromatography of plasma and red blood cell lysate 

of rabbits simultaneously injected with sodium selenite and mercuric 

chloride showed that selenium and mercury coeluted in the high molecular 

weight fraction (>5 kDa) [62]. These results were supported by similar 

findings with rats where both selenium and mercury were found to be 

tightly bound to a single plasma protein with a selenium to mercury ratio 

close to 1 [68]. The in vitro formation of high molecular weight proteins 
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containing selenium and mercury was observed when sodium selenite and 

mercuric chloride were incubated with rabbit red blood cell lysate, but not 

with plasma [69], However, when the experiment was repeated with 

plasma to which glutathione (GSH) had been added, size exclusion 

chromatograms were similar to those obtained when both compounds were 

added to whole blood [69]. Hence, GSH has been identified as a key 

molecule in the mechanism underlying this apparently antagonistic trace 

element interaction. More recent studies demonstrated that mercury (II) 

first reacts with a reduced form of selenite in plasma at an equimolar ratio 

to form a (Hg-Se)n complex which subsequently binds to a single plasma 

protein with very high affinity [70]. The plasma protein to which the (Hg-

Se)n complex specifically binds in rats was identified as selenoprotein P 

[71]. The number n in the (Hg-Se)n complex was estimated to be 

approximately 100, and up to 35 of these (Hg-Se)n units can binds to 

selenoprotein P [72]. The (Hg-Se)n complex that binds to selenoprotein P is 

very likely identical to the black selenium mercury complex that was 

detected after the reaction of equimolar amounts of sodium selenite and 

mercuric chloride with GSH [73]. The chemical structure of this black 

selenium-mercury complex, however, is unknown. 
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This work sought to establish a size-exclusion separation to isolate 

the compound from free selenite and oxidized glutathione (and potentially 

other components of a biological mixture containing the mercury-selenium 

complex) such that the structure of this selenium-mercury complex could be 

elucidated with a variety of analytical tools. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. CLS Model for EcheUe-CmiCP-AES 

In this CLS model the signal, q, at a given subarray,y, is be assumed to 

be equal to the sum of atomic emission contribution of each element, z, 

emitting at that subarray plus the background signal, b, at that subarray. 

Each element's emission can be described by the product of its 

concentration, c, and its emissivity per unit concentration, w. 

q  J  =  C i  W i j  +  C o  W o y  +  •  •  •  +  c ^ w ^ j  +  b j  
i 

/=l 
Put in matrix form, the signal and background are vectors of length equal to 

the number of discreet signal channels from which data is taken, the 

concentrations are a vector of length equal to the number of elements in the 

calibration model, and the emissivities are a matrix with a row for each 

element and column for each detector channel (herein termed the 

"calibration matrix"). 

^\xj ~ ^\xiS^ixj ^l.ry 

q = cW+b 
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Herein, vectors will be represented with bold lowercase letters, and matrices 

with bold uppercase (with indices, where applicable, in subscript). 

2.1 Construction of the Calibration Matrix 

The first step of the CLS model is to construct the calibration matrix, W. 

Assuming single element calibration solutions of known concentrations, 

data for the matrix of signals, Q, and the matrix of corresponding 

background signals, B, are taken, and the known concentrations put into a 

diagonal matrix, C. 

Q = CW + B 

Then, solving for W, 

Q-B=CW 

W = (Q-B)C"^ 

Q\. ~ ^1 Qi ~ ^2 

Q\ ~ Q2 ~ ^2 

Q j - B j  

Cn 

W = 

a-Bi Q j - B j  
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It becomes apparent that each element of the calibration matrix is the 

background-subtracted signal per unit concentration of a given row's 

element at a column's subarray. Rows of W are "spectra" at unit 

concentration, shown graphically in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.2 shows the 

W = 
• * IXJ 

Wavelengths-

jIi 1 I I I I L 

i_l L J I L 

; ("spectra" at unit concentration) 

I ® 
(D 
3 
(D 
3 
cn 

I 

Figure 2.1: Graphical Representation of a Calibration Matrix 

logical sequence for calibration matrix construction. Elements to be 

included in the calibration are chosen, and analytical lines for each element 

are chosen. Ideally, all elements that could possibly be present in an 

unknown sample should be included in the model (in other words, all 71 

elements for which the IRIS has detectable emission lines). However, due 
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to the cost and availability of standards, and the potentially overwhelming 

amount of data to acquire and process, calibrations in this work did not 

exceed 31 elements. And, ideally, all detectable lines for every element in 

the calibration should be included in the calibration model. However, due 

to both the time-consuming nature of calibrating the CID wavelength 

locations and the fact that available tables of atomic emission wavelengths 

[74] are neither complete nor tabulated for the ICP source (arc and spark 

sources were used), some exceptions exist in the wavelength choices for the 

model (see Appendix B: Tables of method wavelengths). In general, the 

protocol for selection of lines has captured the majority of lines of 

reasonable intensity for all elements in a given calibration. Inclusion of 

lines that are extremely weak (only detectable at high concentration), will 

only add noise to the model for most elements. However, for elements 

more likely to be present as major components (such as Fe, Cu, Al, Na, Mg, 

Si) more care was taken to include weaker lines. 
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choose wavelengths 
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accept replace with zero 

pure standards 

choose elements 

signal at all subarrays 

vanance weighted, chl-square 
mlnmized slopes 

(! stack slopes into a matrix 

Figure 2.2: Logical Flow Chart for Calibration Matrix Construction 
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The signal per unit concentration is needed for every element at every 

wavelength. Although only one pure standard is necessary to calculate a 

signal per unit concentration, the disadvantage from potential extrapolation 

error is analogous to the univariate case. A typical univariate quantitative 

analysis utilizes at least two standard concentrations per element for 

calibration curve construction, and usually three or more, if the range of the 

concentration in the unknown cannot be estimated ahead of time. In this 

work, three standards were generally used for each element, and a fourth, 

higher concentration standard was usually added for elements more likely to 

be present at high concentration. Modifications to CIDACQ.DLL (see 

Appendix A: Echelle-CID Data Treatment and Programs to Allow a CLS 

Model) allow text file output containing the signal at each subarray for each 

sample. The custom Lab VIEW vi (virtual instrument) has front panel tools 

for the user to queue an entire calibration, with each sample iteration 

stripping out the necessary data from the ThermoSPEC_CID generated text 

files. A background subtracted emission per unit concentration is calculated 

for each element at each subarray, creating a calibration matrix with as 

many rows as elements being calibrated, and as many columns as 

wavelengths chosen. Blanks of the dilution acid are periodically placed 
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within the calibration standards, and the closest chronological blank signal 

vector is used for the blank of any given calibration signal vector. 

Within the LDR of atomic emission at a given subarray, the signal as 

a function of concentration will fit the well-known form, 

y = mx + b 

For each point of a linear calibration fit there are N measurements of x and 

y, and assuming y, values are normally distributed, each has a corresponding 

variance 

And the computed values of wjc, + b have a corresponding variance, 

N (mjc, + b, (jf) 

The chi-square function for the linear case is given as, 

,.2 ^ 
X 2^ 0 

The following definitions are used to simplify the equation computationally 

and programmatically. 
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^ V-

/=l 
D 

N „2 
=1^ 

/=1 CT," 

^ r v-

/=i 
F 

N 2 

1=1 CT/ 

Straightforward algebraic expressions for chi-square minimized slope and 

intercept are then obtained, 

m — 

EA 

CB 

DA 

AB 

EB-CA 

DB-A-

b* = 

DE 

AC 

DA 

AB 

DC-EA 

DB-A-
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This variance-weighted approach is preferable to unweighted methods. For 

programmatic linear fits for a large amount of experimental data, it is 

desirable for the fits to be weighted in favor of the more accurately-known. 

Fe 271.441 nm 

9.E-01 

8.E-01 

7E-01 

6E-01 

O U S.E-01 

^ 4.E-01 

3.E-01 

2.E-01 

I.E^OI 

O.E+00 1-A—A-
O.Ef-OO 1E'»02 ZE*Q2 S.E-rOa a.Ei-Oa S.E>02 6.E*02 7.Ef02 8.E4'02 9 Ef02 

Signal 

Figure 2.3: Variance vs. Magnitude for Signal at Fe 271.441 nm Line 

lower variance data, instead of giving equal or greater weight to the larger 

magnitude, less accurate points. ICP-AES with array detection is generally 

regarded to be shot-noise limited [7, 8, 10]. Figure 2.3 shows a 

manifestation of shot noise limitation, as the variance tracks with signal 
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magnitude (and noise follows as the square root of the signal magnitude) for 

a representative line (Fe 271.441 nm {124}). 

Since every element is being calibrated for every wavelength in the 

model, this iterative matrix construction process repeatedly tries to calculate 

slopes of a given element at other elements' wavelengths. Clearly this 

should result in a zero slope for a large number of calibration matrix 

elements (resulting in a somewhat sparse matrix), however, for a three point 

calibration, the resulting slope is more often a small positive or negative 

slope with a poor linearity (as judged by Pearson's R" or %'). User scrutiny 

of each matrix element is obviously impossible, considering the potential 

size of a calibration matrix (sometimes over 50,000 values). And a primary 

the intent of this work is to build intelligence into the method, so 

programmatic solutions to the principles developed are preferred over user 

intervention. Therefor, a programmatic slope threshold has been 

implemented. If the slope is negative or below the specified threshold 

(usually set to 0.05, since the weakest lines of a given element or 

concentration-tracking interferences usually result in a slope of at least 

0.05), it is programmatically replaced with zero. If the slope exceeds the 

threshold but the linearity is poor (below a user-specified value of Pearson's 
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R", usually set to 0.9), a flag dialog box allows the user active choice of 

acceptance of the slope or forcing it to zero. The dialog box includes a view 

of the calibration curve, and information as to whether the questionable 

slope is at an element's own line and whether the wavelength is supposed to 

be the center of a peak or not (see section 3.2). There are a variety of ways 

to assess the linearity of a data set, but the nearness of Pearson's R" to unity 

is probably the most common in the chemical sciences as well as being 

relatively straightforward to calculate. 

For); as a function of x, the linear least squares slope is given by 

f N 
N 

m 

\ { N Y N 
H y i  

y(x) 
1=1 /=! 

A /=l 

( N ^ ( N \ 
N S-r — 

1'=' J 1'=' J 

And for the same x as a function of y, the linear least squares slope is 

'.t(y) 

f N f N Y ^ ^ 
N 
1 

— 

\ I =l A /: 

f N A f N ^ 
2 

N \ l y  
2 
J — l y >  

i'-=i J 
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Then the calculation of Pearson's R" as a rough measure of linear 

correlation (R~ = 1 indicating perfect distribution of the data about a linear 

fit) is conveniently the product of the two slopes: 

R- = 

f N \ r 
N — 

__ I '=i \ i=l A 1=1 

N 
f N \ ( N A" 

V 

«=l /=l 
N 

A 

f N \ ( N Y 

S-r - S-,-
(=1 ; V '=1 J 

1 \ 

For assessment of confidence with the slope and subsequent error 

propagation the variance is retrieved during calibration matrix construction 

and for each slope is expressed as the square root of the sum of standard 

signal variances: 

^ slap. = + 

A matrix of variances the same dimensions as the calibration matrix is 

generated for every calibration. 

Another assessment of confidence with the individual calibration 

matrix elements is the mean standard error (MSE) of the slope 

determination which can be calculated as follows, 
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MSE=-^ '2 (y i -y ( . f i th f  
^ i=0 

And, for a particular calibration a matrix of MSE's of the same dimensions 

as the calibration matrix is generated. This differs in principle from the 

variance-based calculation, since it is a residual-based measure giving only 

an indication of how well the linear model fits the raw data, rather than 

being based on known precision of the measured variables. Both are 

implemented programmatically, but the variance-based matrix is utilized in 

error propagation (see section 3.4), since the scheme is specifically based on 

measurement errors rather than residual-based errors. 

2.2 Standard DCLS Prediction 

Indirect Classical Least Squares (ICLS) must be used if pure samples of 

all components of the calibration are not available. The ICLS model 

estimates pure spectra from known mixtures. Since pure atomic standards 

with less than part per trillion levels of impurities are readily available for 

all elements that can be quantitated by ICP-AES, direct classical least 

squares (DLCS) is more appropriate, powerful, and straightforward than 

ICLS. A reiteration of the model is given in summation form, including the 

residual. 
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1=1 

where qisa .  signal at channel j ,  c  is the concentration of component i ,  W is 

the emissivity of component / and channel j, and r is the residual at channel 

j. More simply stated, this model implies that the signal at any given 

subarray is a linear combination of all possible elements that could emit at 

that subarray. 

One can solve for the sum squared residual. 

j=[[ /=! 

\2 

and expand it, 

/ 

y"=i 1 = 1 J = l 

take the derivative with respect to x, 

y=i /=i /=i 

factored 

dr' JC ^ 

dx /=i /=! i=l J J 

and force it to zero to adhere to the least squares minimization criterion. 
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J ( i f , '• 
0 = -2S 

/=i /y y=iV '=i V 

Though difficuh to visualize, this translates to the matrix solution [75, 76], 

c = q"""'W"' 

Once the calibration matrix, W, is constructed, prediction is performed 

by measuring the signal vector, q, and solving for the concentration vector, 

c. If W were square and non-singular, the DCLS model equation could 

simply be right multiplied by the inverse of the calibration matrix, W"', as 

suggested by the above equation. However, W is clearly only square if the 

number of elements is equal to the number of subarrays. A calibration 

matrix of these dimensions can certainly be solved but would defeat some 

of the primary advantages of multivariate calibration by not overfitting the 

equation solution (taking data from many more wavelengths than there are 

elements). The CLS pseudoinverse solves the logical and dimensionality 

problems associated with this computation. If the calibration matrix 

transpose is right multiplied by the original matrix, the inner dimensions 

agree and a square matrix results. This inverse matrix's inner dimension 

agrees with the calibration matrix and can be right multiplied by the 

calibration matrix, solving for c. 
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c = qw(w'^w)r^ 

c = qW^ 

where is defined as the CLS pseudoinverse 

w^=w(w'*'w)r^ 

Incidentally, it is seen here that the orientation of q, c, and W can be 

important for computation time. If W is #wavelengths by #elements, then 

W^W will be #wavelengths by #wavelengths. Even with VUV capability, 

#elements will not be larger than about 75, while #wavelengths could easily 

be several thousand. Computation time on a PC (Intel® Celeron 300 MHz 

with 64MB RAM) for inversion of a #wavelengths x #wavelengths matrix 

can be prohibitively slow (for routine use), especially if multiple inversions 

are done for error interval estimation (see section 3.4.2). 

Matrix inversion is non-trivial, and a variety of techniques have been 

developed. Decomposition techniques such as LU (for Lower triangular 

and Upper triangular), QR (arbitrary designation of orthogonal and upper 

triangular), or Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) are generally regarded 

as most appropriate for solutions to linear equations. SVD is considered to 
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be very robust for linear equation solution and has been used throughout 

this work. 

2.2.1 Initial Prediction Results 

A few relatively simple systems were tested initially to verify the 

feasibility of the concept, and then the model was expanded to a modestly-

sized calibration set of 14 elements. 

2.2.1.1 3 Element, 125 Wavelength Calibration 

The necessary matrix operations of the basic methodology developed 

in the previous section were coded into a Matlab® program and tested with a 

3 element, 125 wavelength system. Incidentally, the Matlab® code in this 

work was fairly rudimentary and is not discussed in any detail. The 

equations in the preceding section suffice to explain the matrix operations, 

and the data was generally extracted from text files manually or by 

relatively simple modifications to Matlab® functions. Calibration was done 

for Fe, Cd, Ni, at 125 wavelengths, corresponding to prominent emission 

lines of those elements (see Appendix B). Only one standard was run for 

each element, so the slope calculations in the previous chapter do not apply, 

and all emissions per unit concentration were accepted, regardless of size or 
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sign. Standards were 50 ppm Fe (Plasma Pure, Lowell, MA), 100 ppm Ni 

(High Purity, Charleston, SC), and 100 ppm Cd (Plasma Pure, Lowell, 

MA), all diluted to appropriate volume with 5% HNO3 (Fisher Scientific, 

Trace Metal Purity diluted with 18MQ H2O). The same 5% HNO3 was 

used as the blank. 

2.2.1.1.1 Validation samples 

Table 2-1 shows the results for an unknown made from the same 

standards as the calibration solutions. The furst column is with no blank 

subtraction (q = cW + r). In the second column, the blank vector is 

No Blank in Matrix, not t]lank 

subtracted 

No Blank in Matrix, Blank 

Subtracted Blank in Matrix 

Element Fe |Ni |Cd Fe |Ni |Cd Fe |Ni |Cd |Blank 
Calculated1288.28p96r84|ri98i87|p9t.i43tv200;63rt̂ ;jS9l 290;̂  199.64{ri99.40t ' 2.861 
True 1 3001 2001 200|| 300| 200| 200|| 3001 2001 200| t| 
%Error I -asf -T.6i -ojt -2:9t asl -0;2| -aal -0.2I -oisl tael 

Table 2-1: Sample Results for 3 Element 125 Wavelength Calibration 

subtracted from the signal vector of the unknown before the solution is 

calculated ((q - b) = cW + r). And in the third column, the blank vector 

(unit concentration) is concatenated as a row to the calibration matrix before 

the solution vector is calculated (q = cWb +r, where Wb includes the blank 

row). It is clear and not surprising that the results are improved in the two 
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cases where the blank is at least considered. Ideally there should be zero 

emission at a given channel when the concentration of possible emitters is 

zero, but this is rarely true with any spectroscopic technique - finite and 

variable background is usually accepted as an inevitability. Mathematically 

and logically, it is essentially equivalent to subtract the blank from the 

signal prior to the CLS solution as it is to include the blank vector as a row 

in the calibration matrix. The CLS solution is finding a least-squares 

residual minimization for either a linear combination of emitters to a blank-

corrected signal or for a linear combination of emitters and the blank to a 

blank-included signal. Since it is apparent that the results are at least as 

good when using the blank as a row in the calibration matrix, this protocol 

was eventually followed exclusively. And, as it will be shown later, 

including the blank in the multivariate calibration matrix at an arbitrary 

"concentration" of 1 can be a valuable diagnostic. 

2.2.1.2 2 Element, 115 Wavelength Calibration 

To further demonstrate the initial methodology, test slope 

calculations, and compare to univariate results, a calibration was 

constructed with A1 and Pb for 115 wavelengths. This system was chosen 

because of a well-known interference problem between Pb and Al. Namely, 
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the Pb 220.353 nm {153} and A1220.462 nm {153} are two frequently 

sought analytical lines which suffer from spatial proximity at the detector 

plane. While this spatial proximity is not as severe as many others (the 

peak centers are separated by 28 pixels), Pb 220.353 nm {153} is probably 

the best analytical emission line for lead, and it is very common to be 

looking for small amounts of lead in a matrix of very high aluminum. 

Standards were 0.9950,9.950,49.75,99.50, and 199.0 ppmfor Al, and 

0.9921,4.961,9.921, 24.80,49.61 ppmfor Pb (Ultra Scientific, North 

Kingston, RI), diluted with 5% HN03 (Fisher Scientific, Tracemetal Pure 

diluted with 18MQ H2O). Samples were diluted from the same standards 

and acid. 

2.2.1.2.1 Validation samples 
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Table 2-2 shows univariate results for each of the Al and Pb lines 

chosen, compared to the corresponding multivariate results using all the 

lines with different blank subtraction protocols (bottom rows). The 

alpbl alpb2 
Al line (nm) Pb line (nm) Al 

50.19 
%error Pb 

1.01 
%error Al %error Pb 

9.30 
%error 

257.510 261.418 
Al 

50.19 0.9 
Pb 

1.01 2.3 99^84 0.3 
Pb 

9.30 -6.2 
237.312 220.353 S0.f3 0.8 1.12 13 99.37 -0.1 9.59 -3.4 
226.910 216.999 50;30 1.1 1.02 2.6 100.65 1.2 9.59 

C
O

 C
O

 1 

226.910 216.999 50-27 1.1 . 1.22 23 :l0(K5t 1.0 9.77 -1.6 
186.231 182.203 491S8 -0.3 K :̂1iv37 38 99;56 0.05 .K63 -2.9 
186.231 182.203 0.2 . 1 ^ 2 8  29 9^43 -1.1 9:65 -2.7 
396.152 405.783 49:67 -0.2 29.75 2898 99>46 0.0 V .t5;32 54 
309.271 283.306 .49;94 0.4 1^40 41  ̂ 99:82 0.3 9-66 -2.7 
308.215 280.199 L SOiOe 0.7 1.44 45 100;30 0.8 Sk46 -4.6 
257.510 220.353 : SOite 0.8 1.27 28 101.66 2.2 9.55 -3.8 
220.462 216.999 v49;28 -0.9 3:52 255 98.24 -1.3 13.09 32 

Matrix blank sub 54.22 9.0 3.29 232 103.68 4.2 11.97 21 
raw 49^64 -0.2 028 

C
M

 

97.65 -1.9 -6.60 

C
O

 * 

blank std 49.71 -0.1 1.02 3.1 99.29 -0.2 9.77 -1.5 

true 49.75 0.9921 99.50 1 9.921 

Table 2-2: Univariate and Multivariate Results for Al, Pb Calibration 

univariate results are generally very good, with the exception of the Pb 

405.783 nm {83} line, which is very weak and near regions of high Ar 

background, and the Pb 216.999 nm {154} because it is in the off-axis 

image and very far off the grating blaze angle. The top portion of the table 

shows univariate calibration results using each of the lines from the 

calibration individually. The slopes in the univariate mode were calculated 
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with a common spreadsheet-based unweighted linear least squares 

regression, and the multivariate calibration matrix is constructed with single 

standard emissions per unit concentration (using the third standard for 

bodi). The lower portion of the chart shows the multivariate results, the 

first row subtracting the blank from the signal vector, the second ignoring it, 

and the third including it in the calibration matrix (but in all cases, the blank 

is subtracted from the calibration standards). As an example of the benefit 

of data redundancy, it is noteworthy that the multivariate results are not 

very adversely affected by inclusion of the two anomalous Pb lines. Here, 

the results are clearly much better when the blank is included as a row in the 

calibration matrix rather than subtracting it from the signal vector, and was 

hence the standard protocol from here on. The best multivariate protocol is 

shown to be almost as good or better than the best univariate answers with 

single lines. 
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At this point, calculations were moved to an offline Lab VIEW 

application to expedite code changes and allow for potential facile operation 

through a graphical user interface (GUI) by an untrained user. A 

AlPbl Stds Blank Subtracted AlPbl Stds Blank Subtracted AlPbl Single Stds (#3) 
Method negative slopes NOT tolerated negative slopes tolerated Blank Subtracted 

Pb Al Blank Pb Al Blank Pb Al Blank 
Calculated 0.9315 49;87 1.03 Oi74et , 48.80 1.05 - a.8534 f 49.85 0.98 
True 0.9921 49.75 1 0.9921 49.75 1 0.9921 49.75 1 
%Ertor -6.1 0£ az -25 0.1 4.8 -14 0.2 -1.S 

Method 
AIPb2 Stds Blank Subtracted 
negative slopes NOT tolerated 

Pb Al Blank 

AIPb2 Stds Blank Subtracted 
negative slopes tolerated 

Pb Al Blank 

AIPb2 Single Stds (#3) 
Blank Subtracted 

Pb Al Blank 
Calculatad .9:296 J '̂i,>'-1l08 3 ,̂:'.-̂ >a656 : ge;22 u 1.13 ̂  , 95296 • 99.84 : 0.9S 
True 9.921 99.50 1 9.921 99.50 1 9.921 99.50 1 
%EnQr r. •6.3 vat 

Alsmpl Stds Blank Subtracted Alsmpi Stds Blank Subtracted Alsmpi Single Stds (#3) 
Method negative slopes NOT tolerated negative slopes tolerated Blank Subtracted 

Pb Al Blank Pb Al Blank Pb Al Blank 
Calculated •0.43 48.65 1.12 -0.88 48:59 : 1.13 0.34 48.63 T.07 
True 0 49.75 1 0 49.75 1 0 49.75 1 
%Error - •zz 12 •2.3 13 - • •2:3 7.1 

Method 
Pbsmpi Stds Blank Subtracted 
negative slopes NOT tolerated 

Pb Al Blank 

Pbsmpi Stds Blank Subtracted 
negative slopes tolerated 

Pb Al Blank 

Pbsmpi Single Stds (#3) 
Blank Subtracted 

Pb Al Blank 
Calculated 24.48 -0.19 1.04 23.80 -0.45h 1.10 24.47 0.60 0.86 
True 24.80 0 1 24.80 o| 1 24.80 0 1 
%Enor -1.3 _ r 3:6 •4.0 - 1 9.6 -1.3 - -14 

Table 2-3: Al, Pb Results with Various Blank Subtraction Protocols 

description of the eventual Lab VIEW application including all protocols 

and diagnostic vi's in this work can be found in Appendix A: Echelle-CID 

Data Treatment and Programs to Allow a CLS Model. Table 2-3 shows 

results for some of the same samples (but calibrated and run on different 
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days) with various other minor modifications to the CLS protocol. The first 

column shows results for using ail 5 standards to calculate slopes in the 

calibration matrix, and replacing all negative slopes with zeroes. The 

second column shows results for using all 5 standards to calculate slopes, 

but allowing all negative slopes to be included in the matrix. The third 

column shows the results (for loose comparison to the single standard 

protocol in the previous section) using only the third standard (49.75 ppm 

A1 and 9.921 ppm Pb) in the calibration matrix, instead of a slope calculated 

from all 5. The first column generally shows the lowest percent errors and 

determined the direction of subsequent calibrations. 

2.3 14 Element, 

864 Wavelength 

Calibration 

Since the initial 

results seemed very 

promising, one of the 

next logical steps was 

to calibrate for many 

Element Std. I Std. 2 Std. 3 Std. 4 Std. 5 
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 

Mn 0.5040 10.08 50.40 
Pb 0.9921 4.961 9.921 24.80 49.61 
Ai 0.9950 9.950 49.75 99.50 199.0 
As 0.5010 10.02 50.10 
Co 0.4985 9.970 49.85 
Sb 0.4990 9.980 49.80 
Cr 0.5040 10.08 50.04 199.8 
V 0.2008 2.008 20.08 
Ni 0.5035 10.07 50.35 100.0 
Mo 0.2004 2.004 20.04 
P 0.2000 2.000 20.00 
Bi 0.5000 10.00 50.00 
Cu 1.578 9.990 31.55 49.95 252.4 
Fe 1.722 20.02 28.70 50.00 172.2 

Table 2-4 : 14 Element 864 Wavelength Calibration 
Standard Set 
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more elements at many more wavelengths. A 14 element, 864 wavelength 

calibration was undertaken for Mn, Pb, Al, As, Co, Sb, Cr, V, Ni, Mo, P, Bi, 

Cu, Fe, roughly chosen to overlap with the recoverable elemental 

components of NIST SRM Cu 400 and NIST SRM Steel 345. These two 

standard reference materials (SRMs) were deemed very difficult samples, 

such that anticipated poor performance of the model could suggest 

methodology changes. The 864 wavelengths can be found in Appendix B: 

Tables of method wavelengths. Because of the potentially enormous cost of 

new standards for all calibration elements, most standards were received as 

donations in cooperation with the previous owners attempting to avoid the 

cost of disposal of recently expired solutions. Single element atomic 

standard solutions were mostly obtained from the Pima County Wastewater 

Inorganic Unit, who had purchased them from a variety of sources, 

including Ultra Scientific (North Kingston, RI), Plasma Pure (Lowell, MA), 

High Purity (Charleston, SC), and J. T. Baker (Phillipsburg, NJ). In 

general, the standards were nominally 1,000 ppm and were at least two 

years past their expiration date. With few exceptions, concentrated 

standards were in either 5 % or 2% HNO3, and dilutions were made with 

5% HNO3 (Tracemetal Purity, Fisher Scientific diluted with 18Mi2 H2O). 
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Any problem with the certified concentrations being expired was 

completely ignored, partly due to experience with these types of standards 

lasting at least five years (they are typically only certified for only one), and 

partly due to the reasonable conjecture that errors associated with the 

certified concentration will be well within the tolerances acceptable for so-

called semi-quantitative results. Table 2-4 lists the concentration of the 

calibration elements. Systematic criteria for the choices of these 

concentrations are discussed further in section 4.1.2. 

2.3.1 Validation Samples 
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Table 2-5 shows results for four validation samples. Results are notably 

excellent for the 
sample: alpb2 sample: alpbl 
Calc. Known %Error Calc. Known %Error 

At :::r99jjt4 99:50 wjmn : Kkl O >49^75 0.7 
As -0.04 0 As -0.03 0 
Bi -0.13 0 r r :  - -  v -  :  Bi •0.09 0 
Co -0.02 0 Co -0.01 0 
Cr •0.01 0 Or -0;01 r- 0 
Cu -0.03 0 Cu -0.02 0 
Fe •0.02 0 Fe -0.0t : 0 •* 

Mn 0.00 0 Mn 0.00 0 
Mo •o;o7 -0 Mb -0.04 0 
Ni -0.03 0 Ni -0.02 0 
Pb 9.93 9.921 0.08 : Pb 098 0.9921 -0.8 
P -0.14 0 P -0.09 0 
Sb -0.14 0 Sb -0.08 0 
V -0.01 0 V -0.01 0 

Blank 1.01 % 1.5 Branic 1.02 1 1.6 

sample; Nisamp sample: Mock400 
Calc. Known % Error Calc. Known % Error 

Al 005 . Al , \ •0i24 • 0 
As 0.06 0 As 2.04 2.000 2.2 
Bi 0.51 •'r.-'t':"--.' "' . • Bt 2:52 2:000 26 
Co 0.01 0 Co 0.01 0 
Cr 0.06 0 Of : -0.14 0 r ' 

Cu 0.02 0 Cu 189.7 200.0 -5.2 
Fe 0.01 0 :• Fe 0.00 0 
Mn 0.00 0 Mn 0.00 0 
Mo 0.02 0 Mo -0.55 ; 0 
Ni 52.38 50.35 4.0 Ni 0.14 0 
Pb 0;03 0 Pb 2.48 2.000 24 
P 0.11 0 p 0.78 0 
Sb 0.10 0 Sb 1.99 ' 2.000 -0.4 
V -0.01 0 V -0.23 0 

BIMIc 0.98 -2.0 Blank 0199 • • t -1.t 

three samples with 

two elements or 

less. An entirely 

expected slight 

degradation is 

seen when more 

elements are 

added to the 

sample and when 

the difference in 

concentration of 

component 

elements is 

expanded, 

modeling a real 

sample with major 

and minor components. Although simultaneous computation of 14 

Table 2-5: Results for Validation Samples with 14 Element 
864 Wavelength Calibration 
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concentrations is advantageous in many ways, it can be potentially very 

complicated due to the connectivity of errors. This is discussed much 

further in section 3.4, but it is noted here that the portion of signal resulting 

from the relatively high Cu concentration is large compared to the signal 

arising from the other lower concentration sample components. The 

concentration determined for Cu was in error by 10 ppm, and the 

simultaneous calculation will found slightiy less accurate coefficients for 

the other elements in order to compensate for the portion of the high Cu 

signal not fit by the model. 

2.3.2 NISI SRM Samples 

NIST SRM 400 Cu VII and SRM 345 15 Chromium-4 Nickel Steel were 

chosen as examples of metallurgical samples. SRM 400 was prepared by 

NIST contractors by forging a high-quality 700 lb. ingot into a bar at the U. 

S. Bureau of Mines in Albany, OR. A representative billet was cut from the 

bar and end-milled into chips, sieved, and blended at NIST. The sample in 

this chapter was prepared by open-beaker digestion of a 1.4734 g portion of 

chips using 50 mL of 70% HNO3 (Fisher Scientific Tracemetal grade, 

Pittsburgh, PA) and 50 mL of 18MQ water. The digest was heated 

overnight and the total volume reduced to < 10 mL before dilution to 100 
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mL with 5% HNO3 (from same stock and water). Very little information is 

provided by NIST on the preparation history of SRM 345 other than the 

participating labs and steel companies cooperating to certify its constituents 

and homogeneity. It is chip form of a common Cr-Ni steel alloy produced 

by a Cu precipitation hardening method. The sample in this chapter was 

also prepared by open-beaker digestion of a 1.6198 g portion to which 50 

mL of 70% HNO3 (Fisher Scientific Tracemetal grade, Pittsburgh, PA), 50 

mL of 18MQ water, and 40 mL HCl (Fisher Scientific Semiconductor 

Grade) were added. The digest was warmed overnight and the total volume 

reduced to < 20 mL before cooling and dilution to 100 mL (with 5% HNO3 

from same stock). An analogous blank containing all the same additions as 

the digest was taken through the same procedure. 

Table 2-6 shows expectedly poorer results with 1:10 dilutions of the two 

digests of NIST metallurgical SRMs. The CLS coefficient for the blank and 

the overall lower and less featured residual suggest more faith may be 

placed with the sample "Cu400dil" results than the "Fe345dil" results. If 

the correct answers were not known, one could guess that the Cu 

concentration is correct within a few hundred percent. So, although there 

are some substantial false positives (Ni, Pb, P, Bi) the results are still quite 
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useful - analytical 

lines for desired 

minor components 

are chosen on a 

basis of there 

potentially being 2 

- 3,000 ppra Cu. 

And, since such a 

large concentration 

was predicted for Cu, less faith is put in the numerical answers for the 

minor components. It is noted that Cu 400 contains certified levels of Te, 

Ag, and uncertified amounts of Au, Si, S, and Sn, which are not in the 

calibration set, with Te, Ag, and Sn being present at levels of potential 

concern (150 - 200 |Lig/g in the solid). It is unlikely, however that very 

much of the Sn or Si were effectively mobilized into solution with the 

atmospheric pressure digest procedure that omitted HF. 

The results for "Fe345dil" are far worse. The major component of 

the sample gives a solution that is 1200 ppm Fe, which has more strong 

emissions at many more places throughout the spectrum than Cu. This 

sample: Cu400ctil sample: Fe^Sdil 
Calc. Known %Enor Calc. Known %Em3r 

fe:.'. -r2i.O^ ss-
As 0.12 0.206 -42 -6.76 
Bi ; 643 i-^W3K036 r~« 

Tr,;v-5 • 52102 
Co 0.03 0.0009 2843 111.40 1.400 7857 
Cr -0;86 ; 0:OOGf7 m222m * .259 :8  
Cu 1042.1 1470 -29 8.14 55.70 -85 
Fe •0.02 a.060 ̂ ; J-154Q t05.24 1200 -91 
Mn -0.02 0.0003 -7912 17.07 3.630 370 
Mo . -3.02 . . . .  

-  -  • • •  
204.90 ^ • fQIU) 10249 

Ni 1.98 6.09 68.70 -91 
Pb 4^48 r oim . 2271 : -TiOe 

V. . • r .;. .  ̂ • 

P 4.31 200.76 0.290 69127 
Sb 0.80 : 0.J50 2614:6 
V -1.37 15.70 0.660 2278 

Blank t.09 -t K65 765 

Table 2-6: Results for Two SRMs with 14 Element 864 
Wavelength Calibration 
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calibration only included wavelengths centered around 15 Fe emission 

lines, when 1200 ppm Fe is a high enough concentration for many more 

emission lines to be detectable. Fe lines are almost certainly showing up 

that were not in the calibration set and which overlap with other calibration 

elements' lines. It is also noted that the sample contains certified levels of 

W, S, Si, Mb (up to 0.6% by weight in the solid) which are not in the 

calibration set, however it is again unlikely that very much of the W or Si 

were effectively mobilized into solution with the atmospheric pressure 

digest procedure that omitted HF. 

If the true concentrations were not known, the high, featured residual 

and the large error in the blank coefficient would prompt a user to place 

littie faith in the answers, even for the major components. Incidentally, 

these poor results were also due in part to a ThermoSPEC code problem 

with the handling of saturated signals (discussed further in 4.1.1) that was 

later corrected. Portions of signal vectors following any saturation events 

were mis-indexed. Signal vectors with saturated indices were adversely 

affected to varying degrees, depending on the location of saturation in the 

numerical order of wavelengths. 
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CHAPTER 3 

3. Customization of the CLS Model 

Based on the initial results, it is easy to identify some shortcomings as 

well as anticipate some potential problems with more difficult samples or 

expanded calibration sets. The background or wavelength registration can 

shift from the time of calibration to the time of prediction, the model can 

predict false positives, lines can exceed their LDRs, some elements may be 

present below their detection limits, and some numerical sets can simply be 

ill-conditioned for the mathematical operations. The sheer amount and the 

redundancy of data acquired facilitate diagnostics to detect and possibly 

overcome these potential problems. While it has been desirable to utilize as 

much of the large amount of data acquired as possible, extended knowledge 

of the system can also help pare down these sets to only the data necessary 

to arrive at quantitative answers for sample compositions. Elimination of 

the lower quality, less accurate, or even useless data while still retaining 

more than enough data to characterize a system mimicks (or even improves 

upon) the time-consuming behavior of a highly-trained analyst, leading to 

exceptional final results. 
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Offset Rows 
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Figure 3.1: Concatenation of Offset Rows to tlie Calibration Matrix 

3.1 Offsets 

To try to account for changes in the background between the time of 

calibration and the time of prediction, offset rows can be added to the 

calibration matrix [77]. With this model, it is more reasonable to anticipate 

that the offset rows will help account for presence of emitting sample 

components that are not in the calibration set. Offset rows can improve the 

fit of a CLS model to the data but, it is important to emphasize that a better 
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fit of the model to the data does not necessarily mean the answers are more 

accurate. In practice, allowing the model to give coefficients for these rows 

in the computed CLS concentration vector is less effective for improving 

the accuracy of answers than it is as a diagnostic tool. A variety of changes 

between the time of calibration and the time samples are run are possible, 

and it is somewhat impractical at this point to construct the calibration set 

for all possible emitters (>7l elements). A row of ones, a running index, 

running index squared, and running index cubed can be useful as offset 

rows. The offset rows are concatenated on the calibration matrix (see 

Figure 3.1), and then CLS solution coefficients returned for those rows 

indicate that the offset row modeled something that a linear combination of 

the calibration elements and blank rows could not. A row of ones can 

potentially help account for a background difference between the times of 

calibration and prediction. This type of constant background shift is more 

common in other types of single-order, continuous spectrum spectroscopy. 

This CLS model clearly uses an arbitrarily ordered collection of discreet 

windows of the full echellogram (see Figure 1.4). And the full echellogram 

is a combination of segments of spectra at different orders. A constant 

offset across all subarrays is still not an entirely unlikely scenario, however. 
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If the CID detector is not cooled to the same operating temperature between 

calibration and prediction, the higher dark current could cause a constant 

offset of all subarrays. Or, if the CID is operated at low temperatures 

without adequate dry purge gas, condensation or even ice can form on the 

CID camera window, decreasing light throughput with little wavelength 

bias. So, regardless of whether the addition of a row of ones to the 

calibration matrix improves the accuracy of the answers, a retumed 

coefficient for the row of ones can alert the user to some conmion and 

preventable problems. Similarly, a running index row, running index 

squared, or running index cubed can be added to the calibration matrix. 

Fhrovided the subarrays are ordered according to wavelength, retumed 

•0 
coefficients for these rows will indicate a wavelength bias between 

calibration and prediction. Inadequate purge time is a common situation 

where a wavelength bias would be observed. Throughput of high 

wavelengths through argon compared to air will be almost the same, 

however, there will be severe attenuation of low wavelengths (especially 

below 200 nm) if there is any air in the spectrometer. 

3.2 Weighting 
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A potential problem is anticipated when it is considered that standard 

DCLS assigns equal weight is given to all five 3x3 subarrays (or more than 

five, when necessary) used to describe a peak (although there is still the 

inherent bias to the signal magnitude in minimization of the residual). 

Spectral bandpass requirements for preserving calibration linearity are much 

more strict when using the side of a peak to quantitate [2]. The emissivity 

is changing much more rapidly with respect to wavelength on the side of a 

peak relative to the center (Figure 3.2). Figure 3.3 shows that %RSD is 

worse for non-peak subarrays, for the representative line region of Fe 

271.441 nm {124}. 

Figure 3.2: Range of Emission for Peak Center vs. Side for Equal wavelength 
Bandwidth 
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2.5 

2 3 

Standard Number 

Fe271.472 

Fe271.457 

Fe271.441 i 

Fe271.425 | 

-^Fe271.410 i 

Figure 3.3: % RSD for Fe Standards at Peak and Non-Peak Subarrays 

The first step in assignment of different weights to the subarrays 

describing emission peaks is to generate a weighting map of the wavelength 

line library. A numerical designation is given to each subarray that 

represents the distance (in subarrays) off-peak (Figure 3.4 - top). This 

assignment is straightforward and rapid for most wavelengths. However, 

when an overlap is so severe that the center of a peak appears within the 

subarray window of another wavelength, the CID camera controller 

constructs a modified, larger subarray that can encompass the multiple 

peaks and their backgrounds. The numerical designation then represents the 
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distance off either peak (Figure 3.4 - bottom). These occurrences must be 

located and logged by instructing the source code to return the subarray 

setup information prior to data acquisition. Setting the Boolean "Show 

subarray Setup" to "YES" in TJA_CID.INI makes this information 

available to the user and allows facile location of any full subarray that is 

not 15x3. Each of these modified subarrays will use only one of the 

multiple wavelengths in the subarray as the reference wavelength, and the 

locations of the others in the large subarray will be compromises based on 

the nearest increment of 3 x 3's. The closest 3 x 3 is then given the 

numerical designation of zero. Numerical designations of zero will then 

receive the fiill weight of the scheme, ones the first graduation, twos the 

second, and anything greater than two receives the lowest weight (either 

one or zero, depending on whether the low or high weight is normalized to 

one). The weighting 

EummriixoicEmizi I I2I I hi I lol I M I pn scheme determines the 
I  n  1 1 1 1  n  M I  l E D  

relative magnitudes of the 

CQ LI 1 LI 1 LI 1 LI 1 LI 1 
HT • ' I I  I I 1 I I TT 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 

graduations. 

While atomic 

Figure 3.4; Numerical Designation for Weighting emission peaks are more 
Scheme 
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often considered to fit Lorentzian distributions [2, 3], they can be modeled 

reasonably well with a Gaussian distribution, especially since each peak is 

described with no more than five data points. Since a Gaussian distribution 

is more straightforward programmatically, it has been used as the basis of 

the weighting scheme. The scheme uses a lookup table of areas under a 

zero-mean, unit area Gaussian curve (out to CT of 3.99 in increments of 0.01) 

integrated from the mean to the chosen standard deviation [78], 

In Gaussian Peak Weight.vi (see Appendix A: Echelle-CID Data Treatment 

and Programs to Allow a CLS Model), the user chooses the number of 

standard deviations spanned by half of a hypothetical group of five 3 x 3's 
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Figure 3.5: Results for a Validation Sample as a Function of Standard Deviation 
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(equivalent weights are given to the sections of the larger subarrays, based 

on the weighting map numerical assignments). Then programmatically, the 

area in the lookup table closest to one fifth of the total area spanned by half 

the five 3 X 3's multiplied by two is then the area contribution of the center 

3x3. The areas of the other subarrays follow as shown in Figure 3.6 

While this scheme seems sensible to implement, the improvement of 

na/5 

3n(T/5 

na 

Figure 3.6: Assignment of Weights for Five Subarrays Using a Gaussian Model 
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results in practice has been slight to none. Figure 3.5 shows how little 

change is seen upon iterations with various choices of standard deviations 

for the peaks to span. No predictions changed by more than 4% upon and 

subsequent choice of standard deviations to span a complete subarray, and 

all change becomes negligible after a 3 standard deviation span of a 

subarray. All answers changed in the negative direction, since effectively 

less of each peak is being considered with each larger choice of standard 

deviation span (18CT corresponds to the center subarray accounting for 100 

% of the peak area). Since equivalent answers are obtained for all 

weighting templates from equal weights to fully weighting only peak 

centers, the same answer should be obtainable for this sample by building 

the model with only peak centers. However, this is less an indication of 

failure of the scheme than it is and indication that this particular sample was 

free of severe interferences that could not be compensated for by the 

redundancy of including non-interfered peak centers in the calibration. The 

scheme is nonetheless included programmatically and was periodically 

implemented when poor results suggested its use. 

3.3 Iterations 
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As with most techniques of fitting experimental data to a model of pre

conceived form, improvement of the fit of the data to the model can be 

achieved through successive iterations. Criteria for changes and the nature 

of changes made upon successive iterations will determine the effect on the 

results. 

3.3.1 Computational Iterations 

The CLS solution to linear equations can be iteratively improved by 

purely mathematical considerations. The model is assumed to have the 

exact solution, c. 

q = cW 

However, the computed answer contains some unknown error, 5c, and when 

multiplied by the calibration matrix is manifested as a residual, 6q. 

q + 5q = (c + 5c )W 

Subtracting the original model from the above equation gives: 

dq = 8cW 

Solving the above two equations for 5q and combining them gives: 

(c + &)W-q = &W 
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It can be seen that (c + 8c) is the computed concentration vector, its product 

with W is the model, and the difference between this product and the signal 

vector is the previously defined residual. 

r=ScW 

So, the unknown error, 5c, can be found by computing the CLS solution of 

the residual vector and the calibration matrix. The error, 5c, can then be 

subtracted from the original answer to give an improved answer, the 

residual recalculated, and sequence can be repeated. In practice with real 

data, this calculation typically results in 5c vectors with all elements equal 

to zero for six decimal places or more. This is not to say the solutions are 

errorless, but simply that very good least squares minimized solutions have 

always been available for real data in this work. The equations are 

nevertheless included programmatically to catch rounding errors with 

nearly singular systems [79]. 

3.3.2 Logical Iterations Based on Chemical Information 

More useful criteria for iterations can be developed on a basis of 

available chemical information rather than purely mathematical 

considerations. In the course of building the model, it is possible to 
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estimate a fairly reliable multivariate detection limit (DL) for each element. 

The most common expression for an instrument detection limit in 

spectroscopy is , representing the lowest concentration that could 
^calib 

theoretically ever be distinguished from the blank (where Cbiank is the 

standard deviation of the blank and ntcaub is the slope of the calibration 

curve) [80]. Clearly for a multivariate system, there will be N detection 

limits for N discrete variables. It is usually regarded most practical to report 

a DL for each element, rather than N DL's per element - one for each of the 

N variables that could be used to quantitate the element (j wavelengths) -

since the best DL is clearly of primary interest when detection sensitivity is 

an issue. A weighted average of the j DL's would be most accurate to 

report the DL's of the entire CLS method. As a criterion for iterations in 

this custom version of CLS, it is more appropriate to underestimate the 

detection limit. If an element is initially determined to be below its DL with 

a reasonable degree of confidence, its row can be removed from the model. 

Then, subsequent prediction iterations will not be coaxed to give that 

element's row a false positive coefficient to achieve the least-squares 

minimization of the residual. Refined answers are then obtained for the 



elements that are determined to be present above their DL's. 

programmatically, a full ix j matrix of DL's is calculated 

DL..= 
W *'ij 
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El. 

|i|i^ 

PWPWpi 
liftiii 
1̂ 1 

ER/S 
DL (ppb) 

Axial 
ER/S OL 

(ppb) 

Axial ER/S 
USN DL 

(ppb) 
Univ. 

Wave.(nm) 
27-ELMciltr; 

Al mmo 4 2 0.6 396.152 maimm;. 

As &:mm 8 4 2 189.042 f:ri8£MJ42; 
B 2 1 249.773 249;T73 
Ba 0.4 0.3 0.02 455.403 455i408. .455.403 
Be 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.02 313.042 234.8611 
Bi 72 4 2 223.061 2231061 .225.061 
Ca 0i2 L:- 0.2 0.1 0.01 393.366 393':366l. 396.847 
Ca 0.2 0.1 0.02 396.847 

Cd 10 13 0.6 0.4 0.1 226.502 226.502 226.502 
Co 5 , '  vA 1.2 0.6 0.2 228.616 238.882 238:892 
Cr 6 10 2 1 0.1 267.716 267.716 267.716 
Cu 14 13 4 2 224.700 224.700 224.700 
Cu 4 2 0.2 324.754 

Fe 3 10 2 0.6 0.2 259.940 238.204 259.940 
K 650 210 40 10 1 766.490 766.490 766.490 
Li 11 2 1 0.1 670.700 670j00r 

Mg 1 . . 2 0.2 0.2 0.1 279.553 2791553 280.270 
Mn 1 :̂.i 0.2 0.1 0.02 257.610 25716101 257.610 
Mo 15 24 2 1 0.1 202.030 202.030 202;030 
Na 15 6 4 1 588.995 588.99 .̂ : r588.995  ̂
Na 6 4 1 589.592 

Ni 14 : . -;Vr 4 2 0.1 231.604 221i647 ; 221.647 
P 5T 140 15 8 178.287 213.618 213:618 
Pb 60 53 6 4 1 220.353 220.353 220.353 
S 130 15 8 1 182.034 182.034 
Sb 66 85 6 10 1 206.833 206.833 2t7.58t 
Se 59 95 10 6 1 196.090 196;090 196^090 
Si 15 6 1 0.4 251.612 251.612 • .-'i ' 
Sn 36 10 4 1 189.989 : 1891989 
Sr 0;3 0.6 0.2 0.1 407.771 407.771 
Ti 5 0.5 0.5 0.2 334.941 ^334.943 
Tl 110 10 6 0.5 190.864 190.864 

V 15 8 1 1 0.2 292.402 310.230 .̂307 

Zh 2 .r. "" M 0.4 0.3 0.1 213.856 .̂547 213.856 
Zh 0.8 0.8 0.2 206.200 

[Actual Line Center][Compromise Overlap With] 

'Ti 334.941 nm :: Ti 334.904 nm 
^Zh 202.̂  nm :: Mg 20Z582 nm 
Vsog.sn nm :: AI 309.271 nm 

Table 3<1: ]VIultivariate and Univariate Detection Limits 
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where w is the last row of the calibration matrix - the signal vector for the 

blank (recall that the full matrix of variances for W are available from the 

construction of the calibration matrix). Then the DL's for the purposes of 

iteration criteria are computed as the minimum of each row of DLy. Table 

3-1 shows detection limits for the 23 element, 1259 wavelength and 31 

element, 1632 wavelength calibrations in this work as compared to 

manufacmrer-reported conventional univariate detection limits for the a 

similar instrument operated in radial view (ER/S) with concentric glass mbe 

nebulization, axial view (Axial ER/S) with concentric glass tube 

nebulization, and axial view (Axial ER/S USN) with ultrasonic 

nebulization. The multivariate DLs represent typical ones, rather than best-

achieved, as is usually the case with manufacmrer-reported DLs. The 

multivariate DL sets are each for a single calibration matrix using one 

particular blank. The variance of a given blank at a given subarray can very 

substantially, so some elements' DLs are apparently improved with a 

change of blank row in the matrix while others apparendy suffer. The best 

achievable multivariate DL for each element could sequentially be 

determined and reported in this table, however, this would be slighdy 
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misleading, since a single set using one updated blank is always used for a 

given multivariate prediction. 
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Figure 3.7: Logical Flow for Iterative CLS Prediction 
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Similarly, criteria can be developed for the removal of columns and 

recalculation of the CLS solution. For completely unknown samples, it is 

obviously a common occurrence for one or more elements to be present at a 

very high concentration, since the major component of a given sample is 

likely to be in the calibration set. And if a large number of wavelengths are 

being considered for many elements, one or more channels will almost 

certainly be beyond their linear dynamic range (LDR). The simultaneous 

computation of the CLS solution will almost certainly have larger error for 

all elements, if the high concentration elements are included. As with DL's, 

LDR's are also different for each element and each wavelength, requiring / 

X j estimates of LDR. Strong emitters at bright lines may be linear only out 

to a few ppm, while weak emitters can be linear from their DL 

concentration all the way out to a concentration high enough to significantly 

change properties of the plasma. A theoretical estimate of LDR is less 

straightforward than a DL. Practical estimates are more common -

increasing or decreasing concentrations of standards until deviation from 

linear behavior of the calibration curve is observed (non-linear behavior is 

generally not observed at low concentration, though). This is an impractical 

number of solutions to make for i elements and j wavelengths (as high as 31 
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X 1632 in this work). Non-linear behavior at the high end of the calibration 

curve can arise from a variety of both chemical and instrumental sources [2, 

3], complicating development of systematic criteria for column removal. 

The most general and straightforward assessment of LDR overshoot can be 

made for a signal that exceeds the LDR capability of the detector. As 

mentioned in section 1.3.2, the CID 38SG has a full-well capacity of 10^ 

electrons. The detection LDR can be extended far beyond this through its 

unique ability to perform "knockdowns" (clearing most of the charge from a 

pixel or subarray by application of a bias potential) during non-destructive 

readout of an exposure. Saturation is a somewhat arbitrarily defined 

condition that is described more fully in section 4.1.1. Custom 

modifications to CIDACQ.DLL instruct the camera controller to return 

zeroes for all subarrays describing a line, if any one of the five 3 x 3's 

saturate. The handling of saturation during construction of the calibration 

matrix is also described in section 4.1.1. When saturation occurs in the 

signal vector, the saturated subarrays are removed, the corresponding 

column indices are removed from the calibration matrix, and the CLS 

solution is recalculated. Saturation conditions represent relatively 

unambiguous criteria for column removal, however it is more arbitrary 
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when a signal falls somewhere between linearity and detector saturation. 

Linearity is not the only important consideration, since a disproportionately 

high signal can have an overweighted influence on the model, possibly also 

justifying removal from the model (a high but perfectly linear signal may 

still justify removal from the model). State-of-the-art ICP-AES is also 

usually considered to be shot noise limited [7, 10], so the variance of the 

signal, and hence the uncertainty in concentration, will be related to the 

square root of the signal magnitude. For example, say Fe is present in a 

sample at 1,000 ppm. All Fe lines can be removed from the model and the 

solution recalculated. A user will most likely not care about the accuracy of 

the Fe concentration but will be very concerned about the effect of Fe on the 

other elements. The user can ignore the answer for Fe in subsequent 

iterations (since its row is still in the model) and still obtain interference-

compensated answers for the remaining elements. 

If false positives (FPs) are detected (described more fiilly in section 

3.5.4), successive iterations are also justified after removal of the row 

corresponding to the element determined to not truly be present (same logic 

as an element being below its DL - provided the FP estimated magnitude is 

below the DL). The following flow chart sununarizes the logic of prediction 
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iterations. The logic for the itertative CLS prediction implemented in this 

work is represented in Figure 3.7. 

3.4 Error Analysis and Predictive ConHdence 

Simultaneous computation of concentration of all elements in a sample 

has the unfortunate disadvantage of connecting the error of each answer to 

all the other answers. An error in the concentration prediction for one 

element can cause erroneous answers for any or all of the other elements in 

the computation. For example, if a sample has a relatively high amount of 

Ba, the answer for Ba concentration will be largely influenced by the strong 

Ba lines. It will be likely that the signal at the subarrays for the strong Ba 

lines will have high variance, due to LDR and shot noise limitations. Then 

all other Ba lines will have a high residual unless the model predicts false 

positive concentrations of other elements to make up for the inability to 

accurately predict the Ba concentration based on the strong lines. It is 

correspondingly very important to assess confidence with each predicted 

answer and account for the connection of one error to another. And it is 

very important to base this assessment as much as possible on the well-

known measurement errors. 

3.4.1 Literature Shortcomings 
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In CLS literature, one may find a "statistical prediction error" or similar 

treatment of error in the CLS calculation [77, 81, 82]. 

sd{c)  = ^Jdiag(WW^y^ xs" 

Where "diag" specifies taking the diagonal trace of the quantity in 

parentheses, and s" is the "mean square about the regression." The diagonal 

of the calibration matrix multiplied by its transpose is essentially a measure 

of the correlation of the rows, and is based on the residual between the 

signal vector and the model. While correlation of the rows, or "spectra" is 

normally an important assessment, there is very little correlation between 

spectra in atomic spectroscopy. And, sd(c) will clearly approach zero as s' 

approaches zero. While a high residual will almost always suggest 

erroneous prediction, a very low residual does not necessarily indicate a 

prediction that is more likely to be correct. Especially in situations such as 

the aforementioned case of a high Ba signal, the model will predict the least 

squares minimization of the residual, even if it ultimately is the perfect set 

of false positive coefficients for elements that are not truly present. The 

two variables for which confidence intervals are fairly well-known are the 

signal vector and the calibration matrix, yet the statistical prediction error 

equation assumes both the signal vector and calibration matrix to be 
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errorless. Furthermore, and not surprisingly, practical assessment with 

validation samples shows that sd(c) rarely correlates well with known error. 

One can also find the "Law of propagation of errors for linear 

transformations" [79, 82]. 

[Covar(c)] = W^'^[Covar(q)]W^ 

Where the covariance matrix is defined as 

[Covar(q)] = 

(qi) Cov(qi,q,) 

Cov(q,,q,) cr, (qj) 

Cov(qj,q,) 

Cov(q„qJ 

iq/) 

And 

Cov(q„qp = ((ii,qj-(q,)(qj)| 

Where the brackets, (• • •), indicate an expectation value, which in the 

absence of probability assessment, the quantity qj -(qj) is estimated in this 

work with the standard deviation (flj - (<lj) = )• Clearly theabove 

equation bases the error on the covariance of the signal vector and assumes 

the calibration matrix to be errorless. While the covariance of the signal can 

be an interesting and important measure (all lines of a particular element 
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will vary with each other), the calibration matrix contains, by definition, i  

times as many values as the signal vector, each of which can carry at least 

as much error as any value in the signal vector. 

Obviously, it is foolish to assume the largest source of error to be 

entirely errorless. It should be possible to follow a more traditional 

calculation sequence for propagation of errors, knowing the variance in q 

and the variance in W, since niatrix operations can be readily expanded to 

their linear algebraic equivalent expressions (simple multiplications, 

divisions, additions, and subtractions, but a task to sort-out indices). To 

reiterate, it is necessary to find the error in c, knowing the error in q and W. 

since there are many ways to calculate the inverse of a rectangular ntiatrix 

with some possibility of singularity (SVD used in this work). Both the 

It is straightforward to propagate error through WW 

And analogously for W • (WW^)'*, if were known. However, 

knowing ey^y^r, it is not straightforward to determine j-'»especially 
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magnitude and location of the resulting error after inversion are difficult to 

determine. In other words, if there is 5% error in index (1,1) of a given 

matrix, it certainly does not correspond to some constant times 5% error in 

any one particular element in the matrix inverse. Error in one element of a 

matrix affects error in many or all elements of its inverse. Strassen 

discovered a "fast" matrix multiplication approximation that is very 

conducive to compact code for computer programs and reduces the number 

of CPU operations required compared to other methods of matrix 

multiplication [83]. Application of this method of matrix multiplication to 

the computation of the inverse of small, square matrices yields 

straightforward equations for each element of the inverse in terms of the 

original matrix elements, very much clarifying the problem at hand. If A is 

a 2 X 2 square matrix, and I is the 2 x 2 inverse of A, 

A = ®I1 ®I2 

®2l ®22 
and I = 111 <12 

*21 '̂ 22 

Ri = Inverse(aii), Rt = a2i x Ri, R3 = Ri x R4 = a2i x R3 

R5 = R4 - a22, Re = Inverse(R5), ii2 = R3 x Re, i2i = Re x R2 

R? — R3 X i2i, ill = Ri X R?? ^22 ~ "Re 
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it is readily apparent that element in of the 2 x 2 inverse, I, is dependent on 

ai 1, ai2, a2i, and a22> and the elements appear in an unequal number of 

multiplication operations [83, 84]. This complication is also demonstrated 

with model data in the following example. 

Figure 3.8 is constructed by generating a random matrix and applying 

a diagonally synunetric percent relative error matrix (since the matrix being 

inverted, WW^, is diagonally symmetric). A Lab VIEW program (Inverse 

Error Model, vi) was written to generate random matrices of the forms in 

question and perform the associated operations. The following W matrix 

was generated 
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Figure 3.8: Error in Inverse for Various Relative Errors in Orignlal 
Matrix Elements for a Diagonally Synunetric Matrix 
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"216.32 454.51 489.59 443.62 17.6 ' 

319.51 115.96 99.27 396.52 201.46 

and the following percent relative error matrix applied to WW 

"l / >11 >'12" 

.v 1 

>11 >'12" 

.v 1 .>'21 3^22 

Values of jc are cycled through a range from 0% to 20%, as this should 

encompass most reasonable magnitudes of % error in ICP-AES. The y axis 

is then the corresponding high and low percent relative error of elements in 

T  I  _  

the 2 X 2 inverse matrix, (WW ) \ The figure demonstrates the potential for 

error inflation through the inverse calculation, since it is evident that 20% 

error in the original matrix can propagate into over 120% error in the 

inverse. The figure also demonstrates that the indices of the error are not 

matched with the indices of the original matrix. But most importantly, this 

figure demonstrates that the function is smooth over reasonable intervals, 

which will serve to validate the more straightforward estimation methods in 

the following section. 

3.4.2 Interval Model 
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x-e, x+e. 

x-e, x+e. 

Figure 3.9: Interval Model for Error 
Estimation 

It has been demonstrated that 

propagation of the known errors in q 

and W to the calculated error in c 

becomes very complicated at the 

matrix inversion step. If a function 

is not known explicidy or is 

otherwise difficult to perceive, a 

graphical interval method can 

provide a reasonable (Figure 3.9). 

This method should be a valid 

approximation, since there is slow variation of the inverse function in the 

vicinity of a typical q uncertainty (see Figure 3.8). Straightforward 

estimates of the confidence interval of any signal vector can be made by 

simply taking multiple repeats and computing the standard deviation for 

each element of the vector and using a student's 195% confidence interval. 

Analogous 95% confidence interval estimates can be made using the square 

root of the variance sums of signal vector elements used to determine each 

calibration matrix element. Then all combinations of the average, 

maximum interval, and minimum interval of q and W are used to calculate 
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nine c vectors, as shown in Figure 3.10. The resulting maximum and 

minimum of the nine c vectors is then the estimate of the confidence 

interval for c. 

c = [c, c, • • cj 
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Figure 3.10: Combinations of Measurement Variable Confidence Intervals to 
Arrive at the Concentration Vector Confidence Interval 
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3.5 Other Diagnostics 

3.5.1 Matrix Matli 

A general i  x  j  rectangular matrix can be broken into all possible 

square submatrices for which the determinant can be computed. If at least 

one of these submatrices' determinants (of dimensions ix i or less) is 

nonzero, and determinants of higher order (determinants of square 

submatrices larger than / -r i) approach zero, the rank of the matrix is said to 

be i. The rank will be equivalent to the maximum number of independent 

rows, or the number of non-singular rows. Naturally it is desirable to 

always generate calibration matrices of rank equal to the number of rows 

(one for each calibration element, each offset row, and the blank). So, as a 

diagnostic to prevent overlooking potential problems with singularity, 

matrix rank is included programmatically in ICP_CLS.vi, the routine for 

which is included in the Lab VIEW analysis functions. 
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Partial description of SVD can be found here [83], although, as the 

reference also suggests, its explanation is beyond the scope of this 

document. The application of SVD to the linear system is question looks 

like: 

/ 1 "l c = V diag — 
V ' / 

Where 

q 

V diag 
\ ' y 

is the decomposition of the inverse of W. The condition number of W is 

then defined as the ratio of the largest of the Wj's to the smallest of the Wj's 

(referring to the above diagonal matrix, not elements of the calibration 

matrix, W). Effectively, the condition number of a matrix gives a 

qualitative measure of the sensitivity of a solution of linear equations to 

errors in the data. It gives an indication of the accuracy of the results from a 

matrix inversion and consequentiy the CLS solution. A singular matrix has 

an infinite condition number, and a matrix that is ill-conditioned for 

inversion will have a condition number whose reciprocal is close to the 

limit of the computer's floating point precision (10"'^ for Lab VIEW double 
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precision data 

format). In 

practice, condition 

numbers rarely 

exceed one 

thousand. So, as a 

diagnostic and a 

comparison of one 

calibration matrix to another (especially from one row or column-based 

iteration to the next), matrix condition number is included programmatically 

in ICP_CLS.vi, the routine for which is included in the Lab VIEW analysis 

functions. 

3.5.2 Blank as Calibration Matrix Row 

An analogy to the univariate case is given in Figure 3.11. If the blank is 

subtracted from the signal prior to its fit to the linear model, the 

concentration of the unknown follows from the direct interpolation to the 

concentration axis. If the blank is not subtracted from the signal prior to its 

fit to the linear model, the interpolation to the concentration axis represents 

a sum of the sample concentration and the equivalent concentration of the 

Blank-included 
Signal 

Blank-subtracted ̂  
Signal 

Concentration 
of Unknown 

Concentration 
of Unknown 

+ 

"Concentration" 
of Blank 

Figure 3.11: Representation of Blank Subtraction Schemes 
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blank signal. This is relatively meaningless in the univariate case, however, 

as in section 2.2, the DLCS solution equation suggests that the blank 

subtracted signal should be used for the CLS solution of the concentration 

vector (as was done for some of the initial results in sections 2.2.1.1 and 

2.2.1.2). However, the blank can also be included as a row of the 

calibration matrix, with unity "concentration" (see also Table 2-1). Then 

the CLS solution is effectively finding the best linear combination of pure 

components and the blank that describes the unmodified signal vector. 

Provided the CLS solution coefficient for the blank is one, this is 

mathematically equivalent to subtraction of the blank from the signal vector 

before computing the CLS solution. However, coefficients other than one 

can readily indicate a background difference between the time of calibration 

and prediction, or it can indicate that the blank is inappropriate for the 

sample. 

3.5.3 Wavelength Registration 
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Figure 3.12 is constructed by generating two 80 point Gaussian curves 

(from a Gaussian area lookup table in 0.1 standard deviation increments), 

one curve offset from the other by 5 indices. It is apparent that the residual 

has the appearance of the first derivative of a peak similar in shape to the 

Gaussian curves. Similar behavior detected in the residual of a CLS fit can 

indicate that there was a difference in wavelength registration between the 

time of calibration and the time of prediction. This can either prompt a user 

to re-calibrate the software wavelength map for the echellogram and re-run 

the sample or simply wam the user that an answer partly based on the peak 

Shifted P 

Residual 

Gaussian Peai( 

Shifted Peak 

Residual 

30 

-02 

Figure 3.12: Wavelength Registration Sliift Example 
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in question may be unreliable. Figure 3,13 is a real example of this 

behavior. This is slightly more pronounced than is usually seen, since a 

situation was deliberately manipulated where prediction was done before 

the temperature of the spectrometer heater jacket reached its setpoint. In 

general, wavelength registration is very consistent with this instrument, the 

wavelength locations typically not changing more than a pixel over the 

course of months. However, it is possible for the spectrometer to be jarred 

or otherwise have its optical alignment compromised. Recall also that the 

CID 38SG pixels are 28 on a side. Very slight temperature shifts of 

components in the optical train can cause fluctuation in the physical 

location of a peak image. 

3.5.4 False Positive Detection 
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Model 

Residual 

Figure 3.13: Manifestation of Wavelength Shift in Residual Appearance 

The residual can also contain enough information to systematically detect 

and reject false positives. If the residual has a trough at a particular location 

that arises from there being a model peak but no signal peak at the same 

location, then the concentration is very likely to be falsely high for the 

element associated with that peak. Figure 3.14 shows the appearance of a 

typical false positive. 
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It is possible to estimate the maximum possible magnitude of a false 

positive concentration for element i by simply fitting the univariate answer 

to the blank subtracted signal at the subarray in question: 

c(FP), w "ij 

If element i is determined to be a false positive based on the appearance of 

the signal-model-residual at subarray j, then the blank subtracted signal at 

subarray j divided by the slope for element i at subarray j will be the 
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Figure 3.14: Manifestation of False Positive in the Appearance of the Residual 
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maximum possible magnitude of the false positive. The preceding equation 

will almost always simply negate the supposed false positive CLS answer 

(it will be the same magnitude "wrong" as the magnitude of the CLS 

answer). However the false positive must of course have a cause, the most 

likely being that an overlapping peak from another element was underfit by 

the linear combination contribution of that element's CLS coefficient. For 

instance,  consider  a  sample that  contains element A but  not  element B. 

Element A and element B have a spectral overlap at wavelength c, the 

location of a strong line for element A, and weak line of element B. Since 

there is more relative error with higher signal magnitudes, it is conunon for 

strong lines to be underfit by the model (either because of variance in the 

sample, or during calibration matrix construction). If the CLS coefficient 

for element A fits its other lines but inadequately describes line c, the model 

is likely to compromise by giving a coefficient to element B, since it has an 

overlap at wavelength c. Then, false positives are likely to be detected for 

the wavelengths of  weaker l ines of  element B. 

There is often a signal at the locations of "false positives," that 

simply does not pass the criteria for being a "peak" (yet a model peak and 

residual trough are detected). It is possibly more useful (or at least 
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additionally interesting) to compute the estimated magnitude of false 

positive based on how much of the signal was not described by the model, 

or in other words the residual: 

c(FP)j = 
( f j  -bp 

w "ij 

An estimate can then be made for the magnitude of overshoot in the 

predicted concentration. 

It was important to develop systematic criteria for a "peak" or 

"trough," such that this routine can be run reliably without very much user 

intervention. Many methods are available for peak detection or peak fitting, 

and several methods were attempted. However, since emission peaks 

generally span only three data points in this work, peak finding schemes 

utilizing curve fitting models (such as various orders of polynomials) are 

ineffective as well as being unnecessarily complicated, ftogrammatically, 

it has been more effective and simpler to define "peaks" as locations where 

both adjacent subarrays are less than three times the magnitude of the 

central subarray in question. The logic follows analogously for "troughs". 

A trough is defined as a location where both adjacent subarrays are greater 

than three times the subarray in question. In practice, the false positive tool 
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program provided a GUI interface window for user examination of "peak" 

or "trough" regions, such that a more intelligent inspection and comparison 

to other peak locations for a given element could be made (see Appendix A: 

Echelle-CID Data Treatment and Programs to Allow a CLS Model). 
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CHAPTER 4 

4. Performance of Custom CLS Model 

4.1 Calibration Matrix - Additional Considerations 

The calibration matrix largely determines the quality of all subsequent 

results and justifies some additional consideration with its construction. 

Saturation and standard selection were briefly addressed in section 2.1, but 

a more systematic treatment follows. 

4.1.1 Saturation 

The CID38SG continuously collects photogenerated charge at the 

detector element sites, and a random access integration (RAI) algorithm is 

used to sequentially interrogate the signal levels at atomic enfiission line 

locations that have been arranged in a circular queue. If the algorithm 

determines that the most intensely illuminated pixel associated with an 

atomic emission has accumulated sufficient photogenerated charge to yield 

a high signal to noise ratio, all pixels associated with that emission 

(including background) are read and the signals are stored in controller 

memory. The upper threshold signal level is arbitrary and programmable. 
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and on this system has been set to 75% of the full-well capacity of a CID 

pixel (750,000 photoelectrons). Once the readout is complete, the pixels 

associated with the atomic emission are cleared and the process is repeated. 

The routine continues until the user-defined exposure time has expired. 

The sequential interrogation method employed in the RAI requires a 

finite period of time. The time between interrogations of an individual 

atomic emission line is dependent on several variables including the 

concentrations of the various elements in the sample, the number of atomic 

emissions to be observed in the analytical method (i.e., the size of the 

circular queue), plasma power, and sample introduction conditions. Given 

this variability, it is possible for the RAI algorithm to interrogate the signal, 

determine that the signal is below the predefined upper threshold, cycle the 

emission to the bottom of the queue, cycle through the remainder of the 

queue, and then re-interrogate the signal on the emission only to determine 

that the signal has gone beyond the full-well capacity of the CID pixel (i.e. 

the detector element is in saturation). When this occurs, the quantitative 

integrity of the signal for that atomic emission line is lost. When extremely 

large analytical methods are used to analyze spectrally complex samples, 

saturation events can fi'equently occur. 
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The algorithms employed in the CLS method must be able to recognize, 

and compensate for, these saturation events. Custom modifications to 

ThermoSPEC code instruct the controller to return zeros for all signal levels 

associated with the saturated emission. Since a signal level of precisely 

zero is a practical impossibility, the offline Lab VIEW code can easily 

recognize the saturated wavelengths and deal with them appropriately 

during calibration matrix construction. 

4.1.2 Standard Selection and Slopes Revisited 

As discussed in section 1.1.2, there is great potential for extrapolation 

error when standard concentrations are far from the concentration of an 

element in the unknown. The same constraints also affect the choice of 

standards for calibration matrix construction. To some extent, however, the 

choices are still somewhat arbitrary, and due to the number of standards 

needed, a custom set of unusual concentrations can, among other problems, 

require an unreasonable collection of glassware or preclude the use of time-

saving autopipets. The majority of lines for the majority of elements 

included in the calibration are linear to at least 25 ppm (strong Ba, Ca, Mg 

lines being notable exceptions). And in general, accuracy and precision of 

elements beyond 25 ppm, especially major components, are regarded as less 
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important and extrapolation errors are less of a problem (although this 

simultaneous computation protocol forces reevaluation of this general 

regard, since error in the high concentration affects error in the low 

concentrations). Significant deviations from linearity are tagged and logged 

by an R" flag, the cutoff of which is user-variable and typically set to 0.9, 

however almost none are seen on the high end of the calibration curve 

(excluding saturation - see below). 

Many strong lines will still saturate with their high or even middle 

standard. These events programmatically detected, logged, and the 

saturated point on the calibration curve is necessarily ignored (even 

sometimes resulting in a one-point calibration curve). The variance is 

undefined when only one point is used, so it is replaced with the square root 

of the signal magnitude, a reasonable estimate of noise for the shot-noise 

limited case. 

250 ppb was chosen as the low concentration for most standards. 

Strong lines will not typically have a detection limit more than an order of 

magnitude lower than 250 ppb, and the DL's of most weak lines will 

generally not be an order of magnitude higher. In the former case, linearity 

between the DL and 1 ppm for most elements is rarely in question, and in 
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the latter case, the low standard will simply be indistinguishable from the 

blank. And because of the compounding of errors as discussed in section 

3.4 arising from the simultaneous computation of major and minor 

components, it has been gradually gathered that CLS solution answers 

below a few hundred ppb are often of questionable reliability. Therefor, the 

nominal concentration set for standards has been 250 ppb, 5 ppm, and 25 

ppm. However, exceptions are made for elements potentially present at 

much higher concentrations, such as Fe, Ca, Cu, Al. If an element is 

present at hundreds of ppm or is a major component (high percent in solid 

and parts per hundred when diluted), lines with a high relative intensity will 

saturate or otherwise exceed LDR. Lines with low relative intensity may, 

however, appear that weren't visible in even the highest calibration 

standard. This can cause severe error if the line(s) overlap at all with other 

elements' lines. In other words, it is very important to account for the 

weaker lines of potential major components both by including them in the 

wavelength list and by running a standard high enough to generate a small 

but finite slope for them. 

When determining slopes to be used in the calibration matrix, there is 

some question as to whether to consider the intercepts. While background-
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compensated univariate calibration curves should theoretically intersect the 

origin, in practice most data fit linear models better with a small finite 

intercept. The default TJA protocol uses an inverse concentration 

weighting scheme such that linear calibration curves favor intersection 

through the low concentration standard over the higher ones, rather than 

forcing the curve through zero. The problem with the multivariate case is 

that the calibration matrix is constructed with only slopes - the CLS model 

has a single background term, not i x j backgrounds (intercepts). It is 

mathematically complicated, if not impossible, to consider i x j slopes and i 

X j intercepts in this CLS model. In the eventual form of the methodology 

in this work, slope determinations at each subarray for each element are not 

forced through zero, but then the small finite slopes are simply ignored. 

Trial and error has shown the better quality linear fits obtained by not 

forcing calibration curves through zero seem to outweigh the error 

introduced by ignoring the intercepts. The introduced error from ignoring 

the intercepts will be more pronounced for concentrations near the low end 

of the standard sets, but concentrations in this range ahready receive 

skepticism for other reasons. 

4.2 23 Element, 1259 Wavelength Calibration 
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The developments in the previous sections were coded into the Lab VIEW 

data analysis program (see Appendix A: Echelle-CID Data Treatment and 

Programs to Allow a CLS Model), and a 23 element, 1259 wavelength (see 

Appendix B: Tables of method 

wavelengths) calibration was 

constmcted with the new 

methodologies implemented. 

The standard set was chosen 

with previously mentioned 

considerations and choices are 

shown in Table 4-1. New 

samples of the previously run 

NIST SRMs (SRM Cu 400 

and SRM Steel 345 - but done 

with microwave digestion) as 

well as several additional 

NIST SRMs were digested for evaluation of the improved methodology. 

NIST SRMs 1646 Estuarine Sediment, 1633a Coal Fly Ash, 7g Cast Iron, 

32e Nickel-Chromium Steel, 1575 Pine Needles, 1577a Bovine Liver, 1572 

El. Stdl Std2 Std3 Std4 
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 

Mn 0.2520 5.040 25.20 
Pb 0.2500 5.000 25.00 

A1 0.2500 5.000 25.00 100.0 
As 0.2500 5.000 25.00 

Co 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
Sb 0.2520 5.040 25.20 
Cr 0.2520 5.040 25.20 100.4 
V 0.2510 5.020 25.10 
Ni 0.2513 5.025 25.13 

Mo 0.2523 5.045 25.23 
P 0.2500 5.000 25.00 

Bi 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
Cu 0.2500 5.000 25.00 100.0 
Fe 0.2500 5.000 25.00 100.0 
Mg 0.2500 5.000 25.00 100.0 

Na 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
Ba 0.2500 5.000 25.00 

Ca 0.2500 5.000 25.00 100.0 

Zn 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
B 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
Se 0.2500 5.000 25.00 

K 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
Cd 0.2510 5.020 25.10 

Table 4-1: Standard Set for 23 Element 1259 
Wavelength Calibration 
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Citrus Leaves were chosen from an existing supply of NIST SRM solids to 

represent a range of tj^ically encountered sample types of environmental, 

biological, and metallurgical origin. 

4.2.1 Validation 

Samples 

Table 4-2 shows 

the results for the 

validation sample, 

"mixl." Column 

removal iterations 

were carried out 

for all columns 

with negative 

signal and %RSD 

> 10. Row 

iteration criteria justified removal of Ba and B from the model due to 

prediction below their multivariate detection limits. Results are excellent, 

with percent error less than 7% for all elements except Sb, which is 

Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Cr 7.ai3 8LOOO ;r ;̂'--?2;3 [0!009 w 6.054 
Sb 10.224 8.408 22 0.134 12.863 8.331 
Co a033 ;• v,-̂ 0 [OiOtO - 0.043 0.028 
As 0.126 0 0.216 0.237 0.103 
Ai &560 fc&OtB mm 12^094 - 8.350 
Pb 0.050 0 0.156 0.885 -0.341 
Mn 7.449 - .̂000 . 7i754 ic : 7.150 
Mo 8.232 8.000 2.9 0.041 11.106 6.169 
Ni 7.88t r^SLOOO m28 ' f: :6i690 

Bi 0.108 0 0.186 1.066 -0.083 
V i 0.045 [aioo7 0:054 0.036 
P 0.498 0 0.363 0.923 0.337 
Cu 8.223 8.000 2.8 i0;0i;6 10i337 6.533 
Fe 0.354 0 0.012 0.811 0.103 
Mg 0.009 i 0 ;0;00f 0.010 a.oo8 
Na 0.611 0 0.011 0.674 0.553 
Ca 0.036 0 OlOOO 0.037 0.035 
Zn 8.360 8.000 4.5 0.015 9.874 7.075 
Se 0.203 0 0.58* 0.255 0.042 
K 1.230 0 0.090 1.316 0.731 
Cd 0.088 0 0.062 0i129 0.051 
Blank 0.971 1 -2.9 0.001 0.996 0.948 

Table 4-2: Results for Validation Sample "mixl" with 23 x 
1259 Calibration (all units ppm) 
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predicted 22% high. Predictions for K, Na, Fe, As are significant false 

positives that were not detected by the false positive tool. 

Table 4-3 

shows results for 

the validation 

sample, "fkstl." 

This sample was 

formulated to 

simulate a steel 

solution, having a 

relatively large 

concentration of iron (although not nearly as high as a real steel digest) with 

lower concentrations of common alloying metals. Column iterations 

removed columns corresponding to saturation, negative signal, %RSD > 10, 

and signal greater than 10,000 in the signal vector. Co, Bi, Na, Ba, and K 

rows were removed due to their concentrations being below their 

multivariate detection limits. Sb, As, and P were detected as false positives 

for their full predicted concentrations, and the rows were removed. Results 

are excellent, even for the major component, although the confidence 

Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
mms WMS 

Al 0.205 0 0.050 0.207 0.177 
isil2l685 

Mn 0.008 0 0.002 0.012 -0.016 
Mo 1.225 Eî SQO m&m ;o:o66 0i875 
Ni 49.36 50.00 -1.3 0.046 58.12 42.28 

V t.049 t;000 ^OiOlil 1.218 ; 0;912 
Cu 0.094 0 0.026 0.096 0.085 
Fe 188;5 200.0 . -5:8 0:0114 26310 : 135.3 
Mg 0.006 0 0.002 0.007 0.006 
Ga 0;023 .- L,' iOiOOO 0;024 0.022 
Zn 0.067 0 0.025 0.080 0.045 

B 0.079 0:013 0.126 0.010 
Se 0.854 0 0.913 1.093 0.235 
Cd 0.049 0 0.013 0.049 0.048 
Blank 0.977 1 -2.3 0.001 1.043 0.923 

Table 4-3: Results for Validation Sample "fkstl" with 23 x 
1259 Calibration 
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interval for Fe suggests that the iron concentration could be within a 

Table 4-4 

shows results for 

the validation 

sample, "multiB," 

which is a dilution 

of a very common 

mix of elements 

used for 

calibration. Four 

subarrays of the 

signal vector had 

%RSD > 10, and 

two had signal magnimde greater than 10,000, and the corresponding 

columns were programmatically removed from the model. Ba and As rows 

were removed, since their predicted concentrations were below their 

multivariate detection limits. Although user-intervention was generally 

avoided, the signal-model-residual graph showed questionable wavelength 

relatively large range. 

Element Calculated Known %Error sd(  ̂ Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Cr L aato iOFOOl • a024 h ^XQOI 
Sb 0.134 0 0.055 0.275 0.067 
C& 3;7at 4.008 ^01004 3:99t : 3;430 
Al 0.041 0 0.013 0.091 0.016 
Pb a086 ;0'.064 '0:t4T a.052 
Mn 0.002 0 0.000 0.003 0.002 
Mo 0.056 [01017 0i134 0.018 
Ni 0.023 0 0.012 0.041 0.009 
Bf 0.069 ; a m76 0.158 0.011 
V 3.881 4.004 -3.1 0.003 4.347 3.476 
P 4.1,19 4.000 : 3.0 . 5;780 : 3;087 
Cu 0.014 0 0.007 0.026 0.003 
Fe o.aio mm aoi9 . GiGOe 
Mg 4.296 4.000 7.4 0.004 5.607 3.387 
Na 4.292 ̂ î mooe jams 
Ca 4.128 4.004 3.1 0.007 5.520 3.132 
Zn 0.007 (K006 :aoo8 K L 0i006 
B 4.016 4.000 0.40 0.003 4.288 3.754 
Se 4.244 4;028 i; 6.4 0  ̂ 4.718 3.738 
K 4.162 4.000 4.0 0.036 5.109 3.285 
Cd 4.028 4.008 0;5t 0.003 4.320 3J50 
Blank 0.936 1 -6.4 0.000 0.954 0.921 

Table 4-4: Results for Validation Sample "multiB" with 23 
X 1259 Calibration 
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registration as well as very high relative signal (and potentially 

overweighted influence on the model) for subarrays in the line regions Ca 

393.410 nm - 396.802 nm, Mg 279.617 nm - 279.489 nm, and Mg 280.334 

nm - 280.206 nm. Columns corresponding to these line regions were 

removed from the model, markedly improving the appearance of the 

residual and results - which could have been assessed programmatically 

and without knowledge of the true values. Results are again excellent, with 

the highest percent error being -7.6% for Co. The remaining false positives 

are insignificant, other than Sb, but as will eventually be seen (and 

discussed later), this particular calibration had chronic problems with 

prediction of Sb false positives. Sb does not have a large number of 

interference-free emission lines spanning a wide range of relative intensities 

- a requirement for accurate prediction and false positive prevention with 

this methodology. Sb had no signal per unit concentration (slope) above 3.2 

in this 23 x 1259 calibration matrix, and there are some significant severe 

overlaps with conmionly occurring elements - Co 231.160 nm with Sb 

231.147 imi, Fe 259.837 nm with Sb 259.805 nm, and Si 252.851 nm with 

Sb 252.852 nm. The latter overlap is especially concerning, since Si is not 
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included in the 

calibration. Any Si 

mobilized into 

solution will 

undoubtedly be 

mistaken for Sb. 

Table 4-5 

shows results for 

validation sample, 

"multiBFe." This 

Table 4-5: Results for Validation Sample "multiBFe" with sample is diluted 
23 X 1259 Calibration 

from the same 

solution as "multiB," but with 60 ppm Fe to examine the effect of adding a 

significant concentration of interferent. Two subarrays of the signal vector 

had negative signal, three had %RSD > 10, and two had a signal magnitude 

over 10,000, justifying removal of the corresponding columns. Ba and As 

were predicted below their multivariate detection limits and their rows 

removed. The same Ca and Mg line regions as the previous sample were 

removed for questionable wavelength registration and high relative signal 

Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
(£005 

Sb 0.408 0 0.071 0.685 -0.118 
mm C^OOS î4S8i2 gl:?;r.r:Z528 

Al 0.098 0 0.016 0.123 0.076 
mmo ^ .̂083 Igggsoais 

Mn 0.001 0 0.001 0.002 -0.002 
Mb ©076 ^0  ̂̂ i.̂ 580 : 0.003 
Ni 0.062 0 0.015 0.099 0.043 
Bi 0.178 ;0;098 0;249 : 0.124 
V 3.891 4.004 -2.8 0.004 4.358 3.487 
P 4.276 : 4.000 • 6.9 0^91i 4.543 3.609 
Cu 0.029 0 0.008 0.033 0.023 
Fe 60.30 60i00 r 0.5 0.003  ̂ 79.36 • 45166 
Mg 4.321 4.000 8.0 0.005 5.619 3.427 
Na 4.316 4iX)8 7.7 0:006 4.635 ; 4.021 
Ca 4.220 4.004 5.4 0.009 5.599 3.245 
Zn 0.0t6 0 i0;008 0.0t7 0.014 
B 4.074 4.000 1.9 0.004 4.332 3.822 
Se 4.408 4i028 9A ;0^2g5 [ -4i898 : 3.895 
K 4.214 4.000 5.4 0.047 4.804 3.601 
Cd 4.069 4.008 0  ̂. 4.371 3.7ai 
Blank 0.930 1 -7.0 0.000 0.972 0.893 
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magnitude. Again, results are excellent, with all elements present being 

predicted with less than 10% error, showing that the methodology tolerated 

the addition of a disproportionately high concentration without significant 

adverse effect on the quality of prediction. Sb is again a false positive 

problem, along with Pb and Bi. However, it is noteworthy that the lower 

end of the confidence interval for both Sb and Pb place the concentrations 

below zero, indicating high variance with their associated signal subarrays 

or calibration matrix entries, and lending less credibility to their presence in 

the event that the true concentrations were not known. 
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Table 4-6 shows 

resuhs for the 

validation sample, 

"multiBFe2," 

which was made 

form the same 

solution stock as 

the previous two 

samples, but first 

diluted tenfold, 
Table 4-6: Results for Validation Sample "multiBFe2" with 
23 X1259 Calibration then fortified with 

50 ppm Fe to further investigate the methodology performance with 

samples of disproportionate composition. Two signal subarrays had 

negative columns and ten had %RSD > 10. Ba and Mn rows were removed 

because they were predicted to be below the multivariate DL, And, the 

same Ca and Mg line regions as the previous two samples were removed for 

the same reasons. The results are reasonable but noticeably worse, with 

relative enor as high as 53% with the predicted concentration of K. False 

positive problems with Sb, As, Pb, and Bi are equivalent, with the low end 

Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
©fejlS'wSi 
Sb 0.263 0 0.063 0.551 -0.283 

[C14008 mmt îios 
As 0.126 0 0.091 0.356 -0.010 

ni mmnai 
Pb 0.174 0 0.074 0.703 -0.243 
Mo 5(^028 >]0i019 R; >0t04t 
Ni 0.046 0 0.013 0.080 0.029 
Bi 0,139 1:;'0 0i087 0.080 
V 0.400 0.4004 -0.003 0.003 0.456 0.352 
P £0^4000 m-m :0At70  ̂ 1i652 '1.476 
Cu 0.023 0 0.008 0.031 0.015 
Fe 5&.02 saoo ^01003 r 74.32 • 42;09 
Mg 0.452 0.4000 13 0.005 0.587 0.361 
Na 0.473 0^4008 18 FOiOOS 0.510 0;439 
Ca 0.491 0.4004 23 0.006 0.647 0.390 
Zn 0;011 0 ^0;007 0.012 0.010 
B 0.419 0.4000 4.8 0.004 0.438 0.398 
Se 0:533 0;4028 32 0:262 0.626 0.455 
K 0.614 0.4000 53 0.042 0.695 0.467 
Cd 0.417 0;4008 oiom . K447 0.389 
Blank 0.932 1 I O)

 
bo

 

0.000 0.970 0.898 
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of the confidence interval for Sb, As, and Pb being below zero. Co, V, Cd, 

and B were predicted with quantitative accuracy, and the remaining 

elements other than K were predicted with 36% error or better. 

4.2.2 NISTSRM Samples 

NIST SRM 1646 Estuarine Sediment was digested and analyzed as an 

example of an environmental sample. Contractors for NIST dredged the 

material from Chesapeake Bay, then freeze-dried, deagglomerated, sieved, 

ball-milled, blended, sterilized, and bottled it. Samples of NIST 1646 in 

this work were dried (2 hours in air at 85°C) and microwave digested with 

70% HNO3 in  four  s tages ,  a l l  a t  50% power ( t ime at  pressure (TAP) 3 ,3 ,  

10, and 10 min.) - 8 min. to 40 psi, 8 min. to 80 psi, 20 min. to 120 psi, and 

20 min. to 160 psi with a 630 Watt CEM (Matthews, NC) MDS-2000. All 

samples were nominally 0.6 - 0.8 g, to which 5mL HNO3 (Fisher Scientific 

Tracemetal grade, Pittsburgh, PA) and 5 mL 18 MQ water were added, and 

power was decreased 5% per sample for less than 12 digestion vessels. 

Once digested, the vessels were additionally heated for up to 2 hours to 

drive away solvent almost to dryness (< 5 mL volume), cooled, and diluted 

to 100 mL with 5% HNO3. Undissolved particulates were filtered prior to 

running by ICP. Since HF was deliberately omitted form the digestion 
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procedure, results were expected to be low for A1 (certified for 509.1 ppm 

in the digest sample of 0.8145 g). NIST SRM 1646 contains certified 

amounts of Hg and uncertified amounts of many elements that are not in the 

calibration set. Of the elements missing form the calibration set, Hg is only 

certified for 0.5 ppb, and Ce, Li, and Rb have uncertified estimates of only 

650 ppb, 400 ppb, and 700 ppb, respectively. However, Si, S, and Ti have 

uncertified estimates of 2500 ppm, 80 ppm, and 40 ppm, respectively. 

Prediction error is likely to be associated with emission from these elements 

present at high levels but not included in the calibration matrix, and the 

potential error is difficult to anticipate ahead of time when NIST only 

provides the concentrations as informational estimates. 
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Results for SRM 1646 are shown in Table 4-7. For the iterative data 

processing, columns corresponding to negative signal, saturation, %RSD > 

10, and signal >10,000 were removed from the model, Programmatically, 

Pb, Sb, As, and Mo were detected as false positives and their rows removed 

from the model. Pb was certified for a concentration of 230 ppb and As 

was certified for 94 
Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 

Cr ,(h407 Loi^ao ^026 (mums 
Co 0.181 0.09* 101 0.037 5.918 •4.664 

AI  ̂ 13T.6 mm i -73 0<085 200:2 , 99i2S 
l\/ln 1.730 3.054 -43 0.003 1.763 1.668 

Nf 0:400 •r:|,;0;3? [(K07S : .0i488 ; 0;349 
Bi 0.639 0.512 0.738 0.544 

V 0;384 07659 Lv,: .-50 i0^0t9 t 0.467 j r 0.25t 
P 6.184 4.398 41 0.999 9.510 -1.365 

Cu 0.285 0 95 0:044 0.290 ? 0.255 
Fe 187.6 272.9 -31 0.024 265.7 134.4 

lUTg 58.35 88  ̂ -37 0.020 70.01 45.35 
Na 81.71 162.9 -50 0.032 91.36 73.03 
Ba 0;405 0.001 0.412 01395 
Ca 31.50 67.60 -53 0.006 34.27 29.03 

Zh 0.950 1.124 -t5 0.042 1.105 0.805 
B 0.335 0.022 0.390 0.251 

Se t.239 0.0049 25254 t.545 1.314 1.107 
K 31.14 114.0 -73 0.247 36.11 25.87 

Cd 0.057 :0;0029 1832 0^023 0.057 0;055 
Blank 0.991 1 -0.9 0.002 1.193 0.864 

'Uncertified Estimate 

Table 4-7: Results for SRM 1646 with 23 x 1259 
Calibration 

ppb in the digest 

solution. Mo and Sb 

were supposed to be 

present at uncertified 

levels of 16 and 3 ppb, 

respectively. Results 

for SRM 1646 are 

quite poor, with four 

false negatives, Se and 

Cd being predicted far 

above their true concentrations, and the remaining elements being predicted 

with 15 - 100 % relative error. A number of reasons can be proposed for the 

poor results. Since HF was not included in the digest, and undissolved 
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particulate minerals were filtered out, it is possible that some of the sample 

components were trapped in the mineral matrix, even though the elements 

might normally be soluble in HNO3. So, while the low answer (73% error) 

was expected for Al, most other predictions are low as well, possibly 

indicating a low digest recovery for many more elements. Also, the 

relatively large number and high concentrations of elements in the sample 

that were not in the calibration matrix poses a possibly larger problem. 

Especially in the case of Ti and Si, there is strong potential for the non-

calibrated elements to emit at calibrated elements' wavelengths. 

NIST SRM 1633a Trace Elements in Coal Fly Ash was also digested as 

an example of an environmental sample. NIST selected this ash as a typical 

bituminous coal fly ash from a coal-fired power plant. It is the product of 

Pennsylvania and West Virginia coals. NIST contractors air dried, sieved, 

bottled, and blended the material. An identical digest procedure to SRM 

1646 was followed, and so all considerations for expectedly low yield apply 

as well. SRM 1633a contains certified levels of Hg, Rb, Si, Sr, TI, Th, U, 

and uncertified levels of Be, Ce, Cs, Eu, Ga, Hf, Sc, S, Ti which are not in 

the calibration set. 
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Results for SRM 1633a are shown in Table 4-8 and are again rather poor. 

Data processing involved removal of columns associated with negative 

signal, saturation, signal with %RSD > 10, and signal magnitude over 

10,000. Mo, Pb, Sb, and Cd were programmatically determined to be false 

positives, and their rows were removed from the model. Pb, Mo, and Sb 

should all have been 
Element Calculated Known |%Enx3r sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Or 0.686 ;2;796 K.:::̂ 5 0;025 0.807 : .0:593 
Co 0.107 0.6563 -84 0.026 7.129 -3.580 
A» r :̂ 552 ii=2i()e9 
AI 240.3 2040 -88 0.083 343.2 176.3 
Mn •; 0;824 fe'-2i55i mood ;  ̂ Cfc729 
Ni 1.059 1.812 -42 0.076 1.306 0.957 
Bi 1.55t " ®?5(W smfmi 1.252 
V 1.368 4.237 •68 0.019 1.369 1.296 
P 20.35 .. - r : 0.977 3ft2t -5.630 
Cu 0.862 1.684 -49 0.043 0.971 0.727 
Fe 504.8 t341 -62 0:052 765.5 276.5 
Mg 15.08 64.91 -77 0.003 15.81 14.36 
Na 4.232 ' 2*;25 • -83 ao3t 4.250 4.063 
Ba 10.13 21* -53 0.006 11.05 9.282 
Ca 72.78 158^4 -54 0.047 96.92 55.64 
Zn 1.196 0.1696 605 0.041 1.369 1.030 
B 0.493 r •; i0;022 0.702 ; 0.240 
Se 2.715 0.1470 1748 1.510 2.900 2.389 
K 31.90 268^2 -88 0;241 36;57 26.43 
Blank 1.003 1 0.3 0.002 1.239 0.893 

'Uncertified Estimate 

Table 4-8: Results for SRM 1633a with 23 x 1259 
Calibration 

present at detectable 

levels (1,000 ppb, 

400 ppb, and 100 

ppb, respectively). 

Cd was closer to its 

multivariate 

detection limit. 

Prediction 

concentrations for Zn 

and Se were much 

higher than the true 

concentrations, and the remaining elements were predicted with between 40 

- 100 % relative error. The results are still reasonable for the purposes of 
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method building, since the major components were of those predicted 

within 100% error. This sample, as with the previous one, also contained a 

fairly large number of elements that were not in the calibration set. Most 

should not have posed a problem due to identity or concentration, however, 

Ti (uncert.), S (uncert.), Sr, and Si were present at 120 ppm, 30 ppm, 10 

ppm, and 3,000 ppm, respectively. S does not have numerous severe 

overlaps or particularly strong emission lines. However Ti, Sr, and Si can 

frequently be interference problems, and if any Si was mobilized into 

solution by the digest, it will be mistaken as Sb (due to the overlap of Sb 

252.852 nm and Si 252.851 nm). 

Very little information is provided by NIST about SRM 7g other than 

the composition certiHcation. It is a high phosphorous cast iron fumished 

by American Cast Iron Pipe Company (Birmingham, AL) and milled into 

chip form. Samples of SRM 7g in this section were microwave digested 

with 70% HNO3 in one stage at 50% power (TAP 15 min.) - 20 min. to 100 

psi with a 630 Watt CEM (Matthews, NC) MDS-2(XX). All samples were 

nominally 0.5 -0.6 g, to which 5mL HNO3 (Fisher Scientific Tracemetal 

grade, Pittsburgh, PA), 5 mL HCl (Fisher Scientific Tracemetal grade, 

Pittsburgh, PA), and 5 mL 18 MS2 water were added, and power was 
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Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 

wmi mm mm ^mm 

Al 3.773 0.273 3.781 2.607 

liOTt jifil32 lSi33^5 
Mo 6.031 0.7502 704 0.363 12.859 3.817 

OTg mms mm 

V 0.633 0.6252 1.3 0.062 0.641 0.522 
Cu 9lt63 • 9W3 mm 

Fe 2144 5818 -63 0.629 3851 693 
Mg 0,t85 0;027 ; 0:20 0.t26 
Zn 0.738 0.135 0.74 0.574 
Cd 0.749 ;a072 0.754 : 0.708 
Blank 1.188 1.00 19 0.007 2.61 1.16 

Table 4-9: Results for SRM 7g with 23 x 1259 
Calibration 

decreased 5% per 

sample for less than 12 

digestion vessels. 

Once digested, the 

vessels were 

additionally heated for 

up to 2 hours to drive 

away solvent almost to 

dryness (< 5 mL volume), cooled, and diluted to 100 mL with 5% HNO3. 

Samples of SRM 7g consistently showed remaining solids that were filtered 

out after digestion, presumably from the relatively high Si content (2.41 

weight percent). 

Results for SRM 7g are shown in Table 4-9. Columns corresponding to 

negative signal, saturation, %RSD > 10, and signal >10,000 were removed 

from the model. Co, Na, Ba, K were predicted to be below their 

multivariate DLs, and their rows were removed. The false positive tool 

detected Pb, Sb, B, Bi, Sb, P, As, Se, Ca as false positive and the rows were 

removed, but As and P were actually certified to be present at 0.875 and 

49.6 ppm, respectively. The false positive tool also estimated Mo to be 3 -
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4 ppm high, placing the predicted concentration much closer to its certified 

value. Zn, Al, and Cd may or may not be significant remaining false 

positives, since no certified value is given, nor was there an indication that 

these elements were specifically not found in the sample (information that 

many NIST certifications provide). Excellent results are obtained for Cu, 

V, Mn, and the prediction of the major component concentration is very 

reasonable, especially considering the high level of iron present. The 

remaining results are quite bad though. Error for Co, Ni, and Mo 

predictions is very high, and the removal of P from the model when it is 

certified to be present at almost 50 ppm could be a serious error. It is 

unlikely that low digestion recovery could explain the lack of P detection, 

as most common P-containing species should be recoverable without HF 

being included in the digestion. It is noted that all prediction errors of 

elements other than the major component remaining in the model are high. 

This is a typical simultaneous computation problem when the signal 

magnitude of the major component overwhelms the model. The major 

component concentration is predicted low based on extrapolation error or 

non-linearity with its strong lines, leaving potentially high residual at all 
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that elements weaker lines. Falsely high numbers for any elements emitting 

at the major component's wavelengths will then help minimize the residual. 

Very little information is provided from NIST about SRM 32e other than 

it is a chip form of a common nickel-chromium steel alloy provided by the 

Copperweld Steel Company in Warren, OH. Samples of 32e in this work 

were digested with an identical procedure to that used for SRM 7g. 

Results for SRM 32e are shown in Table 4-10. Columns corresponding 

to negative signal, saturation, %RSD > 10, and signal >10,000 were 

removed from the Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 

Cr 3.314 45.62 v—m [0i075 r 3.954 2.817 
Al 1.867 0.244 1.915 1.414 

Mn 27:47 J 5^70 ;?---49 0:028 25:29 
Mo 4.795 1.548 210 0.325 11.66 3.001 

Nf 7.582 80K» a225 f;:f::P8i780 ff.484 
V 0.937 0.056 1.014 0.852 
Ctf 7.958 ft546 -6;9 mm ̂  9.771 6:375 
Fe 2036 6490 -69 0.497 3375 660.7 
Mg 0.253 :0;025 0i292 0.211 
Ca 0.112 0.002 0.128 0.090 
2n 0.717 0.t2T 0758 0.633 
Se 10.13 4.440 11.52 8.545 
Blank t.200 t. 20 0;0G6 1.475 1.171 

model. Co, Na, Ba, K 

were predicted to be 

below their 

multivariate DLs, and 

their rows were 

Table 4-10: Results for SRM 32e with 23 x 1259 
Calibration 

removed (none of 

which are certified to 

be present). The false positive tool determined B, Bi, Pb, Sb, Cd, P, and As 

to not be present, and their rows were removed (although P is certified to be 

present at 540 ppb). The results are very reasonable, especially considering 
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the high level of Fe. 

The prediction for Cu 

is very close to the 

true concentration, and 

all other certified 

elements except Mo, 

including the major 

Table 4-11: Results for SRM 345 with 23 x 1259 component, were 
Calibration 

predicted with less 

than 100% relative error. The failure of sd(c) to give useful information 

here is quite apparent with these results. The confidence limits based on 

measurement error show much more reasonable ranges for predicted 

concentration and much better correlation with % relative error from known 

concentrations. 

Information on the origin of NIST SRM 345 was given in section 2.3.2. 

Samples of SRM 345 in this section were microwave digested with an 

identical procedure to SRM 7g. 

Results for SRM 345 are shown in Table 4-11. Columns 

corresponding to negative signal, saturation, %RSD > 10, and signal 

Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
'965:8 ;(P98 ̂ ?l85i62 

Co 5.800 5.359 8.2 0.075 6.569 5.626 
At 1.509 , mm ; 1.055 
Pb 11.99 1.146 34.03 9.706 
Wa t 9  ̂; t3;49 mio ; 9:607 
Mo 9.215 7.346 25 0.301 15.25 6.890 

Nf mo : 25K3 ; -28 101208 r ; 2t9';3 153.5 
V 2.800 2.469 13 0.052 3.385 2.582 
Cu 178;0 &20Zit i9'4«!:8 
Fe 1878 4509 -58 0.448 3192 605.1 
Mg 0;075 oma !i^v .̂":0i075 ; 0i072 
Ca 0.129 0.002 0.130 0.119 
Zh 0.960 0.112 1.163 0.620 
Brank. 1.33t Mm ?Si;::t.782 
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>10,000 were removed from the model. Bi, Na, Ba, K, none of which the 

sample is certified for, were predicted to be below their multivariate DLs, 

and their rows were removed. The false positive tool detected B, Sb Cd, P, 

As, and Se as false positive and removed their rows form the model. P is 

certified to be present at 1.08 ppm in this sample, and was thus removed 

form the model in error by the methodology. The sample is not certified for 

any of the other elements determined to be false positives. The model does 

not include S, Ta, Nb, or Si, of which S is the only element likely to have 

gone into solution to a large extent with the chosen digest procedure (and it 

should only be present at about 700 ppb). The results are excellent, with all 

certified elements being predicted with less than 60% error, including all 

four major components. The results for Co and V are essentially 

quantitative answers, rather than semi-quantitative. The predicted 

concentrations for remaining non-certified elements could very well be just 

as accurate - NIST did not certify their concentrations or may have just 

chosen not to report their uncertified presence. 

Information on the origin of NIST SRM 400 was given in section 

2.3.2. Samples of SRM 400 in this section were microwave digested with 

an identical procedure to SRM 345 with the exception of HCl addition. The 
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Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.i. 

M6602 Ssî SisOiilSt 
As 2.800 0.7567 270 0.641 4.258 0.283 

M%m IMiOiSIS SW235 
Pb 16.31 0.6918 2258 0.578 18.36 9.834 
Mh; 0;0t2 979 : ^w)i2 ' OiOlO 
Ni 4.610 3.259 41 0.107 5.256 4.592 
V 0;m 0i027 0.112 O^GO 
Cu 3344 5389 -38 0.451 4987 1801 
Fe 0.570 ;a22f6! 157 :0;()66 ; 0.976 o.ai7 
Mg 0.007 0.004 0.009 0.005 

2h &889 toia 0;058 ; 10.63 ;-r 1.218 
B 0.126 0.031 0.128 0.117 
Se 7.758 /1.15Z 57t !2;123 ? v 9i10? v;. 6.48t 
Blank 1.109 1 11 0.003 1.163 1.092 

'Uncertified Estimate 

Table 4-12: Results for SRM 400 with 23 x 1259 
Calibration 

total mass digested 

was reduced from what 

was used in the 

previous open-beaker 

digestion (from 

nominally 1.5 g to 0.5 

g), so a further dilution 

was not done. 

Results for SRM 

400 are shown in Table 4-12. Columns corresponding to negative signal, 

saturation, %RSD > 10, and signal >10,000 were removed from the model. 

Mo, P, Na, Ba, Ca, K, none of which the SRM is certified for, were 

predicted to be below their multivariate DLs, and their rows were removed 

from the model. The false positive tool determined Bi, Sb Cd, Co to be 

false positives and removed their rows from the model. Co is certified to be 

present at 3 ppb, but this is below its multivariate DL. Sb however, is 

certified for 760 ppb in the digest solution, and Bi is certified for 132 ppb. 

The most pronounced prediction failures for the elements remaining in the 

model were Pb, Se and Zn being predicted much higher than their certified 
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concentrations (although the confidence interval for Zn suggests placing an 

appropriate amount of skepticism with its prediction). The remaining 

certified components were predicted more reasonably close to their certified 

levels, especially the major component, Cu. There is high error with Cr and 

Mn predicted concentrations, however the small confidence intervals for 

these answers suggest that possibly NIST's uncertified estimates were not 

accurate for this particular sample. The high Cr (and Fe) could also be 

memory effects from the previous sample (SRM 345) 

Results for NIST SRM 1575 Pine Needles are presented as an 

example of an environmental material. NIST obtained the plant material 

from Maistee State Park in Muskegon, MI and prepared the solid by air 

drying and grinding the pine needles, then heat drying and mixing, followed 

by sterilization with cobalt-60 radiation. Certified elemental concentrations 

are determined with a number of analytical methods at many different labs, 

to prevent bias associated with a particular lab or technique, but for this 

particular material, NIST does not indicate which elements were determined 

using which techniques, nor does NIST specifically identify ICP-AES as a 

technique employed. SRM 1575 is certified for Rb, Hg, U, Th and contains 

uncertified amounts of Ce, Br, La, Tl, Sc, Eu which are not included in the 
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calibration. Samples of NIST 1575 in this work were dried (2 hours in air at 

85°C) and microwave digested with 70% HNO3 in three stages, all at 100% 

power and (time at pressure (TAP) 5, 8, and 10 min.) -10 min. to 40 psi, 15 

min. to 80 psi, 20 min. to 120 psi with a 630 Watt CEM (Matthews, NC) 

MDS-20(K). All samples were nominally 0.5 g, to which 15mL HNO3 

(Fisher Scientific Tracemetal grade, Pittsburgh, PA) was added, and power 

was decreased 5% per sample for less than 12 digestion vessels. Once 

digested, the vessels were additionally heated for up to 2 hours to drive 

away solvent almost to dryness (< 5 mL volume), cooled, and diluted to 100 

mL with 5% HNO3. 

Results for 

SRM 1575 are shown 

in Table 4-13. 

Columns 

corresponding to 

negative signal, 

saturation, %RSD > 

10, and signal >10,000 

were removed from the model. The line region from Ca 393.410 nm to 

Element Calculated Known %Error scl(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 

Al 2.937 4.181 •30 0.019 4.049 2.230 
Mn 4.621 5.179 -11 0.001 4.790 4.451 
Mo 0.327 0:025 0.338 0.169 
P 8.205 9.260 -11 0.220 11.42 6.212 

Cu 0447 0.023 538 0;011 0.289 0.038 
Fe 1.159 1.534 -24 0.004 1.775 0.729 
Mg 12 t̂6 0:001 12.77 11.56 
Ba 0.050 0.000 0.051 0.049 

Ca 30:84 31;46 -2.0 0.011 41.39 23.35 
Zh 0.898 0.009 1.051 0.764 

B 0;t37 a005 0.148 0.128 
K 24.78 28.39 -13 0.054 29.93 20.11 

Blank 1.074 aOQO 1.155 1.008 

Table 4-13: Results for SRM 1575 with 23 x 1259 
Calibration 
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393.322 run was subjectively removed for apparently bad wavelength 

registration, high variance (but still < 10 % RSD), and overweighted 

influence on the model. Cr, Co, Ni, Bi, V, Na, Se, Cd were predicted below 

their multivariate DLs, and their rows removed. Of these, Cr was certified 

to be present at 20 ppb, and Co, Ni, and Cd had uncertified estimate 

concentrations of 0.7 ppb, 30 ppb, and 4 ppb, respectively, none of which 

would gamer much confidence if the corresponding numbers were even 

predicted. Pb, Sb, and As were detected as false positives and their rows 

removed. Pb and As were certified to be present at 83 ppb and 2 ppb, 

respectively, the former being considered a failure, while 2 ppb is well-

below the multivariate DL for As. The uncertified estimate of Sb 

concentration for this digest is also 2 ppb. The predictions for all certified 

components are excellent, with the exception of Cu. However, when the 

autosampler log was checked, it was apparent that this sample was run two 

samples after SRM 400 (SRM 1572 was run immediately after and has an 

even worse Cu contamination see Table 4-15), and the slighdy high number 

for Cu is almost certainly a memory effect from the previous sample. A 45 

second sample flush (with 5% HNO3) time was always programmed into 

the autosampler operation, but two cycles of this was apparently not 
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adequate to fully wash out the residual Cu from a sample that was over 

5,000 ppm Cu. The large range of the confidence interval for Cu is 

indicative that the signal for Cu was going down over the course of the 

three repeats as it was finally washing out, resulting in higher variance at 

the Cu subarrays. There are a number of possible reasons these predictions 

are so much better than other SRM results. The digestion for SRM 1575 

was complete, and no particulates were filtered out that could have 

contained some of the certified elements. SRM 1575 is relatively free of 

major interference culprits such as Cu and Fe. SRM 1575 lacks the huge 

composition disparity that many other SRMs had - the highest concentration 

constituent was only present at about 30 ppm. And lastly, Ru is the only 

element certified or estimated to be present at appreciable concentration by 

NIST that was not included in the calibration set. 

Results for NIST SRM 1577a Bovine Liver are presented as an 

example of a biological material. NIST prepared the solid by removing fat, 

blood vessels, and other surrounding tissue and grinding bovine livers. The 

ground liver is then mixed, lyophilized, and powdered. Certified elemental 

concentrations are determined with a number of analytical methods at many 

different labs, to prevent bias associated with a particular lab or technique. 
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ICP-AES was used by at least one of the certifying labs for the following 

elements: Ca, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, Zn, Sr. Samples of 1577a in this work were 

dried (24 hours at 20°C) and microwave digested with 70% HNO3 and DI 

Water in three stages, all at 70% power and (TAP 5 min.) - 10 min. to 50 

psi, 10 min. to 1(X) psi, 10 min. to 150 psi with a 630 Watt CEM (Matthews, 

NC) MDS-20(X). All samples were nominally 0.5g, to which 2mL DI water 

(18MQ) and 5mL HNO3 (Fisher Scientific Tracemetal grade, Pittsburgh, 

PA) were added, and power was decreased 5% per sample for less than 12 

digestion vessels. 

Samples were 

additionally heated 

almost to dryness 

before dilution with 

5% HNO3. 

Results for SRM 
Table 4-14: Results for SRM 1577a with 23 x 1259 
Calibration 1577a are shown in 

Table 4-14. Columns corresponding to signal %RSD > 10, and signal 

>10,000 were removed from the model. Cr, Co, Al, Mo, Ni, Bi, V, Ba, Se, 

Cd rows were removed due to prediction below their multivariate detection 

Element Calculated Known % Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 

Pb 0.539 0.001 51483 0.105 1.496 -1.920 
Mn 0.068 0.077 -11 0.001 0.072 0.065 
P 88.ai 85;85 2.5 i0;242 122.0 6667 
Cu 0.877 1.222 -28 0.011 1.125 0.677 
Fe 1.331 1.500 -11 0;004 1.797 0.978 
Mg 7.296 4.604 58 0.001 7.732 6.872 
Ma 18.2t 18.79 •3.1 iOtOQS 19;85 cs:.;;:W2 
Ca 1.265 0.928 36 0.000 1.310 1.219 
2h !- a;965 mmo 0;ai8 
B 0.019 0.005 0.021 0.016 

K 77.23 77.03 0^060 94.27 • 62.01 
Blank 1.063 1 6.3 0.001 1.125 1.015 
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limits. Of those. Mo is certified to be present at 27 ppb, Co at 2 ppb, Se at 5 

ppb, V at 0.8 ppb, and A1 has an uncertified estimate of 15 ppb, Mo being 

the only one of which the model might be expected to reliably predict. Sb, 

and As were determined to be false positives and their rows removed. Sb 

has an uncertified estimate of 0.02 ppb, and As is certified for 0.4 ppb, both 

well below their multivariate detection limits. With the exception of a 

rather high, undetected false positive for Pb, the results are excellent. 

Quantitative results were achieved for Mn, P, Fe, Na, Zn, and K. The 

results for Ca and Mg were still reasonable but considerably worse, and it is 

noted that steps were not taken to sequentially find and remove the strong 

lines that have been a problem with previous samples. These good results 

are likely due to many of the same factors as SRM 1575 - the digestion was 

complete, the component concentrations do not span a range large enough 

to adversely affect the simultaneous computation, and Hg (uncert.), S, and 

Rb were the only elements of appreciable concentration in the sample that 

were not in the calibration set. 

Results for NIST SRM 1572 Citms Leaves are presented as another 

example of an agricultural material. This particular SRM has been 

discontinued, and information on the origin and history of the material is 
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unavailable. The preparation is likely to be similar to the currently 

available orchard leave sample, SRM 1515 Apple Leaves. SRM 1515 was 

taken from an area of controlled fungicide and insecticide use to minimize 

heavy metal contamination. The leaves were harvested, washed with 

detergent, rinsed, dried, ground, and irradiated. Samples of SRM 1572 in 

this work were dried and microwave digested with 70% HNO3 and DI 

Water in three stages, all at 100% power and- 6 min. to 40 psi (TAP 3 

min.), 6 min. to 85 psi (TAP 3 min.), 10 min. to 150 psi (TAP 5 min.) with a 

630 Watt CEM (Matthews, NC) MDS-2000. All samples were nominally 

0.5g, to which 2mL DI water (18MQ) and 5mL HNO3 (Fisher Scientific 

Tracemetal grade, Pittsburgh, PA) were added, and power was decreased 

5% per sample for less than 12 digestion vessels. Samples were 

additionally heated almost to dryness before dilution with 5% HNO3. The 

CEM recommended method for 1572 additionally requires ImL 48% HF, 

but this step was omitted due to the dangers of working with HF (This is not 

an uncommon practice and consequently, the analyst reports answers as 

"nitric acid recoverable," with expectedly low answers for A1 and Si, if 

present). 
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Results for SRM 1572 are shown in Table 4-15. The perfunctory 

diagnostics were done on the signal vector, and a total of 90 columns were 

removed from the model corresponding to negative signal, saturation, signal 

%RSD > 10, and signal >10,000. No elements' rows were removed for 

prediction below their multivariate DLs. Columns corresponding to the line 

regions of Mg 279.617 - 279.489 nm, Mg 280.334 - 280.206 nm, Ca 

317.969-315.851 nm, and Ca 422.721 - Ca 422.625 nm were also 

subjectively removed, even though they passed the above programmatic 

criteria. These line regions had either high signal, questionable wavelength 

registration, high residual, unusual shape, or all of the above. These 

particular line regions 

were chronic problems 

with this calibration 

whenever the Mg or 

Ca levels were above 

about 10 ppm, but 

usually columns 

corresponding to these 

Tflblc 4>15: Results for SRNI1572 with 23 x 1259 regions were removed 
Calibration 

Element Calculated Known % Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
At 0.248 a7G8 •65 0;G35 0:521 •0.562 
Mn 0.159 0.177 -10 0.001 0.164 0.154 
Bi 0.797 • 0.324 0:958 0.600 
V 0.047 0.008 0.062 0.014 
P It 41 t0:00 14 0:583 15.53 8:470 
Cu 9.615 0.127 7474 0.032 11.68 7.905 

Fe 0.683 0.682 . -1.4 ;0;007 0:901 0.522 
Mg 43.38 44.63 -2.8 0.012 56.31 34.35 
Na t.235 1.23t 0i4 0.013 r 1.277 V 1.114 
Ba 0.189 0.162 17 0.001 0.190 0.185 
Ca 2ZtS 242:4 -816 0:045 t 329.5 156.8 
Zh 0.250 0.018 0.277 0.219 
K f44;4 t40t0 10^03 ' 178.5 i;is.2 
Cd 0.027 0.0002 11379 0.009 0.027 0.024 
Blank 0;97 aool 0:890 
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automatically based on the programmatic criteria. Ni, Sb, B, and Mo were 

determined to be false positives by the program and their rows removed. 

This sample again displayed some problems that managed to pass the 

programmatic criteria - As, Cr, Co, Pb, and Se were all clearly false 

positives when the signal-model-residual appearance was investigated in the 

region of these elements' strong lines, but they all managed to slip under the 

arbitrary designation of model "peak" or residual "trough." For example, 

the model "peak" center for As 189.042 nm was 2.8 times the magnitude of 

the adjacent subarrays, rather than 3. Since performance was still 

reasonable with most other samples, and lowering the criteria generates too 

many hits to Inspect quickly, the criteria for a "peak" or "trough" were not 

loosened. From the autosampler log, it was apparent that this sample was 

run immediately after SRM 400, and the high number for Cu is certainly a 

memory effect from the previous sample. The 45 second sample flush was 

clearly inadequate to wash out all the Cu from the long autosampler tubing, 

the nebulizer, and the spray chamber. The narrow range of the confidence 

interval for Cu is indicative that the prediction for Cu is likely to be quite 

accurate, and the Cu had probably not washed down to baseline until the 

next sample was finished (SRM 1575). Of the remaining elements, only Cd 
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stands out with high error. The confidence interval is so small that 

contamination is suspected, but the previous two samples did not contain 

appreciable amounts of Cd, and a source is not proposed. Predictions for 

the remaining elements are excellent. Quantitative answers were obtained 

for Mn, P, Fe, Mg, Na, Ba, Ca, and K. Significant false positives remain for 

Bi and Zn, however, as mentioned before, with SRMs, the fact that an 

element is not certified for a particular concentration or not otherwise 

estimated to be present does not necessarily mean it is not contained in the 

sample. The predicted concentration for Bi could very well be an anomaly 

associated with the Cu signal, since Bi and Cu have numerous severe line 

overlaps. The digestion was complete for SRM 1572, but the citrus leaves 

contain certified amounts of Rb, Hg, S, Sr and uncertified amounts of Ce, 

Cs, Eu, La, Sm, Sc, Te, Th, Tl, Sn, which are not included in the calibration. 

Of those, one would only expect S or Sr to cause a problem - certified for 

31.3 ppm and 770 ppb, respectively. 

4.3 23 Element, 1317 Wavelength Calibration 

As both a test of mobility and a technology transfer, the methodology 

developed in this work was brought to the Thermo Jarrel Ash (TJA) 

Corporation in Franklin, MA. A 23 element, 1317 wavelength calibration 
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was reproduced on a production instrument (and also the 31 element, 1632 

wavelength calibration in the following section, 4.4). The instrument used 

at TJA was essentially identical to the one described previously. 

Differences are minor and include the fact that the instrument at TJA has 

been continuously purged with Ar without interruption for the duration of 

its operation, thus improving its UV throughput consistency as compared to 

the intermittently unpurged laboratory instrument at U of A. Also, the same 

wavelength set was nominally chosen, but differs slighdy (obviously it is 

1317 wavelengths rather than 1259), due to the fact that a slighdy different 

portion of the echellogram is focused onto the detector plane for the two slit 

images. Thus, some lines are off the detector plane in one instrument and 

on the detector plane in the other. Differences in the wavelength map can 

be itemized from Appendix B: Tables of method wavelengths. All 

wavelength locations were sequentially verified or calibrated with full-

frame images. The controlling PC was reverted to the appropriate version 

of ThermoSPEC code (2.10.04) so that the modified version of 

CIDACQ.DLL would operate correctly (see Appendix A: Echelle-CID 

Data Treatment and Programs to Allow a CLS Model), and Lab VIEW 4.0.1 

was installed so that ICP_CLS.vi could be run. TJA applications lab 
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specialists prepared a similar set of standards as the 23 element, 1259 

wavelength calibration in section 4.2 and the concentrations can be found in 

Table 4-1. The standards set was the same, other than some minor 

difference in the actual concentrations, since those in Table 4-1 are intended 

to be nominal values for the systematic choices. TJA applications lab 

specialists also digested 0.5 g portions of the same NIST SRM 345 and 

SRM 400 described in sections 2.3.2 and 4.2.2 (since the solids could be 

transported conveniently on a plane), and two additional pre-digested SRMs 

were shipped to TJA from High Purity Standards (Charleston, SC) (to avoid 

problems with transporting acid solutions). An equivalent digestion 

protocol to that described in section 4.2.2 was used for SRM 400 and SRM 

345. It is assumed that the protocols for the High Purity pre-digested 

samples were similar, with the exception of High Purity's labs utilizing HF 

in all digestion procedures that suggest its use. Prediction errors based on 

questionable recovery are thus less likely for CRM-OL and CRM-BL. 

4.3.1 Validation Samples 
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Table 4-16 shows 

results for validation 

sample "MISA6", a 

1:50 dilution of a 

commonly used 

calibration standard at 

TJA. Model columns 

corresponding to 

negative signal (65) 

and %RSD>10 (46) 
Table 4-16: Results for Validation Sample "1VnSA6" 
with 23 X 1317 Calibration were removed. Sb, 

Mo, Bi, and Se were correctly predicted to be present below their 

multivariate detection limits, and their rows removed form the model. No 

false positives were detected, but the false positive tool estimated that the 

Pb prediction was 0.7 ppm high. Results are generally good (< 10% error 

for 15 elements), with the exceptions of Pb (76% high - or about 30% high 

considering the false positive tool estimate), K (58% low), Mg (32% high) 

and the undetected false positive. As. The confidence interval for As would 

suggest its predicted answer to be questionable in the event that the true 

Element Calculated Known %Enror sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
r 2;030 mm 

Co 2.046 2.000 2.3 0.006 2.201 1.902 
AiSr;; gSi(i;OiOJ5 
Al 2.080 2.000 4.0 0.034 2.505 1.639 
Pb : 3;5t9 ,2:000 .;T78 101100 
Mn 2.104 2.000 5.2 0.001 2.165 2.044 
Ni 2.057 :.?vOOO POÎ  
V 2.071 2.000 3.5 0.008 2.238 1.916 
P 2;086 £000 . 4;3 1(H089 ! 2523 
Cu 2.105 2.000 5.2 0.012 2.730 1.672 
Fe 2.2ai 2:000 V Jto :0;003 2.498 :: t .948 
Mg 2.632 2.000 32 0.001 2.687 2.575 
Na 2:043 2.000 LOiOOO : 2î f33 r i;963 
Ba 2.168 2.000 8.4 0.001 2.210 2.126 
Ca ; 2.108 :2.ooo •am &Si2626 . t.695 
Zh 2.227 2.000 11 0.004 2.486 2.009 
B ai43 .£000 mmf OiOOS S^5;S,2290 V 2.006 
K 0.846 2.000 •58 0.072 2.244 -0.055 
Cd 2i099 f2LOOO 5i0 i0i004  ̂i 2233 i: 1.976 
Blank 1.070 1| 7.0 0.001 1.1211 1.021 
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concentration were not known. It is noted that this sample contained Cs, 

Ga, In, Li, Rb, Ag, Sr, Tl, and U, which are not in the calibration set. 

Table 4-17 shows results for validation sample "FeMnZn." This solution 

was in 2% HCl, and an analogous blank was used in the calibration matrix, 

rather than the usual 5% HNO3. Columns corresponding to negative signal 

(86) were removed from the model. Due to their high signal (but < 10,000) 

and disproportionate influence on the model the lines Mn 259.373 nm Mn 

260.569 nm were 

removed from the 

model. Elements in 

the 31 element set that 

are not shown were 

removed due to their 

prediction below their 
Table 4-17: Results for Validation Sample "FeMnZn" 
with 23 X1317 Calibration multivariate DLs, with 

the exception of Pb which was detected as a false positive. Results are 

essentially quantitative for those elements present, and the remaining 

undetected false positives are minor, with the exception of Sb (368 ppb). 

Element Calculated Known %EfTor sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Cr 0.010 0 0.003 0.024 -0.002 
Sb 0.368 0 0.037 0.494 0.283 
Co 0.016 0 0.003 0.031 0.002 
Mn 9.954 10.00 -0.5 0.000 10.28 9.634 
Ni 0.02.1 0 ' 0.005 : a.oa2 0.012 
P 0.059 0 0.045 0.063 0.055 
Fe t0;30 tOlOO 310 01002 H6t ; 9:172 
Mg 0.002 0 0.000 0.003 0.001 
2h 10-46 ' lOlOO 101002 : 9:216 
Cd 0.014 0 0.003 0.026 0.004 
Brank 0.999 •0.1 ftOOO 1.029 0.970 
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Table 4-18 shows 

results for validation 

sample "FeMix." 

Columns were 

removed from the 

Table 4-18: Results for Validation Sample "FeMix" , , . 
wtth 23 X1317 Calibration "node' negaUve 

signal (84) and %RSD > 10 (87). Any of the 23 calibration elements not 

appearing in the table were removed due to prediction below their 

multivariate DLs. Results are excellent, with all component elements being 

predicted with less than 6% relative error and only two false positives. The 

remaining undetected false positives, Pb and Ba were relatively minor at 54 

ppb and 3 ppb, respectively, and both of their low-end confidence intervals 

are negative. The excellent results were not surprising at this point, since 

this sample was relatively free of lingering difficulties with the 

methodology - there were only five components to the sample, there was no 

question of digestion recovery, the highest concentration component was 

only present at 10 ppm, there was only a tenfold difference from the highest 

to the lowest concentration, and all elements in the sample were also in the 

calibration matrix. 

Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 

mm 

i
 

1
 mm 

Pb 0.054 0 0.033 0.148 -0.053 
Mo mm mm 
Ni 1.025 1.000 2.5 0.003 1.148 0.913 
V fOlO  ̂ MrfQiSSt 
Fe 10.61 10.05 5.6 0.001 11.95 9.458 
Ba (K003 POOD 0.006 
Blank 0.980 1 -2.0 0.000 1.018 0.943 
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Table 4-19 shows results for validation sample, "QCS19," a common 

TJA quality control mixture standard. Columns were removed from the 

model on the basis of saturation (24), negative signal (9), and signal %RSD 

> 10 (22). Na, Ba, and K rows were removed due to their prediction below 

their multivariate DLs. Bi, P were detected as false positives and their rows 

were removed, and the false positive tool additionally estimated Pb to be 

40-45 high (estimated from several lines displaying FP pattern). Results are 

very good, especially considering the number of components and the high 

concentrations. Pb is 

the worst prediction of 

the elements present, 

at 48% error, however 

the false positive tool 

estimate of 40 - 45 

ppm high places the 

concentration almost 

exactly at its true level. 

The remaining 

Table 4-19: Results for Validation Sample "QCS19" concentrations were 
with 23 X 1317 Calibration 

Element Calculated Known % Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Cr 87.82 mo '12 0.030 100.4 75.68 
Sb 95.38 100.0 -4.6 0.443 119.4 77.31 
Co 82150 TOOlO -18 ;0i032 8&48 76.95 
As 114.0 100.0 14 0.423 139.2 94.51 
At 2.476 --o 0.188 2.933 1.495 
Pb 147.7 100.0 48 0.587 173.2 127.9 
Mn 78;90 100;0 -23 io;o44 :88;20 67.07 
Mo 86.70 100.0 -13 0.099 94.16 79.80 
Ni 83L09 • lOOiO io^oet ; 93104 74.00 
V 91.37 100.0 -8.6 0.042 98.14 85.01 
Cu i 92t10 - mo moBs 73;51 
Fe 88.27 100.0 -12 0.033 101.1 76.57 
Mig 98;24 m.o 0.103 137.9 72.77 
Ca 95.19 100.0 -4.8 0.118 117.5 77.13 
2h 75.00 m.o . -25 0:042 H 83.63 67.38 
B 0.268 0 0.028 0.304 0.222 
Se 89;5t m;0 -10 0̂ 938 102.0 79£42 
Cd 77.03 100.0 -23 0.024 81.34 73.01 
Btanic t.t87 '  • • ,  ; 19 OiOOS 1.430 1.020 
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predicted with 25% relative error or less, and there were two undetected 

false positives, A1 and B, at 2.5 ppm and 270 ppb, respectively. In addition 

to the elements in the results table, the sample "QCS19" contained 100 ppm 

Be, TI and Ti, which were not in the calibration set. Of those, Ti has 

numerous strong emission lines and is sometimes a major interference 

problem. 

Table 4-20 shows results for validation sample "QCS19dil," which is 

a 1:100 dilution of the previous calibration sample, "QCS19." Columns 

corresponding to negative signal and %RSD>10 were removed from the 

model. Additionally, 

columns corresponding 

to Ca 393.366 nm and 

Mg 279.585 nm lines 

were subjectively 

removed on a basis of 

them contributing a 

disproportionately high 

amount of the total 

Table 4-20: Results for Validation Sample "QCSlMil" signal. Na, Ba, K, Bi, 
with 23 X1317 Calibration 

Element Calculated Known % Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Cr 1.059 1.000 5;9 LftOO« 1;210 V 0.923 
Sb 1.025 1.000 2.5 0.057 1.347 0.780 
Qo 0.993 tOOQ •0.7 :0:004 1.068 0.923 
As 1.185 1.000 19 0.054 1.503 0.944 
Al 0.07t - rQ 0;0e4 . 0.tt5 0.029 
Pb 1.802 1.000 80 0.075 2.162 1.531 
Mn T.023 ; tvooo ZJ3 OiOOl 1.054 0.993 
Mo 0.964 1.000 -3.6 0.013 1.073 0.869 
Nt 1.009 1.000 0l9 0:008 1.139 o.8at 
V 1.042 1.000 4.2 0.005 1.136 0.955 
Cu 1.040 t.000 :v^0 01008 1.359 0.819 
Fe 1.075 1.000 7.5 0.002 1.216 0.954 
Mg 1.224 1.000 0:002 : 1̂  1.150 
Ca 1.055 1.000 5.5 0.015 1.336 0.827 
2h 1073 mm. 0:003 [;:v;::î 90 m^mm 
Se 0.951 1.000 -4.9 0.120 1.128 0.812 
Cd 1.025 i;ooQ im2iS [01003 i K;(K965 
Blank 0.977 1 -2.3 0.001 1.003 0.952 
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B, and P were predicted below their multivariate DLs and their rows 

removed. The false positive tool did not detect any false positives, but Pb 

was estimated to be about 0.33 ppm high. Results are again very good, with 

the exception of Mg (22% error). As (19% error) and Pb (80% error), but 

the false positive tool estimate places the Pb concentration to within about 

50% error. The other elements present were predicted with less than 8% 

relative error, and only one minor false positive went undetected (A1 at 71 

ppb). There are many more strong Mg lines than the one removed, that 

might have iteratively improved the answers if also removed from the 

model on a subjective basis. 

4.3.2 NIST SRM Samples 
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Element Calculated Known %Error| sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 

mm mmm eiiQiies 
As 2.648 0.70 278 0.322 3.148 2.239 

mmmm mtM 
Mn 0.007 o.oor 636 0.003 0.010 0.005 

mm 
NI 4.357 3.015 45 0.047 4.721 3.966 
Bi K279 xmss j|£42(0 asst m'mm 
V 0.832 0.032 0.948 0.712 
P r 13.08 ii,; l0;562 21593 t3;997 
Cu 3725 4985 -25 0.663 4896 2688 
Fe a.t29 ~ 0*205 •sr 0;0I5 OltSfi 0407 
Mg 0.001 0.004 0.002 0.001 
Ca Oim :ao9i 0.136 0.032 
Zh 1.491 0.570 162 0.018 3.889 -1.819 
B 2.237 0.325 4.578 : 1.255 
Se 3.426 1.070 220 0.724 4.245 2.811 
Blank t.088 v-t 8.8 ;0;004 1484 - 1.011 

'Uncertified Estimates 

Table 4-21: Results for SRM 400 with 23 x 1317 
Calibration 

Results for SRM 

400 are shown in 

Table 4-21. Columns 

were removed from the 

model based on signal 

saturation (55), 

negative signal (51), 

signal %RSD>10 

(115), and signal 

>10,000(12). 

Columns at the line regions from Bi 223.113 nm to Bi 222.786 nm (both 

orders 150 and 151 - these are two regions of severe overlap between Cu 

and Bi lines: Cu 223.008 nm with Bi 223.061 nm and Cu 222.778 nm with 

Bi 222.825 nm) were subjectively removed due to high variance and 

unusually-shaped, large magnitude residual. Na, Ba, K were predicted 

below their multivariate DLs and removed from the model. Pb, Co, Cd, and 

Sb were detected as false positives, and the false positive tool predicted Ni 

to be 0.5 -1 ppm high and Bi to be about 1 ppm high. Results are not 

exceptionally good, with only Cu (25% error), Fe (37% error) and Ni (45% 
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error) being predicted within reasonable percent error. Although the 

automatic interference compensation of the model has worked well with 

many samples, this one has proved more difficult (with previous 

calibrations as well) - there is severe overlap between Bi and Cu lines, and 

Cu is present at 50,000 times the level of Bi. Referring back to Table 4-12, 

it can be seen that many of the same supposed errors occurred with this 

SRM using a different ICP-AES instrument, different digest reagents, and a 

different multivariate calibration. Cr was predicted in both cases to be 

about 180 ppb. As about 2.6 ppm, and A1 about 400 ppb (both digest masses 

were nominally 0.5 g). High numbers were also predicted for Zn, Se, and V 

in both cases. Thus it is tempting to hypothesize that the predictions are 

correct, and that there is either contamination or error in the certification. 

However, with the exceptions of Cr and Mn (these uncertified number are 

probably estimated low), closer inspection of the signal-model-residual 

appearance of line regions in question are much more suggestive that these 

two samples simply suffer from the same simultaneous computational 

difficulties. 
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Results for SRM 345 are shown in Table 4-22, Columns 

corresponding the signal saturation (79), negative signal, (6), signal 

%RSD>10 (18), and signal >10,000 (11), and variance > 15,000 were 

removed, from the model. The TJA IRIS has had a chronic, unexplained 

problem with the first five readings of any analysis having higher variance 

than others. Though usually insignificant, this particular sample had quite a 

pronounced variance 

disparity in the first 

five signal vector 

elements, as well as an 

unusually-shaped 

residual, so the first 

five columns were also 

subjectively removed 

Table 4-22: Results for SRM 345 with 23 x 1317 . ^ ^ ^ 
Calibration from the model. Smce 

the initial prediction iterations showed extremely high Cr and Fe, the little-

used programmatic tool for removal of all an element's lines was 

implemented for Cr and Fe (thus their CLS predictions are entirely based on 

a quantitation of their interfering effect on other elements). This highly-

Element Calculated Known % Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Cr 665;5 802;0 -17 MIB .719:5 375.7 
Co 3.686 4.450 -17 0.038 4.268 3.225 
A1 0:823 I:.. ''.'.S'-' M63 ; 2.509 ; :'T;339 
Mn 9.279 11.20 -17 0.007 9.345 9.250 
Mo &.340 (O

 

imo  ̂ r; 6:300 
Ni 155.5 212.0 -27 0.055 174.0 139.2 
V 2l16t 2.050 I0;038 ®^V5i2;304 2.016 
P 1.666 0.900 85 0.430 10.23 -2.853 
Ctt 137.4 rITZO -20 [Qioeo f ;16K9 112.5 
Fe 3128 3744 -16 1.809 3643 2481 
Mg a.047 0:004 0.047 0.046 
Zh 0.681 0.020 0.795 0.574 
B 0̂ 318 0;024 • 1.04T •0.278 
Se 0.938 0.818 8.423 -0.465 
Blank 1.074 7.4 0.005 1.130 r 1.059 
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featured signal-model-residual appearance also justified the subjective 

removal of the Co 237.848 nm column (one subarray off-peak from Co 

237.862 nm). Closer inspection reveals that there is a weak Fe line at 

237.519 nm (not in the model, but still accounted for, since Fe slope is still 

determined in the vicinity). Fe is obviously high enough in this sample for 

weak lines to be quite prominent. Since 237.519 nm lies between the center 

wavelengths of the two subarrays from which data are taken (237.848 nm 

and 237.862 nm), the wavelength registration requirements are more strict, 

and a Co false positive arising from this region is quite likely. The line 

region of Mn 260.599 nm to Mn 257.580 nm was also subjectively removed 

due to high relative signal and bad peak shape. Na, Ba, K were predicted 

below their multivariate DLs and their rows removed from the model, none 

of which the sample is certified for or indicated to contain. Bi, Pb, Cd, As, 

Sb, and Ca were detected as false positives (none are certified) and removed 

from the model, and P was estimated to be about 0.4 ppm high by the false 

positive tool. The eventual results are quite good, especially considering 

the difficult nature of this sample. All elements are predicted within 20 % 

error, with the exception of P (85 %), however its confidence interval 

suggests significant uncertainty, and the false positive tool estimate places it 
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closer to 40 % error. Al, Mg, Zn, B, and Se remain as potential (they are 

not certified to be absent) undetected false positives. The uncertainties 

associated with the Al, B, and Se predictions suggest little confidence be 

placed with them, while diose for Mg and Zn suggest the numbers to 

possibly be quite reliable (also supported by the results in Table 4-11). 

Results for 

certified reference 

material - orchard 

leaves (CRM-OL -

High Purity Standards' 

designation for pre-

digestedNIST SRM 

1571) are shown in 

Table 4-23. Columns 

corresponding to 

Table 4-23: Results for CRM-OL with 23 x 1317 signal saturation (10), 
Calibration 

negative signal (89), 

and signal %RSD>10 (33) were removed from the model. An unspecified 

problem occurred at the subarray regions Co238.878 nm to Fe 239.896 nm 

Element Calculated Known %Enror sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Cr 0.07t 0.030 136 0̂ 009 ' . 0.062 ; 0.048 
As 0.237 0.10 137 0.118 0.278 0.126 
Al 1.955 . ao -35 0:062 ; 2.389 - 1;019 
Pb 1.527 0.50 205 0.163 1.597 1.174 
Mn 0.937 t.000 -6.3 iO;OOt .0:962 ,0.910 
Mo 0.046 0.028 0.104 -0.031 
Bi 0;34t 0̂ 175 0;344 0̂ 308 
V 0.116 0.005 2213 0.012 0.141 0.073 
P 20104 f;:;:̂ 20 :r •A0:2 :o:.t37 • 2̂ 50 • i7;2t 
Cu 0.154 0.10 54 0.018 0.156 0.143 
Fe . 2.963 t:;-;3i0 mm 10  ̂ir?:ia353 :v-̂ :;̂ 2:6Z4 
Mg 62.64 60 4.4 0.036 79.93 49.04 
Na 0.90t K 0̂ 0;009 0.482 
Ba 0.498 0.50 •0.3 0.001 0.512 0.472 
Ca T94J 200 : -2 J 01033 241:2 - 157.1 
Zh 23.72 25 -5.1 0.006 26.42 21.43 
B 0.026 •' ll • 0.008 0.036 0.009 
Se 0.221 0.001 22005 0.261 0.230 0.162 
K 155.4 150 3.6 0.112 222.0 104:8 
Cd 0.018 0.001 1676 0.007 0.021 0.011 
Blank 1.045 4i5 0i002 1.297 : 0:887 
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and Co238.608 to Fe 240.488. The controller returned the same low 

number for all these subarrays with this sample and the one immediately 

following (CRM-BL). The source of the problem was not determined; the 

line regions were simply removed form the model. In the course of this 

work, it was not unusual to encounter occasional anomalies that were 

surmised to be associated with the enormous amount of data collected from 

the instrument. They represent more of a problem for programmatic 

detection (or detection by an untrained user), then they do in the eventual 

quality of the results. And rather than determine the root of and correct 

some of these anomalies, it serves to reaffirm the advantage of the 

redundancy of data in this methodology. No elements were predicted below 

their multivariate DLs. Co, Ni, and Sb were determined to be false 

positives and removed form the model. Sb is not certified in the sample, 

but Co is certified at 2 ppb, and Ni is certified at 10 ppb. The results are not 

outstanding, with quite a few elements being predicted far above their true 

concentrations. Cd, Se, and V were all predicted high by 1500% or more, 

and their confidence intervals do not suggest large uncertainties in the 

calculated values. Predictions for the remaining elements are actually quite 

good, with Mn, P, Fe, Mg, Na, Ba, Ca, Zn, and K all being predicted within 
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quantitative tolerances (all were 10 % error or less). Errors for Cr, As, Pb, 

and Cu were higher (50 to 200% error), but still within reason for the 

purposes of method generation. And since the major components (P, Mg, 

Ca, and K) were all determined with excellent accuracy, an automatically 

generated method based on these multivariate answers will be very robust 

and should reveal any remaining false positives with the multivariate 

results. CRM-OL was certified for three elements that are not in the model 

- Rb at 100 ppb. Si at 5 ppm, and S at 20 ppm - a potential cause for some 

of the errors in the 

results. 

Table 4-24 

shows results for 

CRM-BL (High Purity 

Standards' designation 

Table 4-24: Results for CRM-BL with 23 x 1317 for pre-digested NIST 
Calibration 

SRM 1577a). 

Columns were removed from the model on a basis of negative signal (90) 

and %RSD > 10 (52). Also, the same anomalous Fe and Co line regions 

were removed from this sample as mentioned for CRM-OL. Of the 23 

Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Mti 0.093 OJOOO ;: -T.0 :01002 0;095 : 0:091 
P 105.4 110.0 -4.2 0.257 125.5 89.42 
Cu 1.943 2:000 •Z9 10:034 r £500 ; 1.660 
Fe 2.967 3.000 -1.1 0.011 3.360 2.629 
Mg T.227 &000 :;v>-20 Qi003 7.309 7.050 
Na 25.41 25.00 1.6 0.017 26.87 24.00 
Ca 1.006 .t.200 ;0j062 . 0.841 
Zn 1.556 1.500 3.8 0.012 1.739 1.402 
K 102A : mo y'-m v0;209 ; 14&5 68.73 
Blank 1.220 1 22 0.003 1.384 1.102 
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element set, those not shown in the table were removed for prediction below 

their multivariate DLs, with the exceptions of Co, Ni, and V which were 

detected as false positives. Co, Ni, and V were certified to be present at 2 

ppb, 2 ppb, and 0.5 ppb respectively, which are concentrations usually 

below their multivariate detection limits (recall that the multivariate DLs 

can vary substantially depending on the blank chosen, and the current DL 

estimate is used for each element rather than the best attainable). Of those 

elements removed on DL criteria, Al and Ba are considered mistakes, since 

they are certified for 200 ppb and 10 ppb respectively - well within 

typically detectable concentrations for these two elements. The remaining 

elements removed on DL criteria that are certified to be present are As at 

0.5 ppb, Cd at 3 ppb, Cr at I ppb, Pb at 3 ppb, Se at 10 ppb, and V at 0.5 

ppb - none of which could be confidently predicted in multivariate mode. 

The remainder of the results are excellent for all certified concentrations, 

and there are no false positives. Only Ca and Mg were predicted with 

greater than 7% error. And, it is assumed that the results for Ca and Mg 

could be improved by removal of their strongest lines, as was frequentiy 

done for other sample by the signal iteration criteria (but this sample was 

not high enough in Ca or Mg for their strong lines to fail the criteria). 
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4.4 31 Element, 1632 Wavelength Calibration 

Based on the performance of the previous calibrations another logical test 

of the methodology was to again increase the size of the calibration. Eight 

more elements were chosen, additional standards were prepared (see Table 

4-25), new wavelengths were selected, making a 31 element, 1632 

wavelength calibration. 

Considerations for standard 

selection were again followed, 

as outlined in section 4.1.2. 

100 ppm standards were 

included for S and Si, since 

they are much more likely to 

El. Stdl Std2 Std3 Std4 
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 

Li 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
Be 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
Ti 0.2500 5.000 25.00 100.0 
Si 0.2500 5.000 25.00 100.0 
Sr 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
Tl 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
Sn 0.2500 5.000 25.00 
S 0.2500 5.000 25.00 100.0 

Table 4-25: Additional Standards for 31 x 
1632 Calibration 
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be present at very high concentration, or even as major components. Ti is 

less likely to be present at high concentration, but it has a rather rich 

spectrum of strong lines at many wavelengths and is a common interferent. 

Each new wavelength selected was calibrated from a full-frame image of a 

pure standard of the corresponding element. 

4.4.1 Validation Samples 

All of the same validation samples as the previous section were run with 

the 31 X 1632 calibration. The results for samples that did not contain any 

of the newly added elements were insignificantly different and they are not 

shown. It suffices to say that new false positives were not introduced with 

the addition of eight more elements to the calibration model. Samples 

"MISA6" and "QCS19" contained elements from the new set. 
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Results for 

"MISA6" are shown 

in Table 4-26. 

Columns were 

removed for 

negative signal (53), 

%RSD > 10 (96), 

and the Co 236.379 

nm line was 

removed again. 

Also the Ca 393.366 

nm and Mg 279.585 

lines were removed (subjectively - they frequently are programmatically 

removed based on other criteria) because of chronic high prediction answers 

when Ca or Mg are present above about 1 ppm. Sb, Bi, Se, Be, Ti, Si, S, 

and Sn were removed from the model due to prediction below their 

multivariate DLs. Although it passed the false positive tool criteria. As was 

determined to be a false positive based on the signal-model-residual 

appearance of the As 189.042 nm line and was removed from the model. 

Element Calculated Known % Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 

mmm MO mmm ̂ ;^:743 
Co 2.066 2.000 3.3 0.010 2.233 1.916 
Al 2;022 >^2:000 [01057 zesz 1 1.439 
Pb 2.350 2.000 17 0.180 2.781 2.024 
MF 2?1!B5 = <2:000 r.. •(hOOt 2.092 
Mo 0.024 0 0.031 0.095 -0.029 
Ni . 21006 .aoQO •: :3:3 101020 L: :2i260 r£;??::'K889 
V 2.033 2.000 1.6 0.013 2.209 1.866 
P 2.09t ; >2tg0O ICHSO mmzm :£^^:il5788 
Cu 2.068 2.000 3.4 0.020 2.747 1.592 
Fe 2:1:40 V >2t0GQ imgoe ia î"2|342 
Mg 2.388 2.000 19 0.004 2.491 2.283 
Ma r d2tqOQ mo m^Mm 
Ba 2.091 2.000 4.5 0.001 2.141 2.042 
Ca 2.062 2;OO0 1( .̂096 
Zn 2.165 2.000 8.3 0.007 2.256 2.077 
B 2;1t3 2:000 , 5.6 i0l009 iJ. >.-2:255 W:- 1.982 
K 0.963 2.000 

CM to 0.118 1.933 0.332 
Cd 2:088 2:000 4.4 0;007 2.211 1.973 
Li 2.217 2.000 11 0.003 2.295 2.142 
Sr 2:009 2.000 0i5 O.OOT 2.038 t.981 
n 1 1.933 2.000 -3.4 0.296 2.267 1.677 
Blank 1 1.051 •• 1 5.f 0.001 1.094 1.011 

Table 4-26: Results for Validation Sample "MISA6" with 
31 X 1632 Calibration 
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Results are very good, with 18 of the 21 elements present being predicted 

with 8.3 % error or less. Mo remains as an undetected false positive at 24 

ppb prediction. The same three elements were predicted more poorly as 

were with "MISA6" using the previous calibration: K was predicted 52% 

low, Pb 17 % high, and Mg 19 % high. 

Results for 

"QCS19" are shown 

in Table 4-27. 

Columns were 

removed from the 

model on a basis of 

signal saturation (67), 

negative signal (4), 

signal %RSD > 10 

(19), and signal 

magnirnde > 10,000 

(5). The Co 236.379 

Table 4-27: Results for Validation Sample "QCS19" 
with 31X1632 Calibration nm line region was 

also removed again. Na, Ba, K, and Li, were removed from the model due 

Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Cr 89.76 100.0 -10 ;0:051 109:t 73:61 
Sb 97.78 100.0 -2.2 0.464 116.6 83.80 
Co 83.84 lOKO -16 0.035 f 90.46 77.91 
As 101.5 100.0 1.5 0.433 120.1 88.17 
Al 1.597 0 /v • iO l̂&l 2.097 i 1.524 
Pb 105.0 100.0 5.0 0.599 118.4 94.10 
Mn 80.26 : tOOiO ; -20 i&:046 . 92;lt V 69;94 
Mo 87.11 100.0 -13 0.102 96.18 79.05 
Ni 85.04 . mo -IS ;a065 93.52 t 77;55 
V 89.75 100.0 -10 0.043 96.68 83.09 
P 0:812 0̂ 499 ? 3;974 0.273 
Cu 91.48 100.0 -8.5 0.067 121.6 70.50 
Fe 88̂ 1t mo -12 &.034 : i . 1003 ? 76:26 
Mg 94.41 100.0 -5.6 0.100 128.0 71.89 
Ca • 94:0t ~T00;0 •RO i0itl9 r - img : 75.38 
Zh 74.82 100.0 -25 0.042 79.83 70.09 
B 0.186 :: . r:.„. . #o» r." 01223 OttO 
Se 89.50 100.0 -10 0.944 104.3 77.97 
Cd 78.70 mo -21 0.024 83.73 74.02 
Be 84.81 100.0 -15 0.029 90.37 79.78 
Ti 95163 100.0 -4.4 ;0:022 113.6 80.66 
Si 1.172 0 0.092 1.752 0.779 
Sr 0:342 0 i ' • • - ;0;075 ; 0:455 . 0.184 
TI 91.59 100.0 -8.4 0.986 108.2 78.57 
Blanic 1.123 - 12 (XQ04 :t;359 £ / 0:965 
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to their accurate prediction of being below their multivariate DLs. Bi, Sn, 

and S were correctly detected as false positives and removed form the 

model. Strong Ca and Mg lines were already removed by the above criteria. 

Results are reasonable, especially considering the high levels of the sample 

components. Significant undetected false positives remain for A1 (1.6 

ppm), Si (1.2 ppm), P (800 ppb), Sr (300 ppb), and B (200 ppb). All 19 

calibration elements actually present were predicted with 25 % relative error 

or better, 11 of which were predicted with 10 % relative error or better. It 

was noted in section 4.3.1 that some elements were in the sample that were 

not in the calibration set. Of those, Cs, Ga, In, Rb, Ag, Tl, and U, are still 

not in the calibration set, but prediction performance does not seem to have 

been adversely affected, as the results compare favorably with those seen in 

Table 4-19. Since so many of the reported concentrations are so high, an 

automatic method generation protocol would also very reasonably suggest 

dilution of this sample to quantitate most of its components. Selection of 

interference-free lines for investigation the possible presence of Si, Sr, B, P, 

and A1 in the undiluted sample would be non-trivial. 
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Element Calculated Known %Enx)r sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
mtmm lOCCKP 

Sb 1.057 1.000 5.7 0.103 1.316 0.862 

wm ^0^941 
As 1.063 1.000 6.3 0.099 1.322 0.880 

mjmm ta iiigsQW 
Mn 1.073 1.000 7.3 0.001 1.111 1.036 

mmmm mm 
Ni 1.023 1.000 2.3 0.015 1.127 0.932 

MBm mo l¥M89e 
Cu 1.025 1.000 2.5 0.015 1.367 0.786 
Fe r.064 h <0̂  0.956 
Mg 1.220 1.000 22 0.006 1.669 1.356 
Ca t.029 1,000 mm 1.280 0.813 
Zn 1.056 1.000 5.6 0.005 1.105 1.010 
Se 0.948 1.000 -5.2 0.789 
Cd 1.038 1.000 3.8 0.006 1.098 0.982 
Be t.057 1.000 mooo t 077 1.037 
Ti 1.060 1.000 6.0 0.004 1.176 0.942 
Sr aoat iOiOOO 0,001 0;0or 
Sn 0.104 0 0.106 0.149 0.066 
•n 1.022 1.000 2.2 0.226 i 1.246 0855 
Blank 0.985 1 -1.5 0.001 1.009 0.961 

Table 4-28: Results for Validation Sample "QCSdil' 
with 31 X 1632 Calibration 

Table 4-28 shows 

results for the sample 

"QCS19dil," which is 

a 1:100 dilution of 

the previous sample. 

Columns were 

removed from the 

model on a basis of 

negative signal (77) 

and %RSD > 10 (48). 

The Co 236.379 nin, 

the Ca 393.366 nm, 

and the Mg 280.270 line regions were removed again. Al, Bi, P, Na, Ba, B, 

K, Li, Si, S, were correctly predicted to be absent or below their 

multivariate DLs. No false positives were detected. As the results show, all 

19 elements present were predicted within 22 % relative error, 17 of which 

were predicted with 7.3 % relative error or better. The remaining 

undetected false positives, Sr and Sn, are relatively low, at 1 ppb and 100 

ppb respectively. The three elements in the sample that were not included 
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in the 23 x 1317 calibration, Tl, Ti, and Be, were included in the 31 x 1632 

calibration. 

4.4.2 NIST SRM Samples 

Table 4-29 shows results for SRM 400. Columns were removed from the 

model due to signal saturation (79), negative signal (46), % RSD > 10 

(153), signal 
Element Calculated Known %Em3r sd(c) Upper C.I. |Lov;er C.I. 
Cr i oatt mm !0gQ23 
Sb 1.187 0.510 133 0.349 14.36 -4.819 
As • 2;919 ,0^700 p&m !0iaf0 Ŝ :iv:;3;6«3 Ê Ji2;342 
At 0.713 0.140 1.124 0.353 
Mh 0i009 j OLOQI r 843 [0̂ 004 •; a007 
Mo 0.777 0.074 0.904 0.678 
Ni 4.697 a.0f5 56 01048 ; 5it52 : 4.296 
V 0.180 0.031 0.259 0.162 
Cu 3844 4985 -23 1.035 4267 3029 
Fe 0.111 0.205 -46 0.014 0.119 0.098 
Mg 0̂ 002 aoo4 0.002 0.001 
Zn 3.231 0.570 467 0.031 7.087 1.524 
B 2.432 &.352 6.116 1.471 
Se 3.511 1.070 228 0.687 4.511 2.747 
Be 0.003 0.002 0.003 0.002 
Ti 0.141 0.012 0.148 0.124 
Si 84.76 ami , lias 58.83 
S 0.260 0.045* 477 0.558 0.276 0.182 
Sn 1.000 i.r 0.04 [0:338 1.348 0.820 
Blank 1.011 1 1.110.003 1.055 0.990 

'Uncertified Estimate 

magnitude greater 

than 10,000 (10), 

residual > 1000, and 

variance > 15,0(X). 

The Co 236.379 nm 

line was removed 

again, and the Zn 

213.856 nmon both 

Table 4-29: Results for SRM 400 with 31 x 1632 
Calibration 

slit images displayed 

questionable peak 

shape and high 

variance and was subjectively removed from the model as well. Zn Na, Ba, 

Ca, Li, Sr, and Tl were predicted below their multivariate DLs and removed 
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from the model (none are reported to have certified or uncertified levels). 

The false positive tool determined Pb, Co, Bi, and Cd to be false positives 

and estimated the As prediction to be 2.1 ppm high based on the As 189.042 

nm line. Pb is certified to be present at 700 ppb, Co at 3 ppb, and Bi at 13 

ppb. Though passing the false positive tool's criteria, P was clearly a false 

positive from signal-model-residual shape and was removed from the 

model. Results are roughly equivalent to those obtained with the 23 x 1317 

calibration, with one of the new elements being predicted fairly well (Sn at 

0.04 % error), and the other quite high (S at 480 % error), although both of 

these concentrations in the NIST sample are uncertified estimates. The Si 

prediction is not considered to be a false positive, but rather contamination. 

Washes between samples seem to have been quite inadequate in removing 

residual Si from prior samples of SRM 345. This high level of Si 

contamination is also undoubtedly responsible for the high number for Sb. 

Although mistakenly not included in the model (but still accounted for, 

since both elements' slopes are determined at 252.852 nm). Si has a severe 

overlap with Sb (Sb 252.852 nm and Si 252.851 nm). While these are 

precisely the types of overlaps this model attempts to automatically 

compensate for, severe overlaps such as these still make prediction more 
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susceptible to error, especially from slight shifts in wavelength registration. 

Of the certified elements, the major component was actually predicted with 

the best accuracy (Cu at 23 % error). Knowledge that this sample is over 

1,000 ppm Cu and that the minor components are likely present at 1,000 

times lower concentration is still very beneficial information from a 

method-building standpoint. 

Results for SRM 345 are shown in Table 4-30. Columns corresponding 

to saturation (101), 

negative signal (6), 

signal %RSD > 10 

(23), signal 

magnitude > 10,(X)0 

(9), and signal 

variance > 15,000 

were removed from 

the model. Na, Ba, 

Table 4-30: Results for SRM 345 with 31 x 1632 Ca, and Li were 
Calibration 

predicted below their 

multivariate DLs and removed from the model. The Co 236.379 nm line 

Element Calculated Known % Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Cr 6at.9  ̂ 802:0 tf:055 : 395:5 
Co 2.662 4.450 •40 0.041 4.039 2.572 
Mn 9.591 11.20 :o:oo6 9:547 
Mo 6.433 6.100 5.5 0.110 7.260 6.390 
Ni 161.7 212.0 010  ̂= 1 17R9 148:2 
V 2.238 2.050 9.2 0.048 2.314 2.222 
Cu 147.6 172:0 0.072 f t96;0 113J 
Fe 3002 3744 -20 1.541 3479 1355 
Mg a.048 0:006 0.048 V 0:046 
Ca 0.009 0.002 0.009 0.006 
2h 0;698 :0;02S 0.843 0.498 
Be 0.031 0.003 0.051 0.031 
Ti 0.458 0.018 0.477 0.409 
Si 112.5 30.50 269 0.212 169.8 75.75 
Sr 0̂ 005 0:002 0.005 0.003 
S 1.056 0.600 76 0.825 1.617 0.702 
TI 6.537 i:06t s 8;255 4.854 
Blank 1.125 1 12 0.004 1.331 1.114 
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region was removed again. The seldom-used tool for removal of all lines of 

an element was implemented for Cr and Fe lines due to the high levels of 

these two components (Fe and Cr are thus quantitated on their interfering 

effects). Additionally, the Sn 235.484 nm line and the Co 237.848 nm line 

were removed because the slope of Fe at these lines was higher than the Sn 

or Co slope. From the residual appearance at these subarray groups, the 

interfering effect of Fe on Sn and Co had become non-linear at this high Fe 

level. False positives Bi, Pb, Cd, Se, Sb, Sn, As, Al, B and P were removed 

from the model, of which P must be considered a mistake, since it is 

certified for 0,90 ppm in the digest solution. Generally, the results are as 

good or better than those obtained for the same sample with the 23 x 1317 

calibration. V and Mo were predicted with quantitative accuracy in the 

presence of over 3,000 ppm of the worst interferent known to ICP 

spectroscopists. Six other certified elements were predicted with less than 

40 % relative error. Si and S stand out with higher prediction error, with S 

at 76 % and Si at 270 %. The high number for Si is not assumed to be a 

computational error. Several other samples run in close in time to SRM 345 

had high Si answers. The presence of HF in the digest solution of this 

sample may have mobilized residual particulates from other solutions (ones 
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for which HF was not used) in the sample introduction system, or there may 

be some other unknown source of Si contamination. 

Results for CRM-BL are shown in Table 4-31. Columns were removed 

from the model based on negative signal (78), signal %RSD > 10 (83),and 

since Mg and Ca were present at moderate levels (not high enough to 

saturate strong lines, but high enough to challenge LDR) the chronically 

errant line regions 

Mg 279.585 nm and 

Ca 393.366 nm were 

removed from the 

model. As, V, Se, 

Li, Be, Ti, and Tl, 

were predicted below 

their multivariate 

DLs and removed 

from the model. As 

and V are both 

certified for 0.5 ppb 

Table 4-31: Results for CRM-BL with 31 x 1632 5e for 10 ppb. 
Calibration 

Element Calculated Known % Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 
Cr 0.009 0.00t 755 P;005 0012 o;ooi 
Sb 0.048 0.074 0.073 0.000 
Co aoo8 0i002 .296 lOiOOS J 0:010 " 0.005 
Al 0.285 0.20 43 0.030 0.287 0.237 
Pb 0.069 0:003 : 2200 01095 1 0i120 -0:031 
Mn 0.105 0.10 5.2 0.001 0.110 0.100 
Ma ooat 101016 - . OiOig 
Ni 0.012 0.002 477 0.010 0.019 -0.004 
Bi 0:080 atot : 0094 • 0.053 
P 109.8 110.0 -0.14 0.079 127.5 95.70 
Cu 2.024 2.00 1.2 0.011 2.661 1.579 
Fe 3.075 3.00 2.5 0.003 3.357 2.780 
Mg G.945 &00 16 0.002 7.241 6:643 
Na 25.24 25.0 1.0 0.005 27.24 23.45 
Ba 0012 0.010 0.001 0.022 -0.002 
Ca 1.207 1.20 0.6 0.019 1.426 0.992 
2h 1.570 ; 1.50 4J ;o;oo4 1.638 1.504 
B 0.007 0.005 0.011 0.000 
K 99;G9 100.0 -0;31 0;062 r46.4 ; 66.07 
Cd 0.006 0.003 111 0.004 0.007 0.004 
Si 0 23f 0.20 T6 0;0t5 0;265 0.196 
Sr 0.002 0.000 0.002 0.001 
S ai.98 / :80!̂  mm m522 ; 61>93 
Sn 0.135 0.074 0.137 0.117 
Blank i(K0Q| 
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Results are very good for the majority of certified components present at 

levels within a fair distance of their multivariate DL. Nine elements were 

predicted with quantitative accuracy: S, K, Zn, Ca, Na, Fe, Cu, P, and Mn. 

Three others. Si, Ba, and Mg were predicted with 21 % error or less, and A1 

was predicted with 43 % error. The only predictions with very high percent 

relative error are those present near (some certified below, but predicted 

above) their multivariate DLs: Cr at 1 ppb, Co at 2 ppb, Pb at 3 ppb, Ni at 2 

ppb, and Cd at 3 ppb. It is difficult to comment on the non-certified 

elements predicted to be present, but the size of confidence intervals can 

lend more or less credibility to their actual presence. Among the non-

certified elements predicted to be present, the Sn, Bi, and Mo 

concentrations are the most likely to be reliable. Once computer-suggested 

univariate method based on these semi-quantitative results is run, the 

presence of the non-certified elements would be quickly confirmed or 

disproven. As with many sample, and especially with a biological sample 

such as this one, a user would rarely be concemed about a complete 

quantitative assessment of every emitting element in the sample. Usually a 

researcher is concemed with a smaller number of elements (less than 31) 
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important to a 

particular study, and 

other elements are of 

interest primarily 

from the standpoint 

of building a robust 

method around them, 

not for them. 

Table 4-32 

shows results for 

CRM-OL. Columns 

were removed from 

the model due to 

signal saturation (15), 

negative signal (78), 

signal %RSD > 10 (49). And again, the Mg 279.058 nm, Mg 279.585 nm, 

and Mg 280.270 nm line regions were removed, since these lines so often 

gave poor predictions for concentrations somewhere between saturation and 

linearity. Li was predicted to be below its multivariate detection Umit. 

Element Calculated Known %Error sd(c) Upper C.I. Lower C.I. 

mm imm ^̂ 0108(1 
Sb 0.234 0.116 0.534 0.081 

msmm mmz mmm mm ̂ mm. ̂MCR055 
As 0.309 0.10 209 0.109 0.329 0.268 
Ar mmm 
Pb 1.023 0.50 105 0.150 1.047 0.953 
Mhi 1-*

i 1
 

fo
 

roio&i S#S1>025 y-i---0:952 
Mo 0.121 0.026 0.166 0.050 
Ni 0;0&-E  ̂ 0.0t0 : 8f4 !(nai6 0:i08 0:058 
Bi 0.338 0.160 0.361 0.288 
V 0.0i» O.0O5 : 786 mn 0.072 0;004 
P 20.44 20.0 2.2 0.125 23.71 17.79 
Cu 0.t57 0̂  57 :0i0t7 0.177 0:136 
Fa 2.937 3.0 -2.1 0.005 3.222 2.641 
Mg 61.40 60;0 : 2.3 :0;034 78;65 47.66 
Na 0.949 1.0 -5.1 0.009 1.054 0.716 
Ba 0.480 0.50 '&0 0;001 0.495 0:477 
Ca 192.6 200 -3.7 0.030 238.8 153.7 
Zh 23.34 25.0 -6.6 0:006 24.5̂ 1 22.201 
B 0.032 0.007 0.036 0.022 
Se 0.231 : O.OOf 22980 mm 0;243 .. 0:199 
K 146.7 150 -2.2 0.099 216.3 96.99 
Gd 0.016 -0;0ai 1499 tO;OQ6 to ;0;018 , 0:012 
Be 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 
Ti 0.010 "J ^ ,0i004 0:020 -0,005 
Si 5.267 5.0 5.3 0.023 6.528 4.197 
Sr 0;037 0.019 a.075 >0:024 
S 21.48 20.0 7.4 0.192 31.16 16.16 
Sn 0.271 0.117 0.342 0.189 
Tl 0.744 0.248 0.811 0.481 
Blank 0.992 •0;80 0:001 1.145 0.898 

Table 4-32: Results for CRM-OL with 31 x 1632 
Calibration 
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Results are again excellent for the majority of the components. Of the 21 

certified elements that are included in the model, 11 were predicted with 

quantitative accuracy (7.4 % error or less): S, Si, K, Zn, Ca, Ba, Na, Mg, Fe, 

P, and Mn. Four more were predicted with reasonable accuracy (57 - 209 

%): Cr, As, Pb, and Cu. Any element with higher relative percent error was 

certified to be present close to its multivariate DL and could just as easily 

have been removed form the model rather than predicted high. 

Results in this chapter show that this methodology can achieve 

reasonable results for even very difficult samples. The concepts are 

demonstrated with the validation samples, and the SRMs chosen represent a 

fair range of samples encountered in environmental, biological, and 

metallurgical applications. The primary shortcomings are clear, the most 

important being that the quality of prediction for elements at low 

concentration suffers when other components are present at very high 

concentration. In most cases however, the resulting univariate method, if 

generated by the protocol outlined in the following chapter, will still foster 

accurate univariate quantitation or clearly identify any remaining false 

positives in the multivariate predictions. 
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CHAPTERS 

5. Utilization and Quality Preservation of CLS Results 

5.1 Intelligent Automatic Method Generation 

A primary impetus of this work was to utilize more of the abundance of 

infonnation available from this echelle-CID based ICP-AES technology to 

allow the instrument, along with a computer, to operate in a more robust 

fashion, possibly with an untrained user. The semi-quantitative results 

contain sufficient information for a computer program to generate methods 

that would normally require a highly trained and/or experienced user. One 

example method is shown, generated from the multivariate results obtained 

for NIST SRM 1577a (and High Purity Standard's CRM-BL), along with 

the results obtained by running the method in conventional univariate 

quantitative mode. 

5.2 Line and Standard Selection 

The logic flow for selection of analytical lines from CLS multivariate 

calibration predictions is shown in Figure 5.1. The high limit of the 

confidence interval for the prediction concentration of a given element is 
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multiplied by the slope at a given subarray to give the highest hypothetical 

signal obtainable for that element at that subarray. The low limit of the 

confidence interval is then multiplied by the slope at the subarray in 

question to give the lowest hypothetical signal for that element. If the 

highest obtainable signal is less than one half the full-well capacity 

(physically about 5(X),00 e", but extrapolated to "signal" using gain 

parameter and subarray size), the subarray in question should not exceed the 

detector LDR for the element in question. Since many non-linearities can 

be observed at concentrations giving signal magnitudes far from saturation 

(defined by TJA as three-quarters fiill-well), the arbitrary designation of one 

half the full-well should assure that LDR is not overshot (especially since it 

is additionally overestimated by using the high end of the confidence 

interval). If the lowest obtainable signal for the element in question is 

greater than the detection limit signal for that element at that subarray 

(greater than three times the standard deviation of the blank signal at that 

subarray), the line should not be too weak. Of lines passing these LDR and 

DL criteria, those with a numerical designation of zero in the weighting 

scheme, indicating a peak center are accepted. For a given element, the 

preceding process is repeated for j wavelengths. 
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Automatic Method Generation - Line Selection 

accept 

Confidence Interval Limits x w,, 

< Vi full-well (High) 
» 3oi^rt< (Low) 
0 numerical designation for w„ 

accept reject 

Scan down columns 
ofW 

all zero w„? 

Sample free of 
interferring element? 

accept Propose lEC or 
Equivalent 
Concentration 

Multiple lines per element 

%RSD, MSB 
Sensitivty 
Completely clear vs. lEC 
Background vicinity 

Or just use them all! 

For elements "not in sample": 
choose strongest interference free line 

Figure 5.1: Logic Flow for Line Selection in Automatic Method Generation from 
CLS Results 
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For each remaining line, the program scans down the corresponding 

column of the calibration matrix to determine if there is signal per unit 

concentration for another element at that subarray, indicating a potential 

interference. Lines with no slope for other elements are accepted as usable 

quantitative analytical emission lines. Lines that have slopes for other 

elements are checked against the semi-quantitative results to determine if 

the potential interferent is present. If not, the line is accepted. If so, an 

equivalent concentration or interfering element compensation factor (lEC) 

can easily be proposed, since the information in the calibration matrix along 

with the semi-quantitative prediction concentration facilitates 

straightforward estimation of the amount of Interfering emission that will be 

observable at a given subarray for a given element. The preceding process 

is then repeated iteratively for each element predicted to be in the sample. 

If multiple acceptable lines remain for a given element, they can be further 

scrutinized and ranked on readily available criteria such as sensitivity 

(magnirnde of calibration matrix slope), % RSD, MSE, appearance of 

background, or need for an lEC. However, typical behavior for many 

experienced users of echelle-CID based ICP-AES is simply to take 

quantitative data from three or more analytical emission lines per element 
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and either average answers or later decide based on subjective measures 

which line's results are most reliable. For elements predicted to not be 

present in the sample, the most sensitive interference-free line is given as 

the most reasonable choice for a user to further verify the element's absence 

or to quantify its low level. 

Knowing the semi-quantitative predictions of concentration, selection of 

appropriate standard sets for quantitative analysis is very straightforward. 

To generate univariate calibrations using three standard concentrations, for 

elements determined to be present from the semi-quantitative results, the 

low standard is chosen to be one-tenth the concentration of the average 

semi-quantitative concentration. The middle standard is chosen to be equal 

to the average semi-quantitative concentration, and the high standard is 

chosen to be two times the semi-quantitative average concentration. These 

somewhat arbitrary multipliers of two and ten assure that if the relative 

error of the semi-quantitative concentration is less than 90 % high and not 

more than 100 % low, the true concentration will still lie within the standard 

calibration curve, preventing extrapolation error. The bounds for relative 

error can be changed accordingly with the confidence in the results. In this 

work, results that were within ±100 % relative error were considered useful. 
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These nominal choices are then checked against the line choices to 

determine whether then high standard will be within LDR and the low 

standard above the detection limit. Appropriate adjustments are made if 

necessary. Time and solution-saving mixture standards are prepared, and 

future versions of this methodology will included a look-up table of sparse 

but important solution compatibility issues. For example, HCl would be 

required to keep a Sn standard in solution, precluding the addition of Ag to 

the same multielement standard. 

For elements that were not determined to be present, a fair set of 

standards can also be suggested, either for quantitation of the low level or 

verification of absence. Three times the detection limit concentration for a 

given element at a given line can be chosen for the low standard and should 

assure that some signal can be detected for the low standard (three or five 

times the instrument DL is frequently used as a "practical quantitation 

limit" (PQL)). The middle and high standard choices are then fairly 

arbitrary, depending on the confidence with the multivariate prediction. 

Using the low standard concentration times ten for the middle and the low 

standard concentration times one hundred for the high assures that the 
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univariate calibration curve spans range sufficient to encompass the 

magnitude of some of the false negatives encountered in this work. 

5.3 Generated Method and Univariate Results for SRM 1577a 

Table 5-1 shows the suggested 

concentrations for a mixture standard 

set of the 23 elements predicted to be 

present above their multivariate 

detection limits that should be optimal 

for univariate quantitative analysis of 

subsequent samples of SRM 1577a 

(CRM-BL) based on the logic outlined 

in section 5.2. Because of the high 

quality of the multivariate results, this 

set of programmatically-determined 

standards will clearly generate 

univariate cahbration curves that 

encompass the unknown concentration of every element certified to be 

present (see Table 4-31). For those elements predicted to be present by the 

multivariate cahbration but not certified to be present (Sb, Mo, Bi, B, Sr, 

El. Stdl Std2 Std3 
(ppm) (ppm) (ppm) 

Ai 0.025 0.250 0.500 
B 0.001 0.010 0.020 
Ba 0.001 0.010 0.020 
Bi 0.010 0.100 0.200 
Ca 0.100 1.000 2.000 
Cd 0.001 0.010 0.020 
Co 0.001 0.010 0.020 
Cr 0.001 0.010 0.020 
Cu 0.200 2.000 4.000 
Fe 0.250 2.500 5.000 
K 10.00 lOO.O 200.0 
Mg 0.700 7.000 14.00 
Mn O.OlO 0.100 0.200 
Mo 0.005 0.050 0.100 
Na 5.000 50.00 100.0 
Ni 0.001 0.010 0.020 
P 10.00 100.0 200.0 
Pb 0.010 0.100 0.200 
S 10.00 100.0 200.0 
Sb 0.005 0.050 0.100 
Si 0.020 0.200 0.400 
Sr 0.001 0.010 0.020 
Zn 0.200 2.000 4.000 

Table 5-1: Concentrations for 
Computer-Generated Mixture 
Standard Set for CRM-BL 
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Sn), the standard sets are appropriate for detection of potentially low levels 

of the element - the low standard is near the detection limit (see Table 3-1). 

Table 5-2 shows the programmatic analytical line selections for SRM 

1577a using the logic outlined in section 5.2. Lines are listed as 

"wavelength in nm {order} [calibration matrix slope]," where the 

calibration matrix slope not only 
Zn 213.856{158)[150] 

213.856(157)[150] 

K 766.490(44)[10] Zn 213.856{158)[150] 

213.856(157)[150] Fe 259.940(129}[128] 

238.204(142}[110] Sr 407.771 (83}[2400] 

Fe 259.940(129}[128] 

238.204(142}[110] 

Sb 252.852(133)[5] 

206.833(163)[5] 

CU 224.700(150}[17] Sb 252.852(133)[5] 

206.833(163)[5] Cr 267.716(126)[100] 

206.542(163}[ 15] Si 251.612(134}[33] 

Cr 267.716(126)[100] 

206.542(163}[ 15] 

S 180.731(186)[4] 

182.034(184)[3] 

Co 238.892(141 }[62] 

230.786(146)[28] 

Pb 220.353(153)[5] 

182.203(184)[ 1.5] 

Cd 226.502(149}[90] 

214.438(157}[90] 

P 178.287(188)[3] Ca 317.933(106}[15] 

315.887(107}[15] Ni 231.604(146}[29] 

227.021 (149}[22] 

Ca 317.933(106}[15] 

315.887(107}[15] Ni 231.604(146}[29] 

227.021 (149}[22] Bl 190.241 (177}[3] 

306.772(110}[2] Na 588.995{57}[110] 

589.592{57}[50] 

Bl 190.241 (177}[3] 

306.772(110}[2] Na 588.995{57}[110] 

589.592{57}[50] Ba 455.403(74)[750] 

Mo 202.030(166}[28] 

202.030(167}[28] 

B 230.424(146K100] 

233.527(144}[160] 

249.773(135}[100] Mn 257.610(130}[480] 

257.610(131 }[410] 

B 230.424(146K100] 

233.527(144}[160] 

249.773(135}[100] Mn 257.610(130}[480] 

257.610(131 }[410] Al 237.312(142}[5] 

226.910(149}[4] 

396.152(85)[14] 

Mg 280.270(120}[246] 

285.213(118}[27] 

Al 237.312(142}[5] 

226.910(149}[4] 

396.152(85)[14] 

represents the signal per unit 

concentration of an element at a 

given line for this instrument but 

can also be considered equivalent 

to traditional relative intensity 

listings in conventional emission 

line tables for use with line 

comparisons. For cases where 

multiple lines were determined to 

be acceptable (most), the lines are 

ranked first my relative intensity 

and then by potential for 

Table 5-2; Programmatic Line Selections interference. Lines with higher 
for Univariate Analysis of SRM 1577a 
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relative intensity will almost always have a higher signal to noise ratio 

(SNR), and lines with no interferences at all will be less-susceptible to 

mistakes in the multivariate prediction. 

Results for two portions of High Purity Standards' pre-digested SRM 

1577a (CRM-BL) are shown in Table 5-3. The results for "linel" and 

CRM-BL(I) CRM-BL(2) 

true linel %RSO %Btoc Iine2 %RSD %Brpr linel %RSD ^Sror Iine2 %RSD %Bjror 
Al 0.20 0.208 3.9 0.198 2.5 -1^0 0.218 2.0 9.0 0.205 12 216 
B « 0.001 24 . • - . .. • • -i- 0.000 59 

Ba 0.010 0.011 1.6 TO 0.012 9.8 15^0 0.012 0.8 22 0.011 21 6.0 
Bi • 0.03 167 0.15 45 0.05 97 0.19 16 

Ca 1.2 1.21 0.2 1.0 1.27 1.4 5.6 1.28 0.5 6.4 1.49 0.5 24 
Cd 0.003 0.003 12.5 t3 0.003 3.3 ^7 0.003 15 •3;3 0.004 3.1 23 
Co 0.002 0.012 1.1 500 0.002 41 OiO 0.014 0.7 590 0.003 44 30 
Cr 0.001 0.003 19 180 0.001 73 0.0 0.003 11 230 0.00 549 -160 
Cu 2.0 2.01 0.6 0.2 2.07 0.5 3.4 
Fe 3.0 2.94 0.5 •2A 2.79 0.6 -7.1 3.22 0.7 7.4 2.84 0.3 C

O
 

K 100.0 102.8 0.7 , 2.8 109.0 0.7 9^0 
Mg 6.0 6.68 0.8 11 6.35 0.7 5;8 7.36 0.8 23 7.10 1.0 18 
Mn 0.10 0.102 0.7 0.103 0.8 0.108 1.2 6.4 0.107 0.2 7.0 
Mo « 0.000 5706 -0.003 151 0.000 218 0.009 68 

Ma 25.0 25.30 0.8 25.10 0.7 M 26.16 0.6 4:6 26.11 0.9 4.4 
Ni 0.002 0.003 28 :^U^60 0.005 52 fstsc 0.002 41.8 5.0 0.003 201 45 
P 110.0 115.2 1.0 128.4 0.9 5S17 
Pb 0.003 0.003 138 0.004 497 visa 0.004 53 0.018 74 510 
S 80.0 81.50 0.9 79.30 0.7 83.20 0.7 80.10 0.5 

Sb • 0.040 2.3 0.007 48 0.041 2.5 0.013 78 

Si 0.20 0.17 0.5 0.18 0.5 

Sr * 0.000 546 0.000 153 

Zh 1.5 1.49 0.6 -0.7 1.44 0.4 1.50 0.1 •o>t 1.43 0.4 •4.4 

'Uncertified 

Table 5-3: Univariate Results for Two Portions of CRM-BL 
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"line2" correspond to the univariate computed answer using the first choice 

and second choice emission lines, respectively, as ranked in Table 5-2. No 

answer is shown for the second choice line if only one line was determined 

to be acceptable, with the exception of Cu, for which a large number of 

equally acceptable lines were available for this particular sample. Results 

for the first portion using the first choice line for Al, Ba, Ca, Cu, Fe, K, Mn, 

Na, P, S, and Zn are all excellent and within typical tolerances of 

quantitative determination of elemental composition (less than 10% relative 

error). Results for Cd, Mg, and Si were just outside of quantitative 

tolerance, with 13%, 11%, and 14% relative errors, respectively. Since Cd 

is certified so close to its detection limit and the %RSD of the determination 

is rather high (12.5%), the percent relative error is not surprising. Also, it is 

of note here that the certified concentrations of all elements under 10 ppb in 

this sample are certified to only one significant figure. Calculated 

concentrations in this work are presented with the appropriate number of 

significant figures or decimal places considering both the known precision 

of measurements and a reasonable estimation of resolution of small 

concentration changes. The concentration of Cd is only certified to one 

significant figure, and if the calculated concentration is rounded to one 
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significant figure (it can be reasonably reported to at least two) the percent 

error is zero (for both line choices). Some percent errors will be higher 

depending on rounding behavior and others lower, and in this work it was 

deemed more reasonable to retain a larger number of significant figures 

than necessary for calculations but to truncate for display. Mg 

concentrations for several portions and two different batches of this High 

Purity Standards digest have consistendy given high Mg results for all lines, 

using various standard lots. For this reason, the certified concentration for 

Mg is somewhat in question. Uncertified elements B, Mo, and Sr are 

decidedly not present in the sample since the determinations have high 

%RSD and average very close to zero. Uncertified elements Bi and Sb are 

possibly present due to consistently positive answers, however, the 

sometimes poor %RSD of the determinations and the discrepancy in answer 

from one line to the next casts some doubt on the results and warrants 

further investigation to prove or disprove presence. Results for the second 

portion are generally equivalent. The only certified elements with 

unacceptably high error for either portion or either line are Co, Cr, Ni, all of 

which are certified very near their detection limits. 
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SRM 1577a 1) SRM 1577a (2) 

true Iine1 %RSD Iine2 %RSD %En  ̂
g.-t • -r! true linel %RSO iine2 %RSD %Biror 

Al* 0.015 0.015 11 Ilii 0.013 295 0.011 0.012 15 ifPt 0.030 87 ppi 
B • 0.012 2.4 * 0.028 1 

Ba • 0.001 23 0.000 85 

i
 

1
 

• 0.000 24 0.000 64 

Bi * 0.092 106 0.219 20 • 0.016 235 0.254 30 ;r; 

Ca 0.923 1.5 pylOSS 1.026 2.1 M
 

0.660 0.1 mm 0.679 2.1 

Cd 0.003 17 0.004 6.3 fsSv320 10.00210.002 17 0.002 11 20 
Co 0.006 1.3 li2PP 0.002 55 0.004 1.2 @300 0.002 26 50 
Cr • 0.005 9.5 0.002 186 * 0.003 17 0.001 332 -"7 

Cu 1.22 1.13 0.6 • 0.83 0.83 0.8 (feO 

Fe 1.50 1.41 1.3 1.17 0.2 1.04 0.983 0.5 -5;8 0.847 0.4 -19 
K 77.0 74.2 0.7 -3J 53.6 54.1 0.4 0.9 
Mg 4.64 5.25 0.7 13 4.95 0.7 617 3.76 0.9 17 3.56 1.0 10 
Mn 0.075 2.2 -2.6 0.077 0.1 -0:3 0.053 1.3 0;8 0.055 0.3 4.5 
Mo 0.029 20 5.6 0.031 11 14 0.019 21 -1.1 0.024 16 25 
Na 18.8 17.0 1.3 -9^3 17.1 1.0 -8:9 13.1 13.0 0.4 •0;6 12.8 0.4 -2,4 
Ni • 0.003 49 0.004 242 • 0.022 23 0.003 131 

P 85.8 92.1 0.9 7.3 59.7 66.4 2.0 11 
Pb 0.002 94 120 0.021 88 2020 0.000 627 -140 0.009 84 750 
S lol 53.1 0.4 -12 52.9 0.4 -12 42.0 39.57 0.8 •5J 39.8 0.8 •5.3 
Sb  ̂ 2.E-5 0.013 8.4 0.007 53 4.E+4 2.E-5 0.057 1.3 3.E-<-5 0.009 38 4.E-f4 
Si * 0.055 2.8 • 0.240 1.1 

Sr 0.001 5.5 40 0.001 11 -20 
Zn teiiifl 0.860 0.4 -9.6 0.817 1.2 -14 0.639 0.4 -3.5 0.620 1.4 •6^4 

*No Certified or Estimated Value ''"NIST Estimate 

Table 5-4: Univariate Results for Two Portions of SRM 1577a 

Results for two portions of lab-digested SRM 1577a are shown in Table 

5-4. Digestion protocol was equivalent to that outlined in section 4.2.2. 

The first sample was 0.7734 g, and the second was 0.5382 g (thus the "true" 

concentrations are different, since NIST certifies mass percent, whereas 

High Purity Standards certifies the solution concentration). Many other 

individually digested portions of SRM 1577a yielded equivalent results -
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the two shown are representative samples. Incidentally, these solid samples 

are considerably older than those used by High Purity Standards, and the 

two are not from the same NIST batch. Nominally the compositions are the 

same, but some differences in certified concentrations are obvious. So, this 

additionally serves to demonstrate that the generated methods are 

appropriate for "subsequent samples of similar composition" - the very 

purpose of this whole methodology. Results are not shown, but this 

univariate method of standards and lines also gave good results with 

samples of CRM-OL, which is not of drastically different composition. 

Referring back to Table 5-4, quantitative or nearly-quantitative results were 

obtained for both digests, usually with either line choice, for Al, Ca, Cd, Cu, 

Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Mo, Na, P, S, Sr, and Zn. Higher error is seen with the 

determinations of Co, Pb, and Sb. The concentration of Sb is an uncertified 

estimate from NIST, however, and it is below even the univariate detection 

limit for the mass of this digested portion. The higher error for Co and Pb is 

also not surprising, since they are present so close to their detection limits. 

The results shown in Table 5-3and Table 5-4 demonstrate that excellent 

univariate quantitative results can be obtained with methods generated 

programmatically from the semi-quantitative multivariate results. The 
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quality of the generated method and hence the quality of univariate 

quantitative results depends on the quality of the multivariate semi

quantitative results. So, since the multivariate results for CRM-BL were 

excellent, it is no surprise that the generated method gave excellent 

quantitative results as well. It is possible to generate entirely inappropriate 

methods for a sample, if the multivariate results are sufficiently poor. 

However, the generated method will still represent a good starting point, 

and mistakes in the method can be readily identified by simple protocols 

such as re-running standards or running check samples. 

5.4 Complete and accurate interference map 
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The typical manner in which interferences are anticipated is for a 

trained user to utilize an emission wavelength lookup table [74]. E*roposed 

analytical lines are checked for their proximity to potential interferents. 

These extensive tables have been painstakingly compiled over many years. 

The tables have been compiled with sources of various powers and 

properties, optics of varying throughput and resolution, and detectors with 

varying response curves and sensitivities. While these tables are a very 

valuable resource, numerous differences are usually observed between the 

results with any given atomic emission instrument and the information in 
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Figure 5.2: Representation of Interference Map Generation from a 
Multivariate Calibration Matrix 
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the tables, especially with relative intensities. For example, Cr 267.814 nm 

{126} is listed in The MIT Wavelength Tables as zero relative intensity [74]. 

Not only is this Cr line visible with the ICP-AES instrument used in this 

work, one calibration (the 31 element 1632 wavelength calibration) 

determined its slope to be greater than eleven signal units per unit 

concentration, making it the ninth strongest Cr line out of nineteen Cr lines 

included in the calibration. A complete table of atomic emission 

wavelengths for the ICP source does not exist, and if one did, it would still 

suffer from the aforementioned differences between the reference 

instrument's optics and detector(s) and a user instrument's optics and 

detector(s). It is emphasized with this work that the process of constructing 

the custom CLS calibration model in the work is equivalent to generating a 

complete and accurate atomic emission table that is unique to the instrument 

being used. Figure 5.2 shows a representation of how an interference map 

can be generated from the data already contained in a multivariate 

calibration matrix. A simple programmatic scan down a column of the 

matrix quantitatively reveals which elements emit at a particular subarray. 

Figure 5.3 shows an interference map for the wavelength region of the 

compromise overlap subarray that is constructed for the Co 238.892 nm and 
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Fe 0.18 Fe 0.78 Fe 7.03 Fe 0.86 Fe 0.15 Fe 0.13 Fe 0.13 
Co 0.15 Co 2.13 Co 24.2 Co 4.07 Co 0.12 

Mo 0.22 

Figure 5.3: Interference Map for a Selected Subarray from a 31 x 1632 
Calibration 

Fe 238.863 nm lines with the 31 element 1632 wavelength calibration 

matrix used in section 4.4. The number associated with each element is the 

slope for the corresponding element at the above subarray. 

If a full calibration is run for the instrument used in this work ("full" 

would be a calibration of 71 elements for at least 5,000 wavelengths), the 

need for additional tables of atomic emission wavelengths is entirely 

precluded. 

Some older generation atomic emission instrument manuals (such as 

Spectrametrics Spectraspan DCP, or TJA 300 series ICP) include very 

helpful listings of "equivalent concentrations" of one element on another -

essentially the anticipated level of false positive concentration one can 

expect to observe when an interferent is present. For example, a listing for 

the Co 238.892 nm {140} line may show that 100 ppm Fe will appear to be 
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about 40 ppm Co in univariate mode. This and other types of helpful 

calculations, such as interfering element corrections (lECs) are 

quantitatively determined during the course of CLS calibration matrix 

construction. The signal per unit concentration of every element at every 

wavelength is unambiguously cataloged. For example, there is a strong B 

line at 249.773 nm {135}. The calibration matrix signal per unit 

concentration was determined to be 60.54, but the calibration matrix signal 

per unit concentration at the same wavelength for Fe was determined to be 

0.10. So, one could still use this line to accurately quantitate small amounts 

of B in a high Fe matrix, since it is clear that 1,000 ppm Fe will appear to be 

0.6054 ppm B in univariate mode. 

5.5 Stability of Calibration Over Time 

One of the most important issues that remains to be addressed thoroughly 

is the continued usefulness of a particular calibration matrix over time. 

Clearly, due to the time necessary to construct a relatively complete 

calibration matrix, one would hope to do so as infrequently as possible. 

5.5.1 Plasma Markers 
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It is desirable to have markers that can indicate changes in the plasma 

environment and sample transport between the time of calibration and 

prediction. If markers can be found that arise form the plasma itself, rather 

than check standards, less user intervention would be required, less 

solutions would be necessary, and the overall method would be more 

robust. Plasma temperature, which will directly affect excitation efficiency. 
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Figure 5.4: Ar Line Ratios as a Function of Plasma Forward Power 

has reportedly been estimated from argon line ratios. Gomes, et al showed 

plasma temperature was shown to correlate with the 415.906/425.984, 

415.883/425.960,415.859/425.936,415.835/425.912, and 415.812/425.888 

[85]. As an initial assessment for practical use, these same argon line ratios 

were compared with plasma forward power using the TJA instrument 
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employed through out this work. Figure 5.4 shows the magnitude of these 

five temperature estimation line ratios (nm) as a function of plasma power. 

The poor or unexpected (415.835 nm/425.912 nm having a small negative 

slope) correlation quickly indicates that these line ratios will probably never 

differentiate the subtle changes in excitation efficiency sought as calibration 

matrix offset criteria. Other methods should thus be pursued. 

A more likely source of variation between the time of calibration and 

prediction is simply the sample introduction (still the single largest source 

of day-to-day variation in ICP-AES). For aqueous samples (the majority of 

all samples run in ICP-AES), the total amount of water introduced into the 

plasma will clearly correlate exactly with the total amount of sample 
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Figure 5.5: Hydroxyl Bandhead Intensity as a Function of Sample Volume Delivery 
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introduced. A change in the nebulization efficiency, spray chamber droplet 

selection, or eventual aerosol uptake into the torch center tube will change 

the overall amount of water delivered to the plasma, and hence the amount 

of sample carried by the water solution. The hydroxyl 306.000 nm 

bandhead intensity has been suggested as a good marker for aqueous sample 

delivery [86]. The intensities at five subarrays in the vicinity of this 

bandhead were investigated as a fiinction of peristaltic pump rates (direct 

solution delivery rate to the nebulizer) to demonstrate feasibility (see Figure 

5.5). The poor performance of this bandhead as a sample uptake indicator 

also quickly warrants the exploration of other methods such as those 

described in the following section. 

5.5.2 Internal Standards and Partial Calibration Updates 

Although it is less desirable to require the running of additional standards 

subsequent to calibration, it is evident from the previous section that the 

anticipated improvement of calibration longevity will outweigh the 

inconvenience of additional solution making. Although implementation 

was beyond the timescale of this work, tools for investigation of the 

longevity of the calibration matrix were developed for future use. The 

program Remove Row.vi can be used to simply run new standards and 
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replace a row in the calibration matrix with an updated row. Rather than 

reconstructing the entire calibration matrix, a smaller number of rows can 

be replaced, possibly corresponding to elements of greater importance to a 

particular analysis. Or, the program Matrix Offset TOOL.vi allows user 

GUI comparison of recently run calibration matrix rows with those in a 

given calibration matrix. The program searches through a few offset 

functions similar to those used for the generation of offset rows (see section 

3.1) to determine whether a straightforward function can be used to model 

the difference in the instrument response between the time of the update 

standards and the original time of full calibration. Once the user chooses 

the function most closely modeling the differences, the function is then 

applied to all rows, effectively updating the calibration matrix to the current 

day's response. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6. Elemental Spedation with Simultaneous Multielement ICP-AES 

6.1 Lab VIEW Program for Manipulation of Timescan Data 

The Lab VIEW program ThermoSpec Timescan File Reader, vi and its 

associated sub-vi's allow extraction of data from *.dts files as well as a 

number of tools for data manipulation and export to more common file 

formats. The details of data extraction from the TJA file format would 

require explanation of a custom file structure that is part of proprietary 

source code and cannot be printed here. As also noted in Appendix A: 

Echelle-CID Data Treatment and Programs to Allow a CLS Model, Dr. 

Mike Pilon should be contacted for assistance with repeating of this work. 

The number of lines (wavelengths) in a ThermoSPEC *.dts file is first 

extracted from the header. Then for each line, a variably-sized structure 

(number of data points taken for each line varies) is decoded to obtain the 

left background signal, right background signal, center subarray signal, 

time, and knockdown Boolean (true if a knockdown event occurred at the 

data point) for each data point. 
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Figure 6.1 shows the raw output of signal accumulated over time from 

the peak subarray of the Hg 184.950 nm, S 182.034 nm, and Se 196.090 nm 
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Figure 6.1: Accumulating CID Signal as a Function of Time for Hg, Se, 
and S Lines 

lines. It is constructed by taking approximately one thousand one-second 

time slices of detector response, starting six minutes after injection of a 

model complex of Hg, Se, and GSH onto (this size exclusion column). 

While the experiment is set up to obtain 1000 one second slices, the actual 

time and number of slices varies partly because of the possibility of the 

partial injection or "knockdown" events. If, during a timescan, the 

accumulated signal at a particular subarray reaches % fiill-well (see 4.1.1), 

the camera controller will apply a knockdown voltage to clear (force it into 
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the substrate) the charge at the subarray and continue non-destructively 

reading. The output file logs knockdown events and contains the time 

intervals the controller actually achieved. 

Figure 6.2 shows the same data with the average of the two background 

points subtracted from the center subarray for each line at each time slice. 
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Figure 6.2: Background Subtracted CD) Signal as a Function of Time 
for Hg, Se, and S Lines 

The appearance of the graph is very similar, with the exception of a few 

small bumps being removed. Any qualitative effect of background 

subtraction is more pronounced in the derivative. Since discreet interval 

derivatives are imperfect and wUl add small numerical anomalies to both 
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the background and signal, background subtraction should clearly be done 

before the derivative is taken to prevent a threefold increase in this error 

(the operation being done on one vector instead of three). 

Figure 6.3 shows the 2 dt discreet interval derivative of the background 

subtracted raw signal. The very noticeable periodic bumps in the 

chromatograms are the manifestation of CID knockdown events. The 

derivative plot is somewhat smoother, if these errant signal events are 

removed before the derivative is taken. 
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Figure 6.3: Derivative of Background Subtracted CID Timescan Signal 
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Figure 6.4 shows the final version of this chromatogram after 

backgrounds subtraction of the raw signal, replacement of the data point 

after inject events, knockdown event smoothing, a discreet interval 2 dt 

derivative, and a 5 point median filter. 

Time(min.) 

Figure 6.4: Data-Processed Hg-Se-S Specific Chromatogram 

6.2 Coupling Liquid Chromatography Effluent to ICP-AES 
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Provided the mobile phase composition and flow rate are compatible with 

ICP-AES, coupling of liquid chromatography effluent to ICP-AES for 

element-specific detection is relatively straightforward. A high percentage 

of organic solvents in the mobile phase frequently extinguishes the plasma. 

This is purportedly due to large amounts of current passing through the 

plasma as a result of the generation of numerous combustion species, which 

changes the impedance of the plasma beyond the usual ranges of the match 

network [3]. High salt content in the mobile phase can clog the sample 

introduction and nebulization or possible cause so-called easily ionizable 

element (EIE) problems [87]. Within reason, both of the aforementioned 

problems can be solved with various modifications to the sample 
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Injector 
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Figure 6.5: Coupling of and HPLC Column to ICP Sample Introduction 
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introduction, either in the form of sheath flows to reduce salt or organic 

concentration, or nebulization mechanisms that can tolerate high salt 

content. If the mobile phase flow rate is higher than the reasonable range 

for a particular ICP-AES sample introduction system, a portion of the flow 

can be diverted or split, adversely affecting detection limits, but allowing 

successful coupling. If the chromatographic flow is too low to couple with 

the ICP sample introduction, a sheath flow can be implemented. 

Fortunately in this work, chromatographic flow rates could be adjusted to 

compatible ranges for the ICP sample introduction without adversely 

affecting the separations. However, as will be discussed later, in the 

separation of the six arsenical species, it was not practical to use a mobile 

phase higher than 20 % methanol, even though it may have improved the 

separation. The possibility of adding dead volume to the system through 

the coupling to ICP sample introduction is also substantial. Also 

fortunately in this work, facile placement of separation equipment and 

availability of a variety of plumbing allowed a minimal dead volume 

addition to either the ion-exchange or size-exclusion systems. Figure 6.5 

shows a typical setup for element specific detection by coupling a 
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chromatographic system to and ICP (the setup for size-exclusion was nearly 

identical). 

6.3 Development of a Separation Protocol for Arsenic Metabolites 

6.3.1 Chemicals and Experimental Setup 

NaAs02 (>99 %) was purchased from GFS Chemicals (Columbus, OH, 

USA), Na2HP04 (>99 %) from Mallinckrodt Chemicals (Paris, KY, USA), 

NaH2P04 • H2O was obtained from Curtin Matheson Scientific Inc. 

(Houston, TX, USA), and Na2HAs04 • 7 H2O and sodium dimethylarsinate * 

2.5 H2O were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Disodium 

methylarsonate monohydrate was provided by Prof. H.B.F. Dixon 

(Department of Biochemistry, Cambridge University, UK). Methanol 

(HPLC grade) was purchased from Baxter Healthcare Corporation 

(Muskegon, MI, USA). Methyldiiodoarsine and dimethyliodoarsine were 

synthesized according to published procedures [88, 89]. The purity was 

checked by ^H-NMR and mass spectrometry. Arsenobetaine bromide was 

synthesized by the method described by McShane [90]. Purification by 

recrystallization from ethanol yielded white crystals with a melting point of 

225°C (literature - 227°C [90]). Water for preparing stock solutions and 
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mobile phases was doubly distilled before use. All syntheses were carried 

out by Dr. JUrgen Gailer of the Department of Molecular and Cellular 

Biology. 

Stock solutions of the individual arsenic compounds containing 50 

ppm As were prepared by dissolving 86 mg NaAs02, 136 mg sodium 

dimethylarsinate • 2.5 H2O, 134 mg disodium methylarsonate • H20,208 mg 

Na2HAs04 * 7 H2O, 172 mg arsenobetaine bromide, 154 mg (CH3)2AsI and 

229 mg CH3ASI2 in distilled water and filling to 1.0 L. To complete 

solubility/hydrolyzation of (CH3)2AsI (yellow oil), the weighed amount was 

stirred with distilled water for 30 minutes. After dissolution the pH had 

decreased to 3.3 and was brought back to pH 7.0 by dropwise addition of 

0.2 M NaOH. Similarly, the pH of the solution obtained after dissolution of 

methyldiicdoarsine in distilled water was adjusted to pH 7.0 by dropwise 

addition of 0.2 M NaOH. A solution containing 50 ppm As of arsenite, 

arsenate, methylarsonic acid, dimethylarsinic acid, methylarsonous acid and 

dimethylarsonous acid was prepared by dissolving the appropriate amounts 

of each arsenic compound (or the precursor) in 1.0 L distilled water and 

stirring for 30 minutes. Then the pH was brought to pH 7.5 by dropwise 

addition of0.2M NaOH. 
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Solutions of 30 mM NaH2P04 and 30 mM Na2HP04 were mixed in 

appropriate ratios to obtain mobile phases with pH values from 5.0 to 9.0 

(PHM 220, Radiometer, Copenhagen Denmark). The 30 mM phosphate 

buffer of the desired pH (5,6, 7, 8 and 9) was subsequently mixed with 

methanol (8:2 v/v). 

The HPLC system consisted of a Beckman 110 B Solvent Delivery 

Module, an Altex Vent 210 injector with a 100 pL loop and a PRP-XlOO 

anion-exchange column (Hamilton, Reno, Nevada, USA; 25 x 4.1 mm i.d., 

spherical 10 pm particles of a styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer with 

trimethylammonium exchange sites; stable between pH 1 and 13; exchange 

capacity 0.19 meq/g). A guard cartridge filled with the same stationary 

phase (PRP-XlOO, Hamilton, Reno, Nevada, USA) protected the analytical 

column. 

Arsenic specific detection with the aforementioned ICP-AES 

operated in univariate timescan mode. The nebulization gas-flow was 

maintained at 2 L/min., the plasma forward power at 1150 W, and the CID 

temperature at -85°C. 

The HPLC column exit was coupled to the Meinhard TR-30-K2 

concentric glass tube nebulizer (J. E. Meinhard Assoc. Inc., Santa Ana, CA, 
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USA) with a polyethylene tube (length; 4 cm, I.D. 0.2 mm). Accumulating 

charge on the detector from the 189.042 {178}, 193.759 {174}, 228.812 nm 

{147}, and 234.984 nm {143} As lines was observed simultaneously 

throughout chromatographic runs. 15 by 3 pixel subarrays were 

interrogated to represent each analytical line, with the center 3x3 pixel 

section as the peak and the extreme 1 x 3's as the background. 

The column was equilibrated by passing at least 100 mL of each 

mobile phase through the column before the arsenic compounds were 

injected. Aliquots (100 (il) of each of the 50 ppm As aqueous solutions of 

arsenite, arsenate, methylarsonate, dimethylarsinate, methylarsonous acid, 

dimethylarsinous acid and arsenobetaine containing 5 |ig arsenic were 

injected separately at 24°C with all mobile phases at a flow rate of 1.5 

mL/min. Each retention time was determined three times (relative standard 

deviation < 1%). Because in aqueous solution and above pH 4.5 

arsenobetaine is present as a zwitterion and remains zwitterionic throughout 

the investigated pH range (pH 5-9), [44] the dead volume of the column 

was determined by injection (100 (il) of an aqueous solution of 

arsenobetaine (50 ppm As) to be 2.17 mL (over the entire pH range) 

corresponding to a dead time of 87 s at a flow rate of 1.5 mL/min. For the 
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determination of the dead volume, mixtures of aqueous 30 mM phosphate 

buffers of pH 5,6,7, 8, and 9 with methanol (80:20, v/v) were used as 

mobile phases and arsenic was monitored on-line by ICP-AES. Since the 

retention time of arsenobetaine was 87 s over the entire pH-range 

investigated and smaller than the retention time of arsenite (101 s between 

pH 5 to 8), the retention time of arsenobetaine was used to calculate the k' 

values of the arsenic compounds. 

6.3.2 Results and discussion 

Arsenic compounds (arsenite, arsenate, methylarsonic acid, 

dimethylarsinic acid, methylarsonous acid, dimethylarsinous acid and 

arsenobetaine) were chromatographed on a Hamilton PRP-XlOO anion-

exchange column with mixtures of 30 mM phosphate buffer solutions (pH-

range 5 to 9) and methanol (8:2, v/v). The pH-dependent retention behavior 

of all six arsenic compounds is shown in Figure 6.6. Preliminary 

experiments showed that dimethylarsinous acid does not elute from the 

column with aqueous 30 mM phosphate buffer in a reasonable time. Hence, 

methanol was added to the mobile phase in 5 % increments to elute 

dimethylarsinous acid from the column. A concentration of 20 % methanol 

in the 30 mM phosphate buffer proved to be sufficient to elute 
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dimethylarsinous acid off the column in a reasonable time. The methanol 

content of the mobile phase was not increased any further since it tended to 

extinguish the plasma before the end of the run. Even 20% periodically 

extinguished the plasma, but the solution sent to the plasma was switched to 

deionized water during the sections of the chromatogram known to be 

featureless. The small bumps associated with this temporary switching of 

mobile phases were smoothed out of the final chromatograms. 
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The k' value of arsenite is 0.17 and independent of the pH in the 

range 5-8 Figure 6.6. This behavior can be rationalized in terms of the pKi 

of arsenite of 9.2 which implies the presence of neutral As(0H)3 in the pH 
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Figure 6.6: k Value as a Function pH for Six Aresenicals 

range 5-8 [91]. At pH 9 the k' value of arsenite is 0.46, thus indicating 

slight retention by the stationary phase. This can be explained by the 

presence of a substantial fraction (approximately 50 %) of the singly 
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charged anion As(0H)20', which is retained on the anion-exchange column 

under these conditions. 

The k' value for dimethylarsinic acid is 0.28 at pH 5, increases to 

0.53 at pH 6 and subsequently decreases gradually to 0.37 at pH 9 Figure 

6.6. This retention behavior in the pH range 5-8 is essentially the same as 

that previously reported for dimethylarsinic acid on the same anion-

exchange column with a 30 mM aqueous phosphate buffer (without 

methanol) [91]. The k' value does not change upon increase of the pH from 

8 to 9 because the apparent charge (definition see [90]) on the 

dimethylarsinic acid anion remains at -1.26 

At pH 5 the k' value for methylarsonic acid is 2.09, decreases to 1.13 

at pH 6, is 0.61 at pH 7 and remains at 0.61 upon increase of the mobile 

phase pH to 8. At pH 9 the k' value is 1.07 Figure 6.6. In the pH range 

between pH 5 and 8, the retention behavior is essentially identical to that 

reported previously for this compound on the same anion-exchange column 

with a 30 mM aqueous phosphate buffer (without methanol) [91]. The 

observed increase in k' value upon raising the pH of the mobile phase from 

8 to 9 can be explained by the pK2 of methylarsonic acid which is 9.1. At 

pH 8 the apparent charge on the methylarsonic acid molecule is -1, whereas 
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at pH 9 it is approximately -1.5. Thus the increase in negative charge on the 

methylarsonic acid molecule results in increased interaction with the 

ammonium groups on the stationary phase with a concomitant increase in 

the k' value (Figure 6.6). 

The k'-value for arsenate decreases gradually from 4.18 at pH 5 to 

2.17 at pH 9. This pH dependent retention behavior is similar to the 

retention behavior of arsenate reported previously for arsenate with a 30 

mM aqueous phosphate buffer (without methanol) in the pH range between 

5 and 8 on the same anion-exchange column [91]. No increased retention is 

seen upon increase of the pH from 8 to 9 because the apparent charge on the 

arsenate anion remains at -2 [91]. 

The k' value of methylarsonous acid is 0.67 and invariant with pH in 

the range between 5 and 9 (Figure 6.6). Because all other investigated 

arsenic compounds (arsenite, arsenate, methylarsonic acid, dimethylarsinic 

acid) have pKa values in the investigated pH range corresponding to 

substantial retention shifts with increasing pH, the pH-independent retention 

behavior of methylarsonous acid could be caused by the presence of either 

neutral CH3As(OH)2 or by completely deprotonated CH3As(02)"". Because 

other doubly charged arsenic compounds, such as arsenate (between pH 8 
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and 9) have k' values between 2.17 and 2.27 while methylarsonous acid has 

a k' value of 0.67, the doubly charged anion CH3As(02)"', however, is 

unlikely to be present over the pH range between 5 and 9. Hence, 

methylarsonous acid is likely to be present as a neutral molecule in the pH-

range investigated. This is in accord with the fact that methylarsonous acid 

is the methyl-derivative of arsenite, which has a pKi of 9.2. Consequently, 

the pKi of methylarsonous acid (which has not yet been determined) [33] is 

likely to be around 9 and hence the molecule should exist mainly in the 

uncharged state at physiological pH [92]. 

In the pH range 5-8, methylarsonous acid has k' values that are 

approximately 0.47 k' units larger than those obtained for arsenite. This 

comparatively stronger retention of methylarsonous acid is probably caused 

by the hydrophobic interaction of the methyl group of methylarsonous acid 

with the organic backbone (styrene/divinylbenzene) of the stationary phase, 

thus causing stronger retention than arsenite. 

The chromatogram of the 50 ppm As stock solution of 

methylarsonous acid showed a single peak over a period of three weeks 

after preparation of the stock solution. Thereafter a small peak 

corresponding to the retention time of methylarsonic acid was detected in 
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the chromatogram suggesting that oxidation by exposure to oxygen had 

occurred. 

The k' value of dimethylarsinous acid is independent of the pH in the 

range 5 to 9 and is 15.8 (Figure 6.6). This retention behavior suggests the 

presence of either neutral (CH3)2AsOH or a singly negatively charged 

(CH3)2AsO" species. However, since other singly charged arsenic 

compounds, such as dimethylarsinic acid (between pH 8 and 9), 

methylarsonic acid (between pH 5 and 8) or arsenate (between pH 5 and 6) 

[91] generally have k' values between 0.35 and 4.18 (Figure 6.6), the 

unusually strong retention of dimethylarsinous acid (k' value 15.8) is 

probably caused by the two methyl groups of the dimethylarsinous acid 

molecule which strongly interact hydrophobically with the organic 

backbone (styrene/divinylbenzene) of the stationary phase. Hence 

dimethylarsinous acid can be described as a comparatively hydrophobic 

compound. Since the pKi of dimethylarsinous acid has never been 

measured, [33] and since the results in this work do not exclude the 

possibility of the presence of a negative charge on the dimethylarsinous acid 

molecule, the presence of (CH3)2AsO* over the investigated pH range is 
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likely. Nevertheless, the very hydrophobic nature of dimethylarsinous acid 

is evident. 

The chromatogram of the 50 ppm As stock solution of 

dimethylarsinous acid showed a single peak over a period of one week. 

6.3.2.1 Optimal Separation Conditions for Six As Species 

An optimal chromatographic separation of the six arsenic compounds 

requires baseline separation at short retention times. Among the mobile 

phases investigated, the mixture of 30 mM phosphate buffers (pH 6, 7, 8 
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Figure 6.7: Chromatogram of Six Arsenic Species 
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and 9) with methanol (8:2 v/v) are least suited to separate all arsenic 

compounds from each other because the k' values of arsenite, methylarsonic 

acid, dimethylarsinic acid and methylarsonous acid are very similar in this 

pH range (Figure 6.6). If these mobile phases were employed, overlapping 

chromatographic peaks could not be avoided, and baseline separation would 

be impossible. The mobile phase containing 30 mM phosphate buffer of pH 

5 with 20 % methanol (80:20, v/v) gave the best results for a separation of 

the arsenic compounds (Figure 6.7). Under these conditions dimethylarsinic 

acid, methylarsonous acid, methylarsonic acid, arsenate and 

dimethylarsinous acid can be baseline-separated from each other within 25 

minutes at a flowrate of 1.5 mL/min. The retention times for the arsenic 

compounds are: arsenite (101 s), dimethylarsinic acid (111 s), 

methylarsonous acid (145 s), methylarsonic acid (269 s), arsenate (451 s) 

and dimethylarsinous acid (1462 s). The arsenite peak, which elutes close to 

the solvent front, partially overlaps with the peak of dimethylarsinic acid 

under these conditions (Figure 6.7). 

6.4 Investigation of the seleno-bis(S-glutatliionyl)arsinium ion 

6.4.1 Chemicals and Experimental Setup 
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Na2Se03 • SHiO (>97%) and hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide 

(HDTAB; >99%) were purchased fromFluka (Buchs, Switzerland) and 

NaAs02 (>99%) from GFS Chemicals (Columbus, OH, USA). Glutathione 

(>98%), dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DDTAB; 99%) and sodium 

laurylsulfate (>99%) were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). 

Sodium hydroxide was purchased from MCB Reagents (Cincinnati, OH, 

USA) and concentrated hydrochloric acid was obtained from Fischer 

Chemicals (Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Tris buffer (0.1 M, pH 8.0) and all other 

solutions were prepared from triply distilled water. 

A solution containing equimolar amounts of As'" and Se'̂  was 

prepared by dissolving NaAs02 (239 mg, 1.853 mmol) and Na2Se03 • 5H2O 

(491 mg, 1.870 mmol) in 0.6 mL Tris buffer and diluting to 1.0 mL with 

additional buffer. GSH (205 mg, 0.670 mmol) was dissolved in 0.6 mL Tris 

buffer, the pH was adjusted to 7.5 (4.0 M NaOH) and the solution was 

diluted to 1.0 mL with additional buffer. After incubation of the GSH 

solution (0.670 mmol; 9 mole-equiv. to protect the easily oxidizable product 

from air [43]) for 20 minutes at 37°C, an aliquot of the As"VSe'̂  solution 

(40 (il; 0.074 mmol of each As and Se) was added. After the initial 
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formation of a red-brown precipitate, thorough mixing resulted in a clear 

solution of pH 8.6. 

A Beckman HOB Solvent Delivery Module HPLC pump in 

conjunction with a Rheodyne six-port injection valve (200 |il-loop) was 

used throughout the study. A Pharmacia HR 10/30 column (I.D. 1.0 cm) 

was filled with Sephadex G-25 (SF). After pumping at least 100 mL of Tris 

buffer at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min. over the column the final bed height 

was 29.5 cm. The column was subsequently equilibrated with at least 60 

mL of the corresponding mobile phase before any injections were made. 

The flowrate was maintained at 1.0 mL/min. The column exit was 

connected to a Meinhard TR-30-K2 concentric glass nebulizer with the 

minimum length of polyethylene tubing (120 x 0.1 mm). The concentrations 

of the surfactant in the 0.1 M Tris-buffer (pH 8.0) were always well above 

the reported critical micellar concentrations (CMC) at 25°C: SDS 8.1 mM, 

HDTAB 0.92 mM 18, DDTAB 15 mM [93]]. Solutions of 30,40 and 50 

mM HDTAB and 50 mM solutions of DDTAB and SLS in Tris-buffer (0.1 

M, pH 8.0) were prepared by dissolving the appropriate amounts of the 

surfactant in Tris buffer (0.1 M, pH 8.0). The addition of the surfactant to 
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the buffer did not change the pH noticeably (PHM 220 Lab pH-meter; 

Radiometer, Copenhagen, Denmark). 

The exclusion volume was determined by injection of distilled water 

onto the column using 50 mM SLS as the mobile phase and sulfiir-speciflc 

detection. A dip in the on-line sulfur signal of the obtained chromatogram 

corresponded to the exclusion volume and was 8.1 mL. The inclusion 

volume, which was determined by injection of an aqueous 50 ppm Mg2+ 

solution followed by Mg-specific detection by ICP-AES at the 285.213 nm 

line, was 17.9 mL. The inclusion volume minus the exclusion volume 

defines the chromatographic window of 9.8 mL. The column was roughly 

calibrated with aqueous solutions adjusted to pH 8.0 of As'", GSSG, Se'\ 

and GSH containing the same amount of arsenic, selenium or sulfur as the 

200 |il of the injected seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion/GSSG 

mixrnre. The retention times were 23.3 min (As"'), 12.6 min (GSSG), 15.9 

min (Se^) and 15.0 min (GSH), respectively. The strong retention of As"' 

on the Sephadex G-25 (SF) stationary phase is in accord with previous 

findings which revealed an unspecified chemical interaction between As"' 

and a Sephadex G-10 stationary phase [94]. Shifts in retention times of the 

arsenic, selenium or sulfur peaks with increasing concentrations of HDTAB 
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in the mobile phase are given in minutes as well as relative to the 

corresponding peak in the chromatogram obtained with the 30 mM HDTAB 

mobile phase (given in % of the chromatographic window). 

Experimental proof that the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion 

eluted from the column intact was obtained by XAS analysis of two 

fractions collected from the column effluent. After the injection of the 

seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion (injection volume: 200 jil; flow rate: 

1.0 mUmin.; mobile phase: 50 mM HDTAB in 0.1 M Tris buffer (pH 8.0)) 

fractions were collected (fraction I: 8.5 - 9.7 min; fraction II: 9.7 - 10.7 

min). After the addition of an aliquot (0.6 mL) of each fraction to 0.4 mL 

glycerol and thorough mixing, the obtained solutions were transferred to 

Lucite sample holders, frozen in liquid nitrogen and subsequently analyzed 

by arsenic and selenium K-edge XAS at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation 

Laboratory. Fitting results were obtained by comparison to previously 

reported arsenic and selenium K-edge XAS data [43]. 

Arsenic, selenium and sulfur-specific detection was achieved through 

observation of the signal at 228.812 nm (order 147), 196.090 nm (order 

172) and 182.034 nm (order 185), respectively. Only data from the 228.812 
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nm, 196.090 nm, and 182.034 nm lines were chosen for convenient display 

without off-line scaling. 

The nebulization gas-flow was maintained at 2.0 L/min., the plasma 

forward power at 1150 W, and the CID temperature at -85°C. The recovery 

of arsenic, selenium and sulfur after the injection of the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion/GSSG mixture using 50 mM HDTAB (0.1 M 

Tris buffer at pH 8.0) was 89±2, 86±4 and 98±2 %, respectively. (The 

column effluent eluting between 6 and 25 minutes was collected, filled up 

to 25 mL in a volumetric flask with 50 mM HDTAB in 0.1 M Tris pH 8.0 

and quantified by ICP-AES using calibration curves of 20 and 40 ppm of 

arsenic, selenium and sulfur in 50 mM HDTAB in 0.1 M Tris pH 8.0). 

6.4.2 Results and Discussion 
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Figure 6.8: Separation of (GSH)2AsSe' and GSSG with 30,40, and 50 mM HTAB 

The first deliberate use of the unique properties of micelles in 

chromatographic separations using size-exclusion chromatography on 

Sephadex G-lOO was reported in 1977 [48]. Subsequendy, many advantages 

for the use of micelles in chromatographic separations, such as its unique 
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and modifiable selectivity, have been recognized [52]. A more 

straightforward approach for miceilar separations than Sephadex G-lOO 

involves the use of small pore stationary phases, such as Sephadex G-25 

[49]. On a Sephadex 0-25 column compounds with a Mr greater than 5000 

are excluded from the gel. Since the molecular weight of miceilar HDTAB 

exceeds 22 kDa [51], the aggregated surfactant is thus excluded from the 

Sephadex 0-25 gel [49]. If a Sephadex 0-25 column is thus equilibrated 

with a mobile phase containing HDTAB at a concentration well above the 

CMC of 0.92 mM [54], the movement of any compound with a Mr smaller 

than 5000 will depend on its partition coefficient between the bulk aqueous 

and the miceilar pseudo-phase [49]. A small compound that associates with 

the micelles will consequently tend to elute more rapidly (with the micelle) 

with increasing concentrations of the surfactant [49]. Hence, the behavior of 

a small compound on a size-exclusion column is determined mostly by its 

interaction with the micelle [49]. 

Because the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion is chemically 

unstable below pH 7.0 [43], only mobile phases with pH > 8.0 were 

investigated. At pH 8.0, OSH has both carboxyl-groups completely 

deprotonated (pKcooHi=2.1; pKcooH2=3.5) and the amino group protonated 
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(PKNH2=9.6) [94]. Hence, at pH 8.0 the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium 

ion (if the EXAFS/Raman/'̂ Se-NMR-derived structure is correct) should 

have an overall net charge of -3, whereas GSSG has a net charge of -2. 

Several attempts to separate the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium 

ion from GSSG on an anion-exchange column (DEAE Sephadex A-25, 1.0 

X 29.2 cm) with PBS-buffers (pH 7.4 and pH 10.0) and Tris buffers (0.1 M, 

pH 8.0 and pH 10.0) were unsuccessful because the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion irreversibly bound to the column (or 

decomposed) resulting in a brown coloration on the column head. With a 

Sephadex G-10 column (1.0 x 29.0 cm) and PBS-buffers of pH 7.4 and 10.0 

the arsenic, selenium and sulfur-specific chromatograms obtained after the 

injection of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion/GSSG mixture 

showed a single peak with the same retention time for each element. Hence, 

the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion had passed through the column 

intact, but had not been separated from GSSG. The size difference of 145 

Dalton was too small to result in significant separation of these two 

compounds on this particular stationary phase. 

Because the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion could be passed 

through Sephadex-based size-exclusion columns intact and because of the 
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different net negative charges on the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion 

(-3) and GSSG (-2), the influence of a surfactant with a single positive 

charge (HDTAB) on the separation of the two compounds was investigated. 

HDTAB was added in 10 mM increments to the Tris buffer (0.1 M, pH 8.0) 

and the arsenic, selenium and sulfur-specific chromatograms were measured 

after the injection of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion/GSSG 

mixture (Figure 6.8). We note that an orange colored band formed 

immediately after the injection of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium 

ion/GSSG mixture onto the column. The orange colored band subsequently 

moved through the entire column. It is hypothesized that the orange color is 

caused by elemental selenium, indicating some decomposition of the 

seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion on the column head. 

Because an increase of the HDTAB concentration in the mobile 

phase from 30 to 50 mM is likely to affect the efficiency of the nebulizer 

and thus the mass transfer of arsenic/selenium/sulfur into the ICP-plasma, 

the total areas obtained for each chromatogram (and for each element) were 

measured. Although the same total amount of arsenic/selenium/sulfur was 

injected with the 30, the 40 and the 50 mM HDTAB mobile phases, the 

obtained signal area units corresponded to 1:1.03:1.18, suggesting an 
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increase in mass transfer with increasing surfactant concentration in the 

mobile phase (Figure 6.8). 

All arsenic-specific chromatograms obtained with 30,40 and 50 mM 

HDTAB in the mobile phase showed a large arsenic peak (Figure 6.8 peak 

I) elating first followed by a smaller one (Figure 6.8 peak III). With the 30 

mM HDTAB-mobile phase, the two arsenic peaks had retention times of 

10.9 min and 14.5 min (Figure 6.8). An increase of the HDTAB 

concentration in the mobile phase to 40 mM brought about a 5.1 % decrease 

in the retention time of the fu^st arsenic peak to 10.4 min (Figure 6.8 b). 

Further increase of the HDTAB concentration in the mobile phase to 50 

mM decreased the retention time of the first arsenic peak by 9.2 % to lO.O 

min (Figure 6,8 c). Concomitant with a decrease in the retention time of 

arsenic peak I with increasing concentrations of HDTAB in the mobile 

phase, the peak noticeably narrowed while maintaining the same 

approximate area ratio as the total integrated chromatograms. 

All selenium-specific chromatograms displayed a single selenium 

peak (Figure 6.8 a-c, peak I) which had a shoulder located on the short 

retention end that diminished in magnitude with increasing HDTAB 

concentrations in the mobile phase (Figure 6.8 a-c). The retention time of 
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selenium peak I decreased from 10.8 min with the 30 mM mobile phase to 

10.0 min with the 50 mM mobile phase (9.2 %; Figure 6.8 a-c) and 

narrowed in a similar fashion to arsenic peak I. The fact selenium peak I 

always coeluted with arsenic peak I (Figure 6.8) a-c suggests that both 

peaks correspond to the elution of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium 

ion. 
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The sulfur-specific chromatogram obtained with the 30 mM HDTAB 

mobile phase contained a large sulfur peak with a retention time of 14.0 min 

(Figure 6.8 peak H) overlapping significantly with a smaller sulfur peak 
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Figure 6.9: Separation of (GHS)2AsSe* and GSSG with 50 mM DTAB and 50 
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which had a retention time of 11.0 nain (Figure 6.8 peak I). An increase in 

the HDTAB concentration to 40 mM in the mobile phase decreased the 

retention time of the sulfur peak I to 10.4 min (6.1 %), whereas the retention 

time of sulfur peak II (measured at the maximum signal height) decreased 

in a less pronounced manner to 13.5 min (5.1 %; Figure 6.9 b). The 

chromatogram obtained with 50 mM HDTAB in the mobile phase showed 

two sulfur peaks with retention times of 10.1 min (9.2 %) and 13.2 min (8.2 

%), respectively (Figure 6.9 c). Because the retention time of the smaller 

sulfiir peak was always identical with that of the arsenic peak I and 

selenium peak I (Figure 6.8 a-c), we identify this peak as the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion. To unequivocally identify peak I as the seleno-

bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion, peak I was collected and analyzed by 

arsenic and selenium K-edge XAS. Fitting results indicated that 70 % 

(fraction 1) and 79 % (fraction II) of the selenium was present as the seleno-

bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion. The remaining selenium could be 

identified as elemental a-selenium. This is consistent with the fact that the 

As:Se molar ratio for a collected fraction of peak I (whole peak, compared 

to a standard solution containing As:Se 1:1) is 1:1.3 rather than 1:1, since 

the selenium breakdown product (elemental a-selenium) coeluted with the 
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seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion. The selenium breakdown product 

(elemental a-selenium) also associates with the micelles and is probably 

responsible for the leading shoulder on selenium peak I (Figure 6.8 a-c). 

Incidentally, the observed orange color is probably due to the elemental 

selenium. Arsenic K-edge X-ray absorption spectrometry of fraction II 

showed that 97 % of the arsenic was present as the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion and that 3 % were present as arsenite. Hence, X-

ray absorption spectroscopy demonstrates that partial decomposition of the 

seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion occurred during the 

chromatographic separation. The arsenic breakdown product eluted as peak 

III. 

Sulfur peak II was identified as GSSG compared to the retention time 

obtained for a GSSG standard. Because the peak-area integration of the two 

significantly overlapping sulfur peaks is likely to result in artifacts, the 

signal height ratio of both sulfiir peaks (both display a nearly symmetrical 

peak shape) was determined at the signal maximum. The signal height ratio 

between the snfialler and the bigger sulfur peak was 1:3 or a multiple of that, 

e.g. 2:6 (the same ratio was found for the 30 and 40 niM HDTAB mobile 

phase). This signal height ratio compares favorably with the expected sulfur 
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ratio for the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion and GSSG of 2:6 

according to the equation in section 1.5.1.1.2 [43]. Because the seleno-

bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion was synthesized with an excess of one 

molecule equivalent GSH to prevent the oxidation of the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion by exposure to air (see 6.4.1), it seems that one 

sulfur equivalent is missing. However, upon closer investigation of (Figure 

6.8 c) one recognizes that sulfur peak II shows significant tailing which 

very likely corresponds to the unreacted GSH molecule (GSH is smaller 

than GSSG and thus eluted with a longer retention time, see Experimental). 

Since a small overlapping GSH peak in this tailing region will not 

contribute to the overall signal height of the GSSG peak, the obtained 2:6 

sulfur ratio agrees well with the expected sulfur ratio of 2:6 between the 

seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion and GSSG. Furthermore, these data 

strongly support the EXAFS/Raman/'̂ Se-NMR-derived result of two GSH 

molecules being bound to the arsenic-selenium species. 

Similar to the decrease in elution volume of nucleosides (on the same 

stationary phase) with increasing concentrations of sodium dodecanoate in 

the mobile phase [46], the retention time of both the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion and GSSG decreased with an increase in the 
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concentration of HDTAB (and hence the number of micelles per volume) in 

the mobile phase (Figure 6.8 a-c). This retention behavior suggests that both 

compounds associate with the positively charged HDTAB-micelles. 

Consequently, the observed separation of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) 

arsinium ion and GSSG cannot be due to a saturation of the micelle surface 

with the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion molecules followed by the 

elution of the unbound GSSG. The fact that the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) 

arsinium ion always eluted earlier than GSSG further suggests stronger 

association of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion to the HDTAB-

micelles. This stronger association can be explained by additional negative 

charge on the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion molecule compared to 

GSSG. 

Combined, these chromatographic data demonstrate that two GSH 

molecules are associated with the arsenic-selenium solution species and that 

the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion has additional negative charge 

compared to GSSG at pH 8.0. Thus, the chromatographic results in this 

work strongly support the EXAFS/Raman/̂ ^Se-NMR-derived structure of 

the synthetic arsenic-selenium solution species, the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion (data not shown [95]). 
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The arsenic, selenium and sulfiir-specific chromatograms obtained 

for the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion/GSSG mixture with a mobile 

phase consisting of 50 mM DDTAB in Tris-buffer (0.1 M, pH 8.0) is shown 

in (Figure 6.9 a). As with the HDTAB mobile phases, an orange band was 

observed on the column head after the injection of the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion/GSSG mixture. The obtained arsenic, selenium 

and sulfur-specific chromatograms were very similar to those obtained for 

the 30 mM HDTAB mobile phase (Figure 6.9 a vs. Figure 6.8 a). Arsenic 

peak I had a retention time of 11.0 min which was identical with the 

retention time of selenium peak I (Figure 6.9 a). The sulfur-specific 

chromatogram consisted of a small peak with a retention time of 

approximately 11.0 min that had a much bigger one (peak II) sitting on its 

long retention end with a retention time of 13.6 min (Figure 6.9 a). Since 

the retention time of the small sulfur-peak was identical with that of arsenic 

and selenium peak I, this sulfur peak must correspond to the seleno-bis(S-

giutathionyl) arsinium ion. Sulfur peak n consequendy corresponds to 

GSSG. The fact that the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion eluted 

before GSSG (as with HDTAB in the mobile phase) demonstrates again that 
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the fonner interacts more strongly than GSSG with the positively charged 

DDTAB-micelles. 

If indeed GSSG and the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion 

molecules associate with the positively charged micelles in the mobile 

phase, a mobile phase containing the same concentration of a surfactant 

with a negative charge on the micelle surface should result in arsenic, 

selenium and sulfiir-specific chromatograms with increased retention times 

for all three elements (since no interaction with niicelles should occur). In 

addition, no separation of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyi) arsinium ion and 

GSSG should be observed. 

When a 50 mM solution of SLS in Tris buffer (0.1 M, pH 8.0) was 

used as the mobile phase to chromatograph the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) 

arsinium ion/GSSG mixture, no orange band formed on the column after the 

injection of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion/GSSG mixture. The 

obtained arsenic, selenium and sulfur-speciHc chromatogram is shown in 

Figure 6.9 b. The arsenic and selenium specific chromatogram showed 

single peaks with an identical retention time of 16.6 min (Figure 6.9 b). 

Because the mobile phase contained sulftu*, the sulfur baseline was always 

elevated and showed a single, rather broad sulfur peak at a retention time of 
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16.2 min. This implies that the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion was 

not separated from GSSG. The dip in the sulfur-specific chromatogram 

corresponds to the void volume of the column, since the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion/GSSG mixture was prepared in Tris buffer which 

did not contain sulfur. The significantly increased retention time of the 

seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion with the SLS mobile phase (16.2 

min) as compared to the DDTAB mobile phase (11.0 min) at the same 

concentration (corresponding to a difference of 57 %; (Figure 6.9 a,b), 

hence provides indirect evidence for the association of the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion and GSSG to the DDTAB and the HDTAB 

micelles. 

Because the additional negative charge on the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion (compared to GSSG) is accessible for 

interactions with positively charged micelles (Figure 6.8 a-c and Figure 6.9 

a), the arsenic-atom with its negative charge is likely to be located on the 

surface of the molecule. This is a very interesting finding in view of the fact 

that the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion was recently detected in bile 

of rabbits that had been previously injected intravenously with As"' and 

Se'̂  (the sulfiir-donor has not been unequivocally identified as GSH 
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yet)[43]. Hence, the location of additional negative charge on the seleno-

bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion on the surface of the molecule may be of 

relevance conceming the export of this novel compound from liver to bile. 

It is well known that a large variety of glutathione S-conjugates (GS-X) are 

excreted from liver to bile via ATP-dependent GS-X export pumps which 

are located at the canalicular site of hepatocyte plasma membranes [96]. 

Thus, the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion may also be excreted 

through these pumps. The accessible additional negative charge on the 

surface of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion may be specifically 

involved in the molecular recognition as a substrate by the GS-X export 

pumps. 

6.5 Hg-Se-GSH Complex 

6.5.1 Chemicals and Experimental Setup 

GSH (231.0 mg, 0.75 mmol) was dissolved in 1.2 mL PBS-buffer and the 

pH was adjusted to 7.5 by dropwise addition of 4.0 M NaOH. After 

dissolution of 0.47 mmol each of Na2Se03*5H20 and HgCl2 in PBS-buffer 

to a final volume of 0.5 mL, 160 |iL of this solution was added to the GSH-

solution (corresponding to 5 mole-equiv.) which had been previously 
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incubated at 37°C for 15 minutes. Immediately after the addition a black 

solution of pH 7.1 - 7.2 was obtained (final volume: 1.80 mL). 

A Pharmacia HR 10/30 column (I.D. 1.0 cm) was filled with Sephadex 

G-25 (Superfine) to a final height of 29.5 cm. The column was connected to 

a Beckman 110 B Solvent Delivery Module equipped with an Altex Vent 

210-injector with a 200 (iL-loop, The flow-rate was maintained at 1.0 

mL/min and all measurements were performed at 22°C. The void volume 

and the inclusion volume of the column were determined, with rat 

hemoglobin and Mg'̂  standards, to be 8.71 and 17.28 ml respectively. ICP-

AES was used for iron and magnesium-specific detection. Chromatography 

of aqueous solutions of GSSG, GSH, sodium selenite and mercuric chloride 

in PBS-buffer adjusted to pH 7.4 revealed retention times of 15.00, 17.26, 

19.31 and 32.0 min, respectively. Because selenite and mercuric chloride 

eluted from the column after the magnesium ions, an as yet unspecified 

chemical interaction must occur between these molecules and the Sephadex 

G-25 matrix. 

An aliquot (200 (iL) of the solution containing the Hg-Se-S species 

(synthesis described above) was chromatographed in triplicate on the 

Sephadex G25 size-exclusion column with PBS-buffer of pH 7.4 as the 
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mobile phase. Because the PBS-buffer (9.6 g salt per L) tended to clog the 

concentric glass tube nebulizer of the ICP-AES during long 

chromatographic runs and hence impeded an accurate quantification of the 

detected peaks, Se, S and Hg were quantified in collected fractions from the 

column. Fractions from 8.00 min to 10.30 min (fraction I) and from 10.30 

min to 25.00 min (fraction II) were collected and diluted to 100-niL with 

PBS-buffer in a volumetric flask. An aliquot of the solution that was 

injected onto the column (200 |iL) was also diluted to 100-mL with PBS-

buffer. Standard solutions of S, Se and Hg (10,20, 30,40 mg element per 

L) were prepared by dissolving appropriate amounts of GSH, 

Na2Se03*5H20 and HgCli in PBS-buffer. Each standard and each sample 

was measured three times for 40 s at a specific wavelength specific to the 

corresponding element and the average value was used for the calculations. 

The recoveries of Hg, Se and S from the column (fraction I + II) were 88.2 

% (±3.8), 86.7 % (±3.3) and 90.1 % (±0.7), respectively. 

Hg, S, Se, Fe and Mg-specific detection was accomplished with the 

previously mentioned Thermo Jarrel Ash IRIS HR radial view ICP-AES. 

ThermoSPEC/CID (version 2.10.04) provided the necessary time-scan 

functions and the multitasking controller allowed the processing of one 
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atomic emission line every 0.02 s. The nebulization gas-flow was 

maintained at 2 L min"', the plasma forward power at 1150 W, and the CID 

temperature at -85°C. Mg and Fe were monitored on-line by ICP-AES at 

the 285.213 nm {118} and the 239.924 nm {140} lines, respectively. S and 

Se were monitored on-line with ICP-AES detection at the 182.034 nm 

{185} or the 196.090 nm {172} line. Hg was measured at the 184.950 nm 

line {181}. All quantitative measurements were performed at these S, Se 

and Hg emission wavelengths. Custom-made software allowed for 

manipulation of the timescan files offline (see section 6.1). To obtain the 

chromatograms, on-line monitoring by ICP-AES was started 6 minutes after 

the injection of the samples. Chromatograms were constructed by taking 

1000 one second time slices of the accumulating charge at the specified 

locations on the CID. CID knockdown events were detected and removed 

prior to a discreet interval derivative with a dt of 2. Finally, smoothing was 

performed with a 5 point median filter. For the determination of the 

retention time of mercuric chloride on-line monitoring by ICP-AES was 

started after 25 minutes. 

6.5.2 Results and Discussion 
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In order to study the aqueous interaction of sodium selenite, mercuric 

chloride and GSH, a solution containing equimolar sodium selenite and 

mercuric chloride was added to solutions that contained between 1 and 10 

mole-equivalents GSH (buffered at pH 7.4). With less than three mole-

equivalents of GSH, colorless solutions were obtained, but with greater 

amounts of GSH (up to 6 mole-equiv.) progressively darker black solutions 

were obtained, and with still higher mole-equiv. (7 and more) of GSH a 

black precipitate formed immediately. Because 10 min. after the addition of 

the sodium selenite/mercuric chloride solution to the GSH-solution a 

precipitate was formed when 6 mole-equiv. of GSH were used, the 

synthesis of the black Hg-Se-S compound was always carried out with 5 

mole-equiv. of GSH. These results are in accord with those of Naganuma et 

al. (23), who previously reported that a water soluble black complex 

containing GSH and approximately equimolar amounts of Hg and Se can be 

formed by reacting GSH, sodium selenite and mercuric chloride. They also 

reported that the black complex is non-toxic when injected into mice, and 

may play a role in the mutual detoxification of mercuric mercury and 

sodium selenite in mammals (23). 
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To analyze the black solution species, an aliquot (200 ̂ L) was 

injected onto a Sephadex G-25 size-exclusion column that had been 

connected to the nebulizer of an ICP-AES to simultaneously monitor Se, Hg 

and S. The bulk of the Se and Hg and a fraction of the S eluted together 

(Fig. 2), suggesting the presence of a species that contained these elements. 

Thus, the Hg-Se-S species must have a Stoke's radius near to or greater than 

the upper fractionation range of G25 of about 65 A. The Hg/Se mole ratio 

in the peak was 1.14 ± 0.01, and 77.0 ±4.2 % of the Se, 83.2 ±4.5 % of the 

Hg and 2.2 ± 0.2 % of the S that was injected onto the column eluted in this 

peak. The remainder eluted in peaks with longer retention times. The S 

peak that eluted at 15.06 min had a similar retention time as a GSSG 

standard, indicating that GSH oxidation had occurred. The Hg peak that 

eluted at 15.71 min. could not be identified with standards. The Se peak at 

19.45 min. matched the retention time of sodium selenite and thus 

corresponds to unreacted selenite. In all fiuther experiments the Hg-Se-S 

species was purified by chromatography either into pH 7.3 HEPES-buffer 

for XAS or into doubly distilled water for Raman and mass spectrometry 

(not discussed). Investigations of the stability of the Hg-Se-S species that 

had been purified by chromatography revealed, that the water soluble 
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species decomposed into a black precipitate when hydrochloric acid was 

added. However, when an aqueous solution of GSH in PBS-buffer adjusted 

to pH 7.4 was added to the purified Hg-Se-S species in PBS-buffer (pH7.4), 

no black precipitate was formed even when a large access of GSH was 

added (see Figure 6.4). 
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CHAPTER? 

7. Conclusions and Future Directions 

7.1 Multivariate Calibration 

Results from this CLS-based multivariate calibration are generally very 

good. The eventual methodology was able to achieve quantitative results 

with almost all validation samples and many SRMs. The most significant 

limitations were samples with a very broad range of component 

concentrations and samples containing elements that are not in the 

calibration set. The latter may be solved by calibrating for all possible 

emitters, rather than truncated calibration sets such as those used in this 

work. The problems associated with simultaneous computation of multiple 

components spanning a concentration range of six orders of magnitude 

might be further elucidated by more thorough and rigorous uncertainty 

propagation and error connectivity analysis. 

7.1.1 CLS Model Limitations 

There are still a number of issues that will undoubtedly cause a 

breakdown of the underlying assumption of a linear combinations of pure 
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components equaling the mixture spectrum. With the methodology in this 

work, anything that emits light at a signal subarray that is not in the 

calibration set will be mistaken for something that is in the calibration set. 

This can include stray light or molecular emissions, which will not be 

included in even a complete calibration set (all atomic emitters at all their 

lines). It is also possible for very high levels of major components to 

change the behavior of plasma such that the excitation of other elements is 

affected [87]. These types of effects are relatively rare and tend to be minor 

in the ICP source. However, they can be much more severe with other 

atomic spectroscopy sources such as DC arc, spark, which, as will be 

discussed in the following section. 

7.1.2 Applicability to Other Echelle-CID Based Instruments 

The multivariate calibration protocol developed in this work is unique to 

echelle-CID atomic emission data, not the source. Several other common 

atomic spectroscopy sources are available such as axial ICP, DCP, DC arc, 

and, spark, all of which have been used with echelle-CID detection systems. 

These other techniques have many of the same (if not exactly the same) 

method generation requirements, and utilization of these techniques would 

similarly be facilitated by robust, semi-quantitative methodology. 
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Axial ICP is essentially identical to radial ICP except for a 90° difference 

in viewing position. Axial instruments view emission down the core 

channel of the discharge, leading to a slightly larger volume of emitting 

species being viewed and correspondingly modest improvements in 

detection limits. All considerations for the potential use of the same 

multivariate caUbration in this work will be identical, however, there are 

purportedly worse matrix effects [2, 80], and performance will most likely 

be slightly worse than radial ICP with complicated samples. 

The direct current plasma (DCP) is very similar to an ICP plasma, but 

electrical energy is transferred to the discharge through direct current 

coupling using a tungsten cathode and two carbon anodes in a Y-shaped 

configuration. Again, most considerations for the use of a classical least 

squares model will be identical. DCPs also suffer from worse matrix effects 

than radial ICP, and there is also the additional consideration of variable 

viewing position in the DCP discharge. With ICPs, there is less spatial 

inhomogeneity to the optimal excitation location for different elements -

usually one optical sampling location is a fair compromise for all elements 

in an analysis. With DCP, the viewing height in the discharge is usually 

optimized for a particular element or line. The optimum viewing position 
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for different elements can vary by up to a centimeter (usually three distinct 

positions, one of which is a fair compromise for any given element). 

Including this factor into the CLS methodology would either require three 

separate calibration matrices, or one compromise viewing position would 

have to be chosen for all CLS-based analyses. However, a new version of 

echelle-CID based DCP spectrometer utilizes a reflector mirror on the 

opposite side of the source to roughly double the light collected by the 

spectrometer [97]. The collection optics and the reflector mirror can span 

the entire viewing region that is usually used to optimize for various 

elements or lines, precluding the need for any movement of the source. 

While the extension of the CLS methodology in this work to arc and 

spark sources would potentially much more useful than with ICP or DCP, it 

will probably be much more complicated. Arc and spark sources are much 

less consistent that plasma discharges - the energy delivered to the sample 

from one spark to the next varies over a finite range, as well as the spatial 

position of the spark (while the optical sampling remains fixed). Arc 

sources also frequently suffer from excitation instabilities and "arc wander." 

Arc and spark sources suffer from much more severe matrix effects, 

selective volatilization, and variable bum-off times. Thus the model 
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requirement of a linear combination of pure signals accurately modeling the 

signal from mixtures is likely to break down. It is also much more difficult 

to obtain and preserve of pure solid standards for all elements. However, if 

necessary modifications can be made to a multivariate calibration model to 

account for the problems with arc or spark sources, a semi-quantitative 

protocol utilizing either of these two sources is potentially much more 

powerful. As mentioned in section 1.1.1, sample preparation for ICP 

analysis still remains the most time-consuming step in elemental analysis. 

Arc and spark can both be used with solid samples, and if a robust semi

quantitative method can rule-out the need to digest certain samples, lab 

throughput will be increased far more than by the automatic method 

generation proposed in this research. Modifications to a multivariate 

calibration protocol for use with arc or spark could simply utilize non-linear 

models, such as PLS or even a supervised neural network. A CLS 

methodology very similar to that used in this work could be modified in the 

following manner. Emission patterns for the major components are 

relatively straightforward to match and could be stored in an information 

database that is only used as a first step. Once the major components are 

determined (frequendy only one element, especially in metallurgical 
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samples), the computer would move to a custom set of calibration matrix 

rows that are not pure spectra, but mixture spectra. For example, if a 

sample were initially determined to be primarily iron, the method would go 

on the use a previously-constructed CLS calibration matrix where the rows 

were emission spectra such as "trace vanadium in bulk iron," "trace copper 

in bulk iron," and so on. The CLS solution using this type of calibration 

matrix would be based on linear combinations of non-linear spectra. This 

would clearly involve the construction of many calibration matrices and 

would require a very large amount of time to construct a general-purpose 

calibration suitable for any type of sample. However, it is frequently the 

case that a particular lab only analyzes for a narrow class of similar samples 

over and over again and would only require a small set of custom matrices. 

Mathematically, this introduces many complications that were conveniently 

overlooked with the CLS methodology in this work, such as degeneracy and 

correlation between rows and would need to be examined in detail. 

7.1.3 Model Expansion and Anticipated Longevity of Calibration 

For continued applicability to ICP-AES, the primary future directions are 

expansion of the calibration matrix to include all elements for which 

analytical lines are available, even those with lines in the VUV (cite current 
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VUV work) and thorough assessment of the longevity. The current high 

resolution version of the TJA IRIS can view analytical lines for 71 

elements, and VUV capability should expand this to include F, CI, Br, I, N, 

and O. Calibration for all of these elements will require a calibration matrix 

that is 78 rows and will have about 3500 columns (to calibrate for -10 lines 

per element). The computation time for CLS solutions should still be 

within reason, especially considering that there is currently an entire 

generation of Pentium® CPU's (PHI) faster than the fastest one used in this 

work (Intel® Celeron 300 MHz). And, the first CLS iteration will be the 

only operation to invert the fiill matrix (or nine times, if the error interval is 

done on the full matrix) - increasing the number of elements in the 

calibration will also increase the number of neglected rows upon DL-based 

iterations. The more important limitations will be in the time of calibration 

and the number of standards to be made. A 78 element calibration will 

require about 250 standards. With the current CID camera (CID 38SG with 

a read speed of 33 kHz at gain parameter of 50), and autosampler (TJA 

300), the total time to go from one sample to the next is about 6.5 minutes, 

corresponding to about 11 hours for calibration of 31 elements. This would 

increase to about 28 hours for 78 elements, even if the acquisition time 
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remains 6.5 minutes per sample (it will probably be considerably longer). 

However, calibration time may be well-worth its time consumption, 

especially if the longevity is sufficient. And, an instrument manufacturer 

stands to benefit greatiy from offering an instrument requiring less trained-

user interaction, fiilly justifying delivery of an instrument a day or two late. 

Prototypes of the next generation of CID, the RACID 84, are being tested at 

the time of this work. The read speed of these new devices is up to 1 MHz, 

the new camera controller architecture will be improved, and the 

conununication between the controller and the PC will be done through a 

faster, Ethernet type connection. All of these factors will combine to make 

calibration time much more reasonable. 

7.2 Elemental Speciation 

The elemental speciation applications show that echelle-CID ICP-AES 

can be very well adapted to provide simultaneous multiwavelength 

detection for reverse phase HPLC and size exclusion based speciation 

applications. Instrumental and software considerations will be 

insignificantly different for virtually any other mbular liquid 

chromatography techniques in which the flowrates are reasonably 

compatible (an effluent sheath flow could easily accommodate a much 
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lower volume flowrate) with ICP sample introduction. The custom 

software modifications show that ThermoSPEC_CID time-resolved data 

can be reliably extracted and manipulated in manners befitting the quality of 

the original data. 

7.2.1 Separation Protocol for the Six Arsenic Species 

An investigation of the retention behavior of arsenite, arsenate, 

methylarsonous acid, methylarsonic acid, dimethyiarsinous acid and 

dimethylarsinic acid on the PRP-XlOO anion-exchange column in the pH 

range 5-9 showed that optimal separation of these arsenic compounds (ICP-

AES detection; flow-rate: 1.5 mL/min.) is possible with 30 mM phosphate 

buffer (pH 5)/methanol 8:2 (v/v). The retention behavior of methylarsonous 

acid over the pH range 5-9 suggests that this compound exists as a neutral 

molecule in solution at physiological pH. The unusually strong retention of 

dimethyiarsinous acid (k' 15.7) compared to the other arsenic compounds 

on this Upophilic styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer column suggests a very 

hydrophobic character of this compound. The hydrophobicity of 

dimethyiarsinous acid and the chemistry of methylarsonous acid, however, 

may be changed significantiy in vivo where a chemical reaction of the OH-

group(s) with endogenous glutathione (GSH) is likely to occur [93]. 
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Chromatograms in this work represented 50 ppm As per compound 

with emission data being taken in one second increments. Lower 

concentrations can clearly be detected, and a variety of optimizations and 

trade-offs can improve the detection sensitivity of the HPLC-ICP-AES 

system significantly. However, the expected total arsenic concentrations in 

the urine of arsenic-exposed humans are in the range of 0.06 - 1.35 ppm As 

[36] and thus may require detectors with lower detection limits, such as 

ICP-MS [98]. The results presented in this work serve as a basis for the 

development of a chromatographic separation of these arsenic compounds 

in complex matrices, such as urine. 

7.2.2 Seleno-bis(S-glutatliionyl)arsinium ion 

Investigations of the chromatographic retention behavior of a seleno-

bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion/GSSG mixture on a Sephadex G-25 (SF) 

column with a Tris-buffer (0.1 M, pH 8.0) containing various surfactants 

(hexadecyltrimethyl-ammonium bromide (HDTAB; 30,40 and 50 mM), 

dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (DDTAB; 50 mM), sodium 

laurylsulfate (SLS; 50 mM)) and ICP-AES as the on-line simultaneous 

multi-element-specific detector showed that both the seleno-bis(S-

glutathionyl) arsinium ion and GSSG interact with micelles with a positive 
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(HDTAB, DDTAB) but not with micelles with a negative (SLS) surface 

charge. The seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion could be separated from 

GSSG with 50 mM HDTAB in Tris buffer. Based on the comparative 

migration behavior of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion and 

GSSG, the results in this work indicate the presence of additional negative 

charge on the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion. In addition, the 

sulfur-specific chromatogram obtained with the 50 mM HDTAB mobile 

phase suggests that indeed two glutathione molecules are associated with 

the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion. These chromatographic data 

hence unequivocally confirm the EXAFS/Raman/'̂ Se-NMR-derived 

structure of the seleno-bis(S-glutathionyl) arsinium ion. 

7.2.3 Investigation of a Hg-Se-GSH Complex 

The quantification of Hg, Se and S in the synthetic Hg-Se-S species after 

chromatographic separation from by-products suggested that approximately 

5 mole-equiv. GSH are bound to the mercuric selenide core. Because 

mercuric selenide is completely insoluble in water (Ksp = 10"^^), the 5 GSH 

molecules must be attached to the surface of the mercuric selenide core 

which would then render it water soluble. Combined with the related XAS 

and EXAFS data not discussed here, the results help support the molecular 



mechanism for mutual detoxification of sodium selenite and 

chloride in blood. 
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Appendix A: Echelle-CID Data Treatment and Programs to Allow a 

CLS Model 

Need for Extended Subarrays 

In order to automatically compensate for interferences, it was 

necessary to adopt a modified subarray readout scheme. The conventional 

mode for univariate calibration was depicted in Figure 1.6 and briefly 

described in section 1.3.3. To automatically compensate for more than one 

element having emission in the same subarray, the regions usually used to 

estimate the background must be considered valid analytical wavelengths. 

Instead of using the center 3x3 subarray of a 15x3 region as the signal 

center 3x3 
1x3 wings 

Five 3 X 3's 

Figure A.1: Graphical Representation of Extended Subarrays for 
Interference Compensation 
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intensity and using the 1 x 3 edges for background estimation, data is taken 

from five 3x3 subarrays centered on each analytical line chosen. The 

advantage of simultaneous acquisition of background and signal intensity is 

lost, since a blank must be run in a subsequent exposure to obtain the 

background, but the development of the linear combinations model 

necessary for CLS is straightforward with when utilizing the readout mode 

shown in Figure A.l. 

CIDACQ.DLL Modifications 

ThermoSPEC_Win version 2.10.04 is a large Windows® based 

application developed with Borland C-H- version 4.52. Source code was 

obtained from Thermo Jarrel Ash in order to make necessary modification 

to the readout modes of the CID camera. ThermoSPEC_Win version 

2.10.04 is organized in a manner currently common to visual C++ programs 

developed for multitasking operating systems - the source code is primarily 

compiled into a collection of dynamic link libraries (DLL). This reduces 

the size of the top-level executable and enables many programs to access 

redundant functions within the project. This organization also simplifies 

revision or modification by compartmentalizing related portions of code, 

further building on the object-oriented nature of the C language itself. The 
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DLL that contains the functions important to CID data acquisition is 

CIDACQ.DLL. For this research to be continued, it would be most helpful 

to include all the C-H- code modifications necessary to change CID readout. 

However, due to copjnight restrictions, this is impossible. Assistance and 

permission will be needed from Dr. Mike Pilon of the Thermo Jarrel Ash 

Corporation. It will be helpful to at least itemize here the pieces of source 

code to which modifications were made: 

ACQCNSB.CPP 

ACQCNEXP.CPP 

MLRCLASS.CPP 

ACQCRSB.CPP 

CIDACQ.RWS 

MLRCLASS.H 

CIDACQ.RH 

SUBACQ.H 

Additionally, an initial version of the modified version of 

ThermoSPEC_Win version 2.10.04 performed matrix operations within the 

C code. Routines were purchased from Rogue Wave Software, Inc. and 

incorporated into the code. The routines are not used in later versions, since 
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matrix math is done offline, but rather than locate and remove all instances 

of variables arising from the Rogue Wave code, it was left in. For this 

reason, the following Rogue Wave header files must be included in the 

building of the CIDACQ.DLL: 

The modified source code is then compiled into the CIDACQ.DLL 

project, and this version of CIDACQ.DLL is used to replace the standard 

one. Changing the "Rolloff Gain Parameter" to 100 in TJA_CID.INI then 

cues the code to run the routines for extended subarrays. Another important 

TJA_CID.INI modification is to decrease the "maximum number of non

destructive reads." The default value is 100 (must be a square value), which 

is generously large. Obtaining data from thousands of subarrays can take 8 

to 9 minutes per sample, and the calibration step requires hundreds of 

samples. Reducing the maximum number of non-destructive reads to 9 can 

reduce the time per sample to between 6 and 7 minutes, significantly 

reducing the overall time for the calibration matrix construction. 

Lab VIEW Program for Offline Data Manipulation 

While there are no copyrights to violate, it is also impractical to 

completely list source code for the custom Lab VIEW program for data 

manipulation. National Instrument's Lab VIEW is a fourth generation 
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programming language utilizing a flow-diagram method of program 

generation, and the source code for the program is in the form of graphical 

diagrams with wires representing data flow and icons representing 

subroutines. Professor M. Bonner Denton can be contacted for copies of 

the vi diagrams. The Lab VIEW vi, ICP_CLS.vi is the cornerstone of the 

actual implementation of this work, and a short description of each sub-vi is 

given here along with the vi hiercharchy to show connectivity and data flow 

dependence. 

ICP.CLS.llb 

Lab VIEW library containing the majority of the sub-vi's used herein 

ICP_CLS.vi 

Top level vi with the graphical user interface (GUI). 

ID Strip Zeroes.vi 

Strips zeroes out of a ID array, leaving non-zero ~ used many places 

2D Row or Column Replace.vi 

Allows user to replace a row or column with one of equal length in any 2D 

matrix. 

2d_sort.vi 
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Sorts a 2D array according to an index column - in case concentrations 

were entered in an order other than ascending. 

Answers popup.vi 

Allows heads-up viewing of the results (since front panel GUI is full), along 

with sd(c), %relative error (if tme concentrations known), and estimated 

error interval. 

Average repeats.vi 

Takes the groups of files from repeat detect and writes a new file with the 

same name concatenated with "AVG", in the same format as the 

ThermoSPEC output tiles, but with the variance appended beside the signal 

column. 

Calibration Matrix Row Replace.vi 

Allows for replacement of a row in the calibration matrix, matrix of 

intercepts, variances, MSB's, and R"'s - mostly good for changing which 

blank is used or when an element needs to be updated for some reason. 

Change Wavelength Order.vi 

Primarily for making the shape of the argon continuum background look 

more like an exponential so that the sloping offset rows will have some 

chance of mimicking it 
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Column Plotter, vi 

Allows user a heads-up graph down a column of the calibration matrix to 

scan for interferences or whatever. 

Date for Filenames.vi 

Writes the date with periods instead of slashes so that it can be concatenated 

with a filename. 

Detection Limit Estimator.vi 

Does an entire matrix of three sigma of the blank divided by the slope for 

each element of the calibration matrix, then outputs the minimum of each 

row. 

DL Checker, vi 

Compares DL's with the initial pass of the CLS solution - if the first pass 

results in a CLS answer below the DL, the row can be removed by the user. 

Error Interval Estimator.vi 

Does a student's t interval for each element of the calibration matrix and 

each element of the signal vector. Finds the CLS solution for all nine 

combinations of the average, high end of the interval, and low end of the 

interval and reports the highest and lowest CLS answer. 

False Positive Display .vi 
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Gives a heads up view of anything detected with the false positive tool to 

allow the user to visually scrutinize. 

False Positive TOOL.vi 

Detects when model peak = true, signal peak = false, and residual trough = 

true, "Peak" is defined here as locations where both adjacent subarrays are 

less than three times the magnitude of a subarray. Passes indices to the 

false positive display for user to view. Also estimates the concentration 

based on that peak (likely maximum magnitude of false positive) and the 

concentration based on the amount of signal not described by the model 

(likely minimum magnitude of false positive) 

Gaussian Peak Weight, vi 

Uses a lookup table of Gaussian areas and divides it up between the five 3 x 

3's. Has a GUI of its own that allows the user to choose and visualize the 

amount of area spanned by the subarray. Generates a vector of multipliers 

to be applied to the signal vector and all rows of the calibration matrix, then 

passes out the new signal vector and calibration matrix. Allows full range 

between considering only the center 3 x 3 to equally weighting all five. 

Also allows normalization of the high or low value to one (so the low can 

still be considered, instead of being zeroed-out). 
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General Remove 2D Row or Column.vi 

Strips out a row or column from any 2D matrix and returns the remaining 

portions - for disregarding certain elements in the calibration or 

disregarding certain subarrays. 

Generate offsets.vi 

Generates row of ones, running index, running index squared, running index 

cubed with various multipliers. Has a GUI to view the appearance of the 

row before it is concatenated to the bottom of the calibration matrix. 

Get signal, vi 

Opens the ThermoSPEC output files (user chooses the averaged ones), skips 

the header range and strips out the signal column and the column of 

variances, passing them to top level vi arrays. Also passes out indices of 

saturated subarrays so that remove column ahready has them. 

Graph Display.vi 

Full-screen display of any row of the calibration matrix overlaid with the 

R", variance, and MSE. 

High Component Compensation.vi 

Not currently active, but originally developed to allow generation of 

linearized phoney signal for major components based on estimated 
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concentration. Its use is mostly precluded by later versions of the column 

iteration protocols. 

Labels tool.vi 

Opens a user-chosen ThermoSPEC file so that the labels column can be 

stripped out and passed to an array of text on the top level - essentially 

made obsolete by the column-removel algorithm. 

Matrix Diagonal.vi 

Generates a matrix that is all zeroes except the diagonal (all elements whose 

row and column indices are equal) of the input matrix - this is used on the 

sd(c) calculation, since correlations between spectra will manifest along the 

diagonal in the W^W computation. 

Matrix Offset TOOL.vi 

Allows comparison of an updated calibration matrix row to one currently in 

the matrix - can use this information to offset the current calibration matrix 

by a constant multiplier. 

New Add Standard.vi 

Concatenates a row to the bottom of the calibration matrix in the same 

fashion that each row of the calibration matrix was generated - Primarily for 
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adding the blank, since all desired calibration elements are usually added at 

the time of construction. 

New File Operator.vi 

Does the low-level work for New File Tool.vi - cycles through the array of 

clusters, opening the standard files, sorting the concentrations and 

associated signals, determining a slope at each subarray, flagging R" and 

questionable slopes, and other diagnostics 

New File Tool.vi 

GUI with array of clusters, each having all the important information for an 

element: standard and blank file paths and names, standard concentrations, 

Booleans for variance retiieval, R" flag, slope flag, blank subtraction 

Pearsons_r.vi 

Regresses f(y) and f(x) according to the equations given in section 2.1, 

returning R". 

R'̂ 2 Flag Graph, vi 

Allows user to view the calibration curve for any failure of R" criteria. User 

can interactively choose whether to accept the slope or replace it with zero. 

Read Calibration Matrix, vi 
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Opens calibration matrix (stored as text) file and passes it to a top level 2D 

array. 

Remove Column New.vi 

Strips a chosen column out of calibration matrix, matrix of intercepts, 

matrix of R"'s, MSE matrix. 

Remove Row.vi 

Strips a chosen row out of calibration matrix, matrix of intercepts, matrix of 

R"'s, MSE matrix. 

Repeat detect.vi 

Truncates last filename character (presumably the repeat number in a given 

list) and finds all matches. Passes indices of matches to Average 

Repeats.vi, 

Saturation TOOL.vi 

Finds all places in the signal vector where the signal was exactly zero -

works in conjunction with the repeat detection so that zeroes are not 

averaged-in with valid signals 

Save Calibration Matrix.vi 

Stores a 2D calibration matrix as a text file for future use. 

Statistical Prediction Error.vi 
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Computes the so-called statistical prediction error from the residual and the 

calibration matrix as per the equation in section 3.4.1 
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Appendix B: Tables of method wavelengths 

3 element, 125 wavelength method 

Wavelength list: 

(Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) 
Fe260.738 Fe260.724 Fe260.709 Fe260.694 Fe260.680 
Fe261.2l7 Fe261.202 Fe26l.l87 Fe261.172 Fe261.157 
Fe260.739 Fe260.724 Fe260.709 Fe260.694 Fe260.679 
Fe239.589 Fe239.576 Fe239.562 Fe239.548 Fe239.535 
Fe240.515 Fe240.502 Fe240.488 Fe240.474 Fe240.461 
Fe238.23l Fe238.217 Fe238.204 Fe238.l91 Fe238.177 
Fe238.231 Fe238.2l8 Fe238.204 Fe238.l90 Fe238.177 
Ni232.029 Ni232.0l6 Ni232.003 Ni231.990 Ni231.977 
Ni232.029 Ni232.0l6 Ni232.003 Ni231.990 Ni231.977 
Ni231.630 Ni231.617 Ni231.604 Ni231.59l Ni231.578 
Cd228.828 Cd228.8l5 Cd228.802 Cd228.789 Cd228.776 
Cd228.828 Cd228.8l5 Cd228.802 Cd228.789 Cd228.776 
Cd226.528 Cd226.5l5 Cd226.502 Cd226.489 Cd226.476 
Ni221.672 Ni221.660 Ni221.647 Ni221.634 Ni221.622 
Fe216.702 Fe2l6.689 Fe216.677 Fe216.665 Fe216.652 
Fe216.702 Fe216.689 Fe216.677 Fe216.665 Fe216.652 
Cd214.462 Cd214.450 Cd214.438 Cd214.426 Cd214.414 
Ni341.5l5 Ni341.495 Ni341.476 Ni341.457 Ni341.437 
Fe302.083 Fe302.066 Fe302.049 Fe302.032 Fe302.015 
Fe271.472 Fe271.456 Fe271.441 Fe271.426 Fe271.410 
Fe259.970 Fe259.955 Fe259.940 Fe259.925 Fe259.910 
Fe259.867 Fe259.852 Fe259.837 Fe259.822 Fe259.807 
Fe239.589 Fe239.576 Fe239.562 Fe239.548 Fe239.535 
Cd226.528 Cd226.515 Cd226.502 Cd226.489 Cd226.476 
Ni221.672 Ni221.660 Ni221.647 Ni221.634 Ni221.622 

2 element, 115 wavelength calibration 

Wavelength list: 

(Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(>.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X{nm)) 
Pb261.448 Pb261.433 Pb261.418 Pb261.403 Pb261.388 
A1257.539 A1257.525 A1257JI A1257.495 A1257.481 
A1237.339 A1237.325 A1237.312 A1237.299 A1237.285 
A1226.936 A1226.923 A1226.91 AI226.897 A1226.884 
A1226.936 A1226.923 Ai226.91 AJ226.897 A1226.884 
Fb220.378 Pb220.365 Pb220.353 Pb220.34 Pb220.328 
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(Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Eleni.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Eletn.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nin)) 
Pb217.024 Pb217.011 Pb216.999 Pb216.987 Pb216.974 
Pb217.024 Pb217.011 Pb216.999 Pb216.987 Pb216.974 
All 86.252 A1186.242 All 86.231 A1186.22 All 86.21 
All 86.252 A1186.242 All 86.231 A1186.22 All 86.21 
Pbl82.224 Pbl82.213 Pbl82.203 Pbl82.193 Pbl82.182 
Pb 182.224 Pbl82.213 Pb 182.203 Pbl82.193 Pbl82.l82 
Ar425.984 Ar425.96 Ar425.936 Ar425.912 Ar425.888 
Ar415.906 Ar415.883 Ar415.859 Ar415.835 Ar415.8l2 
Pb405.829 Pb405.806 Pb405.783 Pb405.76 Pb405.737 
A1396.197 A1396.174 A1396.152 A1396.129 A1396.107 
A1309.306 A1309.289 A1309.271 A1309.253 A1309.236 
A1308.25 A1308.233 A1308.215 AI308.197 A1308.18 
Pb283.338 Pb283.322 Pb283.306 Pb283.29 Pb283.274 
Pb280.231 Pb280.215 Pb280.199 Pb280.l83 Pb280.l67 
AI257.539 A1257.525 AI257.51 A1257.495 AI257.481 
Pb220.378 Pb220.366 Pb220.353 Pb220.34 Pb220.328 
Pb217.024 Pb217.01l Pb216.999 Pb216.987 Pb2l6.974 

14 element, 864 wavelength calibration 

Wavelength List: 

(Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(ntn)) {EIetn.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(>.(nm)) 

Cr267.746 Cr267.73l Cr267.716 Cr267.70l Cr267.686 
Fe260.738 Fe260.724 Fe260.709 Fe260.694 Fe260.680 
Mn260.598 Mn260.584 Mn260.569 Mn260.554 Mn260.540 
Pb261.448 Pb261.433 Pb26l.4l8 Pb261.403 Pb261.388 
Fe259.969 Fe259.955 Fe259.940 Fe259.925 Fe259.91l 
Fe261.217 Fe261.202 Fe26l.l87 Fe261.172 Fe261.157 
Sb259.834 Sb259.820 Sb259.805 Sb259.790 Sb259.776 
Fe260.739 Fe260.724 Fe260.709 Fe260.694 Fe260.679 
Mn260.599 Mn260.584 Mn260.569 Mn260.554 Mn260.539 
Fe258.617 Fe258.603 Fe258.588 Fe258.573 Fe258.559 
Fe259.866 Fe259.852 Fe259.837 Fe259.822 Fe259.808 
Mn259.402 Mn259.388 Mn259.373 Mn259.358 Mn259.344 
Fe258.617 Fe258.603 Fe258.588 Fe258.573 Fe258.559 
Mn257.639 Mn257.625 Mn257.6l0 Mn257.595 Mn257.581 
A1257539 Ai257.525 A1257.510 A1257.495 A1257.481 
Sb252.881 Sb252.866 Sb252.852 Sb252.838 Sb252.823 
P253.594 P253.579 P253.565 P253.551 P253.536 
Sb252.881 Sb252.866 Sb252.852 Sb252.838 Sb252.823 
Fe241.079 Fe241.066 Fe241.052 Fe241.038 Fe241.025 
Fe239.951 Fe239.938 Fe239.924 Fe239.910 Fe239.897 
Fe240.515 Fe240.502 Fe240.488 Fe240.474 Fe240.461 
Co238.663 Co238.649 Co238.636 Co238.623 Co238.609 
Fe239.589 Fe239.576 Fe239362 Fe239.548 Fe239.535 
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(Elein.){X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (EIein.)(X(iun)) (Elein.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nin)) 

Fe239.95l Fe239.938 Fe239.924 Fe239.910 Fe239.897 

Co238.373 Co238.359 Co238.346 Co238.333 Co238.3l9 

Fe238.231 Fe238.217 Fe238.204 Fe238.l91 Fe238.177 

Co237.889 C0237.875 Co237.862 Co237.849 Co237.835 

Co238.933 Co238.919 Co238.906 Co238.892 Co238.878 

Co238.865 Co238.851 Co238.663 Co238.650 Co238.636 

Co238.622 Co238.609 Co238.373 Co238.360 Co238.346 

Co238.332 Co238.319 Fe238.231 Fe238.218 Fe238.204 

Fe238.190 Fe238.177 A1236.732 A1236.718 .A1236.705 

A1236.692 A1236.678 Co236.406 Co236.392 Co236.379 

Co236.366 Co236.352 A1237.339 A1237.325 A1237.312 

A1237.299 AI237.285 A1236.732 A1236.718 A1236.705 

A1236.692 A1236.678 AS235.011 As234.997 As234.984 

As234.971 As234.957 Co235.369 Co235.355 Co235.342 

Co235.329 Co235.315 As235.011 As234.997 As234.984 

As234.971 As234.957 N1232.029 Ni232.016 Ni232.003 

Ni231.990 Ni231.977 Ni231.630 Ni231.617 Ni231.604 

Ni231.59l Ni231.578 Co231.199 Co231.186 Co231.173 

Co231.160 Co23l.l47 Co231.134 Ni232.029 Ni232.016 

Ni232.003 Ni231.990 Ni231.977 Ni231.630 Ni231.617 

Ni231.604 Ni231.591 Ni231.578 Co230.812 Co230.799 

Co230.786 Co230.773 Co230.760 As228.838 As228.825 

As228.812 As228.799 As228.786 Co228.642 Co228.629 

Co228.616 Co228.603 Co228.590 As228.838 AS228.825 

As228.812 As228.799 As228.786 Co228.642 Co228.629 

Co228.616 Co228.603 Co228.59 Ni227.047 Ni227.034 

Ni227.021 Ni227.008 Ni226.995 A1226.936 AI226.923 

A1226.910 A1226.897 A1226.884 Ni227.047 Ni227.034 

Ni227.021 Ni227.008 Ni226.995 A1226.936 Ai226.923 

A1226.910 A1226.897 A1226.884 Cu224.725 Cu224.713 

Cu224.700 Cu224.687 Cu224.675 Cu222.803 Cu222.791 

Cu222.778 Cu222.765 Cu222.753 Bi223.112 Bi223.099 

Bi223.086 Bi223.074 Bi223.061 Bi223.048 Bi223.036 

B 1223.023 Bi223.0l0 Bi222.876 Bi222.863 Bi222.850 

Bi222.838 Bi222.825 Bi222.812 Bi222.80 Bi222.787 

Cu221.835 Cu22l.823 Cu221.810 Cu221.797 Cu221.785 

AI221.031 A1221.018 A1221.006 AI220.993 A1220.981 

Ni221.672 Ni221.660 Ni221.647 Ni221.634 Ni221.622 

Cu221.483 Cu22l.471 Cu221.458 Cu221.445 Cu221.433 

A1221.031 A122i.0l9 A1221.006 AI220.993 AI220.981 

Pb220.378 Pb220.365 Pb220.353 Pb220.340 Pb220.328 

Cu219.983 Cu219.970 Cii219.958 Cii219.945 Cu219.933 

Cu219.251 Cu219.238 Cu219.226 Cu2l9.214 Cu219.201 

Cu218.197 Cu218.184 Cu218.172 Cu218.160 Cu218.147 

Cu217.931 Cu217.919 Cu217.906 Cu217.894 Cu217.882 

Cu217.869 Cu217.857 Sb217.606 Sb217.593 Sb217.581 

Sb217.569 Sb217.556 Cu218.197 Cu2i8.184 Cu2l8.172 

Cu218.160 Cu218.147 Cu217.931 Cii217.9l9 Cu217.906 

Cu217.894 Cu217.882 Cu217.869 Cii217.857 Pb217.023 
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(Elem.){X(nm)) (Eleni.)(A.(nm)) (Elein.)(A.(nin)) (Elem.)(X{nin)) (Eletn.)(A.(nm)) 

Pb217.011 Pb216.999 Pb216.987 Pb216.974 Fe216.702 

Fe216.689 Fe216.677 Fe216.665 Fe216.652 Ni216.581 

Ni216.568 Ni216.556 Ni216.544 Ni216.531 Pb217.024 

Pb2l7.01l Pb216.999 Pb216.987 Pb216.974 Fe2l6.702 

Fe216.689 Fe216.677 Fe216.665 Fe216.652 Ni2l6.581 

Ni216.568 Ni216.556 Ni216.544 Ni216.531 P213.642 

P213.630 P213.618 P213.606 P213.594 Sb206.856 

Sb206.845 Sb206.833 Sb206.821 Sb206.810 Cr206.172 

Cr206.16l Cr206.149 Cr206.137 Cr206.126 Cr206565 

Cr206.554 Cr206.542 Cr206.530 Cr206.519 Bi206.193 

Bi206.l82 Bi206.170 Bi206.158 Bi206.147 Cr205.575 

Cr205.564 Cr205.552 Cr205.540 Cr205.529 Mo204.621 

Mo204.610 Mo204.598 Mo204.586 MO204.575 Mo204.621 

Vfo204.6l0 Mo204.598 Mo204.586 Mo204.575 Mo203.867 

Mo203.856 VIo203.844 Mo203.832 Mo203.821 Mo202.053 

Mo202.04l Mo202.03 Mo202.019 Mo202.007 Mo202.053 

Mo202.042 Mo202.03 Mo202.018 Mo202.007 Cu200.023 

Cu200.01l Cu200.000 Cu 199.989 Cul99.977 AS200.357 

As200.345 AS200.334 AS200.323 As200.311 Cu200.023 

Cu200.0ll Cu200.000 Cul99.989 Cu 199.977 As 199.058 

As 199.046 As 199.035 As 199.024 Asl99.012 As 197.284 

As 197.273 As 197.262 As 197.251 As 197.240 As 197.284 

As 197.273 As 197.262 As 197.251 As 197.240 As 193.781 

As 193.770 As 193.759 As 193.748 As 193.737 As 193.781 

As 193.770 As 193.759 As 193.748 As 193.737 Bi 190.263 

Bi 190.252 Bi 190.241 Bi 190.230 Bi 190.219 As 189.063 

As 189.053 As 189.042 As 189.031 As 189.021 All 86.252 

A1186.242 A1186.231 Al 186.22 AI186.210 PI 85.964 

PI 85.954 PI 85.943 PI 85.932 PI 85.922 Al 186.252 

A1186.242 Al 186.231 Al 186.22 A1186.210 P185.964 

PI 85.954 P185.943 PI 85.932 P185.922 Pb 182.224 

Pbl82.213 Pbl82.203 Pbl82.193 Pbl82.l82 Pb 182.224 

Pb 182.213 Pbl82.203 Pb182.193 Pb 182.182 P 178.307 

P 178.297 P 178.287 P178.277 P 178.267 Cr520.903 

Cr520.873 Cr520.844 Cr520.815 Cr520.785 A1396.I97 

A1396.174 A1396.152 A1396.130 AI396.107 Mo379.868 

Mo379.846 Mo379.825 Mo379.804 Mo379.782 Cr359.390 

Cr359.369 Cr359.349 Cr359.329 Cr359.308 Ni361.980 

Ni361.960 Ni361.939 Ni361.918 Ni361.898 Cr357.910 

Cr357.889 Cr357.869 Cr357.849 Cr357.828 Ni352.494 

Ni352.474 Ni352.454 Ni352.434 Ni352.414 Ni341.5l5 

Ni34l.495 Ni341.476 Ni34l.457 Ni341.437 V327.649 

V327.631 V327.612 V327.593 V327J575 Cu327.433 

Cu327.415 Cu327.396 Cu327.377 Cu327.359 V327.149 

V327.131 V327.112 V327.093 V327.075 Cu324.791 

Cu324.772 Cu324.754 Cu324.736 Cu324.717 Mo317.07I 

Mo317.053 Mo317.035 Mo317.017 Mo316.999 V312.563 

V312346 V312.528 V312.510 V312.493 V311.873 

V311.856 V311.838 V311.820 V311.803 V311.106 
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(Elem.)(A.(nin)) (Elem.)(X(nni)) (Elein.)(A.(nm)) (Eleni.)(A.(nm)) (EIem.)(A.(nin)) 
V311.089 V311.071 V311.053 V311.036 Mo313.295 
Mo313.277 Mo313.259 Mo313.241 Mo313.223 V310.265 
V310.248 V310.230 V310.212 V310.195 A1309.324 
A1309.306 A1309.289 A1309.271 AI309.253 A1309.236 
A1309.218 Bi306.807 Bi306.789 Bi306.772 Bi306.755 
Bi306.737 A1308.250 A1308.233 A1308.215 A1308.197 
A1308.180 Fe302.083 Fe302.066 Fe302.049 Fe302.032 
Fe302.015 Mn293.963 Mn293.947 Mn293.93 Mn293.913 
Mn293.897 Mn293.339 Mn293.323 Mn293.306 Mn293.289 
Mn293.273 Mn294.954 Mn294.937 Mn294.920 Mn294.903 
Mn294.886 V292.469 V292.452 V292.435 V292.419 
V292.402 V292.385 V292.369 V292.352 Mn293.964 
Mn293.947 Mn293.930 Mn293.913 Mn293.896 V290.915 
V290.898 V290.882 V290.866 V290.849 Mo287.184 
Mo287.167 Mo287.151 Mo287.135 Mo287.118 Cr283.595 
Cr283.579 Cr283.563 Cr283.547 Cr283.531 Pb283.338 
Pb283.322 Pb283.306 Pb283.290 Pb283.274 Cr285.016 
Cr285.000 Cr284.984 Cr284.968 Cr284.952 Mo284.855 
Mo284.839 Mo284.823 Mo284.807 Mo284.791 Cr284.357 
Cr284.341 Cr284.325 Cr284.309 Cr284.293 Mo281.647 

Mo281.631 Mo28l.6l5 Mo281.599 Mo281.583 Pb280.231 
Pb280.2l5 Pb280.199 Pb280.183 Pb280.167 Mo281.647 
Mo281.631 Mo281.6l5 Mo281.599 VIo281.583 Mn279.859 
Mn279.843 Mn279.827 Mn279.811 Mn279.795 Mn279.5l4 
Mn279.498 Mn279.482 Mn279.466 Mn279.450 Cr276.685 
Cr276.670 Cr276.654 Cr276.638 Cr276.623 Fe271.472 
Fe271.456 Fe271.441 Fe271.426 Fe271.410 Fe259.970 
Fe259.955 Fe259.940 Fe259.925 Fe259.9i0 Fe259.881 
Fe259.867 Fe259.852 Fe259.837 Fe259.822 Fe259.807 
Fe259.793 Mn257.639 Mn257.625 Mn257.610 Mn257.595 
Mn257.58l A1257.539 AI257.525 AI257.510 A1257.495 
A1257.481 P253.594 P253.579 P253.565 P253.551 
P253.536 Fe24l.079 Fe24l.066 Fe241.052 Fe241.038 
Fe241.024 Fe239.589 Fe239.576 Fe239.562 Fe239.548 
Fe239.535 Co237.889 Co237.876 Co237.862 Co237.848 
Co237.835 Co236.406 Co236.392 Co236.379 Co236.366 
Co236.352 Fe234.376 Fe234.362 Fe234.349 Fe234.336 
Fe234.322 Co231.200 Co231.186 Co231.173 Co231.160 
Co231.147 Co231.134 Co230.812 Co230.799 CO230.786 
Co230.773 Co230.760 Cu224.726 Cu224.713 Cu224.700 
Cu224.687 Cu224.674 Bi223.112 B 1223.099 Bi223.086 
Bi223.074 Bi223.06l Bi223.048 Bi223.036 Bi223.023 
Bi223.0l0 Bi222.876 Bi222.863 Bi222.850 Bi222.838 
Bi222.825 Bi222.8l2 Bi222.799 B 1222.787 CU221.835 
Cu221.823 Cu22l.8l0 Cu221.797 Cu221.785 Ni221.672 
Ni221.660 Ni221.647 Ni221.634 Ni221.622 Cu221.483 
Cu221.471 Cu221.458 Cu221.445 Cu221.433 Pb220.378 
Pb220.366 Pb220.353 Pb220.340 Pb220.328 Cu219.983 
Cu219.971 Cu219.958 Cu219.945 Cu219.933 Cu219.251 
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(Elem.)(A.(iim)) {Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elein.)(A.(nin)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (EIetn.)(^(nm)) 
Cu219.238 Cu219.226 Cu219.214 Cu219.201 Sb217.606 
Sb217.593 Sb217.58l Sb217.569 Sb217.556 Pb217.024 
Pb2l7.0ll Pb216.999 Pb216.987 Pb216.974 

Lines in the 864 method that aren't in the 1259 method: 

(Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nin)) (Elem.)(>.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(mn)) 
Pb261.448 Pb261.433 Pb261.418 Pb261.403 Pb261.388 
V312.563 V312.546 V312.528 V312.510 V312.493 
Mn294.886 V292.469 Pb280.231 Pb280.215 Pb280.199 
Pb280.183 Pb280.167 Mn279.514 VIn279.498 Mn279.482 
Mn279.466 Mn279.450 Fe241.024 Bi222.799 

Lines in the 1259 method that aren't in the 864 method: 

(Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elein.){A.(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(>.(nm)) 
Cr269.134 Cr269.119 Cr269.104 Cr269.089 Cr269.074 
Cr267.844 Cr267.829 Cr267.8I4 Cr267.799 Cr267.784 
Cr269.l35 Cr269.119 Cr269.104 Cr269.089 Cr269.073 
A1266.069 A1266.054 A1266.039 A1266.024 A1266.009 
Fe261.426 Fe261.412 Fe261.397 Fe261.382 Fe261.367 
Fe261.352 Fe261.338 Ai256.827 A1256.812 A1256.798 
A1256.784 A1256.769 AI256.827 A1256.813 A1256.798 
A1256.783 A1256.769 Sb252.824 B249.801 B249.787 
B249.773 B249.759 8249.745 B249.706 B249.692 
B249.678 B249.664 B249.650 Ba234.785 Ba234.771 
Ba234.758 Ba234.745 Ba234.731 Ba233.553 Ba233.540 
Ba233.527 Ba233.514 Ba233.501 Ba233.554 Ba233.540 
Ba233.527 Ba233.514 Ba233.500 Ba230.450 Ba230.437 
Ba230.424 Ba230.411 Ba230.398 Ba230.450 Ba230.437 
Ba230.424 Ba230.411 Ba230.398 Cd226.528 Cd226.515 
Cd226.502 Cd226.489 Cd226.476 A1220.994 AI220.487 
A1220.475 A1220.462 A1220.45 AI220.437 Pb220.341 
Cu219.946 Sb217.944 Sb217.931 Sb217.919 Sb217.907 
Sb217.894 Pb216.975 A1217.432 A1217.419 A1217.407 
A1217.395 A1217.382 Fe216.701 Fe216.653 Ni216.580 
Ni216.532 Zn213.880 Zii213.868 Zn213.856 Zn213.844 
Zn213.832 Cd214.462 Cd214.450 Cd214.438 Cd214.426 
Cd214.414 Zn213.88 Zn213.868 Zii213.856 Zn213.844 
Zn213.832 B208.983 8208.971 B208.959 8208.947 
B208.935 B208.917 8208.905 B208.893 8208.881 
B208.869 Se207.503 Se207.491 Se207.479 Se207.467 
Se207.455 Se206.302 Se206.291 Se206.279 Se206.267 
Cr206.196 Cr206.184 Cr206.114 Se206.302 Se206.291 
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(Elein.)(X(nin)) (E!em.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(ntn)) 

Se206.279 Se206.267 Se206.256 Cr206.i96 Cr206.l84 

Cr206.ll4 Se204.008 Se203.997 Se203.985 Se203.973 

Se203.962 Mg202.628 Mg202.6I7 Mg202.605 Mg202.594 

Mg202.582 Mg202.57 Mb202.559 Mg202.547 Sel96.112 

Se 196.101 Sel96.090 Sel96.079 Se 196.068 Sel96.112 

Sel96.10l Sel96.090 Se 196.079 Se 196.068 Se 185.541 

Sel85.531 Se 185.520 Se 185.510 Sel85.499 Se 185.541 

Sel85.531 Sel85.520 Se 185.509 Se 185.499 Cal 84.027 

Cal 84.016 Cal 84.006 Cal 83.996 Cal 83.985 Cal 83.822 

Cal83.81l Cal83.801 Cal83.791 Cal83.780 Cal84.027 

Cal84.016 Cal 84.006 Cal83.995 Cal83.985 B 182.633 

B 182.622 B 182.612 B 182.601 B182.591 B 182.581 

B 182.570 B 182.560 B 182.549 B181.858 B181.847 

B181.837 B 181.827 B181.816 B181.807 B 181.796 

B181.786 B181.776 B181.765 B181.858 B181.847 

B181.837 B181.827 B181.816 K769.983 K769.939 

K769.896 K769.853 K769.809 K766.577 K766.533 

K766.490 K766.447 K766.403 Ba649.763 Ba649.727 

Ba649.690 Ba649.653 Ba649.6I7 Na589.659 Na589.625 

Na589.592 Na589.558 Na589.525 Na589.062 Na589.029 

Na588.995 Na588.961 Na588.928 Ba553.611 Ba553.579 

Ba553.548 Ba553.517 Ba553.485 Mg518.421 Mg518.391 

Mg518.362 Mg518.333 Mg518.303 Mg517.329 Mg517.299 

Mg517.270 Mg517.241 Mg517.211 Ba490.052 Ba490.025 

Ba489.997 Ba489.969 Ba489.942 Zn481.108 Zn481.080 

Zn481.053 Zn481.026 Zn480.998 Ba455.455 Ba455.429 

Ba455.403 Ba455.377 Ba455.351 Ca422.721 Ca422.697 

Ca422.673 Ca422.649 Ca422.625 Ca393.410 Ca393.388 

Ca393.366 Ca393.344 Ca393.322 Ca396.892 Ca396.869 

Ca396.S47 Ca396.825 Ca396.802 Mg383.869 Mg383.848 

Mg383.826 Mg383.804 Mg383.783 Mg383.274 VIg383.253 

Mg383.23l Ms383.209 Mg383.188 Ca370.645 Ca370.624 

Ca370.603 Ca370.582 Ca370.561 Ca373.754 Ca373.732 

Ca373.71l Ca373.690 Ca373.669 Ca373.648 Cd361.092 

Cd361.072 Cd36l.051 Cd361.030 Cd361.010 Zn334.540 

Zn334.52l Zn334.502 Zn334.483 Zn334.464 Cd326.143 

Cd326.125 Cd326.106 Cd326.087 Cd326.069 Ca318.164 

Ca318.146 Ca318.128 Ca318.110 Ca318.092 Ca317.969 

Ca317.951 Ca317.933 Ca317.915 Ca317.897 Ca315.923 

Ca315.905 Ca315.887 Ca315.869 Ca315.851 Cr312.547 

Cr312.529 Cr312.512 Cr312.494 Cr312.476 Cr312.459 

Fe302.101 Fe301.997 Mg293.687 MB293.671 Mg293.654 

Mg293.637 Mg293.621 Mn294.887 Ms292.908 Mg292.892 
Mg292.875 Mg292.858 Mg292.842 V292.468 V292.336 

Mg285.245 Mg285.229 Mg285.213 Mg285.197 Mg285.181 

Cr286.707 Cr286.690 Cr286.674 Cr286.658 Cr286.64l 
Mg280.334 Mg280.318 MB280.302 Mg280.286 Mg280.270 

Mg280.254 Mg280.238 Mg280.222 Mg280.206 Mg279.617 

Mg279.60I Mg279.585 Mg279.569 Mb279.553 Mg279.537 
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(Elem.)(A.(nin)) (Elem.)(^(nin)) (Eletn.)(A.(nm)) (Elein.)(A.(nin)) (Eleni.)(X(nm)) 

MK279.521 Mg279.505 Mk279.489 Fe274.963 Fe274.948 

Fe274.932 Fe274.916 Fe274.90l A1266.069 A1266.054 

Ai266.039 A1266.024 A1266.009 B249.802 B249.787 

B249.773 B249.759 B249.744 Ba234.785 Ba234.771 

Ba234.758 Ba234.745 Ba234.731 Cd226.528 Cd226.515 

Cd226.502 Cd226.489 Cd226.476 A1220.487 A1220.475 

A1220.462 AI220.449 A1220.437 A1217.432 A1217.419 

A1217.407 A1217.395 A1217.382 

23 element, 1317 wavelength calibration 

Lines in 1259 not in 1317: 

(Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A(nm)) 

Cr269.134 Cr269.119 Cr269.089 Cr269.074 Cr267.844 

Cr267.829 Cr267.799 Cr267.784 Cr269.119 Cr269.089 

Cr267.746 Cr267.686 A1266.069 AI266.009 Fe260.738 

Fe260.68 Mn260.598 Mn260.54 Fe26l.426 Fe261.338 

Sb259.834 Sb259.82 Sb259.805 Sb259.79 Sb259.776 

Fe258.617 Fe258.559 Fe259.969 Fe259.911 Fe259.866 

Fe259.808 Mn259.402 Mn259.344 Mn257.639 Mn257.581 

Fe258.617 Fe258.559 A1256.827 A1256.812 A1256.784 

A1256.769 A1257.539 A1257.481 A1256.827 Ai256.769 

Sb252.866 Sb252.838 Sb252.824 P253.579 P253.551 

Sb252.866 Sb252.838 8249.801 B249.745 B249.706 

B249.65 Fe239.951 Fe239.897 Fe241.079 Fe241.025 

Fe239.589 Fe239.535 Fe240.515 Fe240.46l Fe239.951 

Fe239.897 Co238.663 Co238.649 Co238.623 Co238.609 

Co238.373 Co238.359 Co238.333 Co238.319 Fe238.231 

Fe238.217 Fe238.191 Fe238.l77 Co238.933 Co238.9l9 

Co238.865 Co238.851 Co237.889 Co237.875 Co237.849 

Co237.835 Co238.663 Co238.609 Co238.373 Co238.319 

Fe238.231 Fe238.177 A1236.718 A1236.692 A1237.325 

A1237.299 Co236.392 Co236.366 AI236.718 A1236.692 

As234.997 As234.97l Ba234.785 Ba234.77l Ba234.758 

Ba234.745 Ba234.73I Co235.355 Co235.329 As234.997 

As234.971 Ba233.553 Ba233.501 Ni232.029 Ni231.977 

Ni231.63 Ni231.578 Co231.199 Co231.l86 Co231.134 

Ni232.029 Ni231.977 Ni23l.63 Ni231.578 Ba230.45 

Ba230.398 Co230.812 Co230.76 Ba230.45 Ba230.398 

Cu224.725 Cu224.675 Cu222.803 Cu222.791 Cu222.778 

Cu222.765 Cu222.753 Bi223.112 Bi223.099 Bi223.086 

Bi223.036 Bi223.023 Bi222.863 Bi222.85 Bi222.8 

Bi222.787 Cu221.835 Cu221.785 A1221.031 A1221.018 

A1220.994 A1220.981 Ni221.672 Ni221.622 Cu221.483 

Cu221.433 AI220.487 A1220.45 A1220.437 Pb220.378 
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(Eleni.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nin)) (Elein.)(A(nm)) 

Pb220.365 Pb220.341 Pb220.328 A1221.031 A1220.981 
Cu219.97 Cu219.946 Cu219.238 Cu219.214 Cu218.184 
Cu218.l6 Cu217.931 Cu217.906 Cu217.882 Cu217.857 
Cu218.l84 Cii218.16 Sb217.944 Sb2l7.931 Sb217.919 
Sb217.907 Sb217.894 Pb217.023 Pb217.0ll Pb216.987 
Pb216.975 Sb217.606 Sb217.593 Sb217.581 Sb217.569 
Sb217.556 A1217.419 A1217.395 Cu217.906 Cu217.882 
Fe216.70l Fe216.689 Fe216.665 Fe216.653 Ni216.58 
Ni216.568 Ni216.544 Ni216.532 Pb217.011 Pb216.987 
Fe216.689 Fe216.665 Ni216.568 Ni216.544 Zn213.88 
Zn213.832 Cd214.462 Cd214.414 P213.642 P213.594 

Zn213.88 Zn213.832 Sb206.856 Sb206.8l Se206.302 

Cr206.196 Cr206.184 Cr206.172 Cr206.126 Cr206.114 

Cr206.565 Cr206.519 Se206.302 Se206.256 Cr206.196 

Cr206.184 Cr206.172 Cr206.126 Cr206.114 Cr205.575 

Cr205.529 Bi206.193 Bi206.l47 Mo204.621 Mo204.575 

Mo204.621 Mo204.575 Se204.008 Se203.962 Mo203.867 

Mo203.821 Mg202.628 Mo202.041 Mo202.0l9 AS200.345 
AS200.323 Cu200.011 Cul99.989 Cu200.0ll Cul99.989 

As 199.058 As 199.046 As 199.035 As 199.024 As 199.012 
As 197.284 As 197.24 As 197.284 As 197.24 Sel96.I12 

SeI96.068 Se 196.112 Sel96.068 As 189.063 As 189.021 

All 86.252 All 86.21 PI 85.964 P 185.922 All 86.252 

All 86.21 P 185.964 P 185.922 Se 185.51 Cal 84.016 

Cal83.996 Cal83.8ll Cal 83.791 Cal84.016 B 182.622 

B 182.601 B 182.581 B 182.56 Pbl82.213 Pb182.193 

Pb 182.213 Pb 182.193 B181.858 B181.847 B181.837 

B181.827 B181.816 B 181.796 B181.776 B181.858 

BIS 1.847 B181.837 B 181.827 B181.816 P178.307 

P 178.267 K769.983 K769.939 K769.896 K769.853 

K769.809 K766.577 K766.533 K766.447 K766.403 

Ba649.763 Ba649.727 Ba649.69 Ba649.653 Ba649.617 
Na589.659 Na589.625 Na589.525 Na589.062 Na588.928 

Ba553.61L Ba553.579 Ba553.548 Ba553.517 Ba553.485 

Cr520.903 Cr520.873 Cr520.844 Cr520.815 Cr520.785 

Mb5 18.421 Ms518.391 Ms518.333 Mg518.303 MgS 17.329 

Mg517.299 Mg517.27 Mg517.241 Mg517.211 Ba490.052 

Ba490.025 Ba489.997 Ba489.969 Ba489.942 Zn481.108 

Zn481.08 Zn481.053 Zn481.026 Zn480.998 Ba455.455 
Ba455.351 Ca422.721 Ca422.697 Ca422.649 Ca422.625 
Ca393.41 Ca393.388 Ca393.344 Ca393.322 Ca396.892 

Ca396.869 Ca396.847 Ca396.825 Ca396.802 A1396.197 

A1396.174 A1396.13 A1396.107 Mg383.869 Mg383.783 

Mg383.274 Mg383.253 Mg383.231 Mg383.209 Mg383.188 
Mo379.868 Mo379.846 Mo379.804 Mo379.782 Ca370.645 

Ca370.624 Ca370.603 Ca370.582 Ca370.561 Ca373.754 
Ca373.732 Ca373.7ll Ca373.669 Ca373.648 Cr359.39 

Cr359.369 Cr359.329 Cr359.308 Ni361.98 Ni361.898 
Cr357.889 Cr357.849 Cd361.092 Cd36l.072 Cd36l.05l 
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(Elem.)(X(nm)) {Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(>.(nin)) 

Cd36l.03 Cd361.0l Ni352.494 Ni352.4l4 Ni341.515 

Ni34l.495 Ni341.457 Ni34l.437 Zn334.54 Zn334.464 

V327.649 V327.575 Cu327.433 Cu327.359 Cu324.791 

Cu324.772 Cu324.736 Cu324.717 V327.149 V327.075 

Cd326.143 Cd326.125 Cd326.106 Cd326.087 Cd326.069 

Ca3l8.l64 Ca3l8.ll Ca318.092 Ca317.969 Ca317.951 

Ca3l7.9l5 Ca317.897 Ca315.923 Ca315.851 Mo3l7.07l 
Mo316.999 Cr312.547 Cr312.529 Cr312.459 V311.873 
V311.856 V311.838 V311.82 V311.803 V310.265 
V310.195 A1309.324 AI309.306 A1309.236 A1309.218 

V311.106 V311.036 Bi306.807 Bi306.789 Bi306.755 

Bi306.737 A1308.25 A1308.I8 Fe302.101 Fe302.083 

Fe302.066 Fe302.032 Fe302.015 Fe301.997 Mn293.963 

Mn293.897 Mg293.687 Ms293.621 Mn293.339 Mn293.273 

Mn294.887 Mg292.908 Mg292.892 Mg292.875 Mg292.858 

Mg292.842 V290.915 V290.898 V290.866 V290.849 

V292.468 V292.452 V292.435 V292.369 V292.352 

V292.336 Mg285.245 Ms285.229 Mg285.197 Mg285.181 

Mo287.i67 Mo287.135 Cr286.69 Cr286.658 Cr283.595 

Cr283.531 Cr285.016 Cr285 Cr284.968 Cr284.952 

Pb283.338 Fb283.274 Mo284.855 Mo284.791 Cr284.357 

Cr284.293 Mo281.647 Mo281.583 Mg280.334 Mg280.318 

Mg280.222 Mg280.206 Mo281.647 Mo281.583 Mg279.617 

MS279.601 Mg279.505 Mb279.489 Cr276.685 Cr276.623 

Fe274.963 Fe274.948 Fe274.932 Fe274.916 Fe274.90l 

Fe271.456 Fe271.426 AI266.069 A1266.009 Fe259.88l 

Fe259.793 Mn257.639 Mn257.581 A1257.539 A1257.481 

F253.579 P253.551 Fe241.079 Fe24l.025 Fe239.589 

Fe239.535 Co237.889 Co237.835 Co236.392 Co236.366 
Ba234.785 Ba234.771 Ba234.758 Ba234.745 Ba234.731 

Fe234.362 Fe234.336 Co231.186 Co23l.l34 Co230.812 

Co230.76 Bi223.112 Bi223.099 Bi223.086 Bi223.036 

Bi223.023 Bi222.863 Bi222.85 Bi222.8 Bi222.787 

Cu221.835 Cu221.785 Ni221.672 Ni221.622 Cu221.483 

Cu221.433 AI220.487 A1220.437 Fb220.378 Pb220.328 

Cu219.238 Cu219.214 Sb217.606 Sb217.593 Sb217.581 

Sb217.569 Sb217.556 A1217.419 A1217.395 Pb217.011 

Pb216.987 

Lines in 1317 not in 1259: 

(Elem.)(A(nm)) (Elem.)(X(ntn)) (EIem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) 

Fe271.457 Fe271.425 Cr267.747 Cr267.685 Cr269.12 

Cr269.088 Cr267.845 Cr267.83 Cr267.798 Cr267.783 
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(Elem.)(A.(nin)) fElem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elein.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(tun)) 

Cr267.747 Cr267.732 Cr267.7 Cr267.685 A1266.07 
AJ266.008 Pb261.448 Pb261.433 Pb261.418 Pb261.403 
Pb261.388 Mn259.403 Mn259.343 Fe261.428 Fe261.336 
Fe259.882 Fe259.792 Mn257.64 Mn257.58 A1257.54 
Ai257.48 Fe258.618 Fe258.558 Mn259.403 Mn259.343 
A1256.828 A1256.768 Mn257.64 Mn257.58 A1257.54 
A1257.48 P253.58 P253.55 Sb252.867 Sb252.837 
P253.58 P253.55 B249.707 B249.649 B249.788 
B249.758 B249.707 B249.693 B249.663 B249.649 

Fe240.5l6 Fe240.46 Fe241.08 Fe241.024 Fe240.516 
Fe240.46 Co238.92 Co238.864 Fe239.952 Fe239.896 

Co238.664 Co238.608 Fe239.59 Fe239.534 Ni239.48 

Ni239.466 Ni239.452 Ni239.438 Ni239.424 Fe238.232 

Fe238.176 Co238.934 Co238.92 Co238.864 Co238.85 

AI237.326 AI237.298 Co237.89 Co237.834 AI236.719 

A1236.69I Co236.393 Co236.365 A1237.34 A1237.326 

A1237.298 A1237.284 As234.998 As234.97 Fe234.363 

Fe234.335 Co235.356 Co235.328 Ni232.165 Ni232.151 

Ni232.138 Ni232.125 Ni232.11l Ni232.03 Ni231.976 

Co230.813 Co230.759 Ni231.631 Ni231.577 Ni232.165 

Ni232.l52 Ni232.l38 Ni232.125 Ni232.1ll Ba230.451 

Ba230.397 Co231.187 Co23l.l33 Ba230.451 Ba230.397 

Bi227.684 Bi227.67l Bi227.658 Bi227.645 Bi227.632 

AS228.839 As228.785 Bi227.684 Bi227.67l Bi227.658 

Bi227.645 Bi227.632 Bi223.113 Bi223.1 Bi223.087 

Bi223.035 Bi223.022 Bi222.864 Bi222.851 Bi222.799 

Bi222.786 Ni222.659 Ni222.646 Ni222.633 Ni222.62 

Ni222.607 Bi223.113 Bi223.1 Bi223.087 Bi223.035 

Bi223.022 Bi223.009 Bi222.877 Bi222.864 Bi222.851 

Bi222.799 Bi222.786 Ni221.673 Ni221.621 Cu221.484 

Cu221.432 A1221.032 A1220.98 Cu221.836 Cu221.784 

Ni221.673 Ni221.621 Cu221.484 Cu221.432 A1220.488 

A1220.436 Pb220.379 Pb220.327 Cu219.239 Cu219.213 

Cu219.984 Cu219.932 Ni218.486 Ni218.474 Ni218.461 

Ni218.448 Ni218.436 Cu2l8.185 Cu218.159 A1217.42 

Ai217.394 Cu217.907 Cu217.881 Pb217.012 Pb216.986 

Ni216.935 Ni216.923 Ni216.91 Ni216.897 Ni216.885 

Fe216.69 Fe216.664 A1217.42 A1217.394 Ni216.569 

Ni216.543 Pb217.012 Pb216.986 Ni216.935 Ni216.923 

Ni216.91 Ni216.897 Ni216.885 Cd214.463 Cd214.4l3 

P214.939 P214.926 P214.914 P214.902 P214.889 

Zn213.88I Zn213.83l Cd214.463 Cd214.4l3 P213.643 

P213.593 Cu212.628 Cu212.615 Cu212.603 Cu212.59l 

Cu212.578 Cu212.628 Cu212.615 Cu212.603 Cu212.591 

Cu212.578 Se206.303 Se206.255 Sb206.857 Sb206.809 

Bi206.218 Bi206.206 Bi206.194 Bi206.146 Bi206.134 

Cr206.566 Cr206.518 Se206.303 Se206.255 Cr206.I97 

Cr206.185 Cr206.l73 Cr206.125 Cr206.113 Cr205.576 

Cr205.528 Mo204.622 Mo204.574 Se204.009 Se203.961 
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(EIem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elein.)(A.(nin)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) 
Mo203.868 Mo203.82 Se204.009 Se203.961 M0203.868 

Mo203.82 Mg202.629 Cu202.457 Cu202.446 Cu202.434 
Cu202.422 Cu202.41l C0202.257 Co202.246 Co202.234 
C0202.222 C0202.2II Mg202.629 Mg202.606 Mg202.558 
Cu202.458 Cu202.446 Cu202.434 Cii202.422 Cu202.41 
Mo201.534 Mo201.523 Mo201.511 Mo201.499 Mo201.488 
Co202.258 Co202.246 C0202.234 C0202.222 C0202.2I 
Co20l.l73 Co20l.l62 Co20l.l5 Co201.138 Co201.127 
Mo201.534 Mo20l.523 M02OI.51I Mo201.499 Mo201.488 
C02OI.I73 Co201.l62 C02OI.I5 Co20l.l38 Co201.127 
Cu200.012 Cul99.988 AS200.346 AS200.322 Cu200.012 
Cul99.988 As 197.285 As 197.239 Se 196.113 Se 196.067 
Sel96.113 Sbl95.062 Sbl95.05 Sb 195.039 Sb 195.028 
Sbl95.0l6 Sbl95.062 Sb 195.05 Sb 195.039 Sb 195.028 
Sbl95.016 Co 194.15 Co 194.139 Co 194.128 C0I94.II7 
Co 194.106 Co194.151 Col94.139 C0I94.I28 C0I94.II7 
Co 194.105 Mnl92.147 Mnl92.136 Mn 192.125 Mn 192.114 
Mn 192.103 Mn 192.147 Mnl92.136 Mnl92.125 Mn 192.114 
Mn 192.103 Mnl91.532 MnI91.521 Mnl91.51 Mnl91.499 

Mnl91.488 As 189.064 As 189.02 Sbl87.137 Sbl87.126 

Sbl87.115 Sbl87.104 Sb 187.093 A1186.253 A1186.209 

PI 85.965 PI 85.921 All 86.253 All 86.209 Se 185.542 

Sel85.498 Ca 184.017 Cal83.812 Cal83.79 Ca 184.017 

B182.662 B 182.652 B 182.641 B 182.63 B 182.62 

B 182.623 B 182.602 B 182.58 B 182.559 Pb 182.214 

Pb 182.192 Pb 182.214 Pb 182.192 B181.828 B181.818 

BIS  1 .797  B181.775 B181.754 B181.744 P178.789 

P 178.778 P178.768 P178.758 PI 78.747 P178.308 

P 178.266 P 178.308 P 178.266 P177.52 P 177.509 

P 177.499 P 177.489 PI 77.478 P177.52 P177.509 

P 177.499 P 177.489 P 177.478 K766.578 K766.534 

K766.446 K766.402 Na589.66 Na589.626 Na589.524 

Na589.063 Na588.927 Mg518.422 Mg518.392 Mg5l8.332 

Mg518.302 Ba493.466 Ba493.438 Ba493.409 Ba493.38 

Ba493.352 Ba455.456 Ba455.35 Ca422.722 Ca422.698 

Ca422.648 Ca422.624 A1396.198 A1396.175 A1396.129 

A1396.106 A1394.447 A1394.424 A1394.401 A1394.378 

A1394.355 Ca393.412 Ca393.389 Ca393.343 Ca393.32 

Fe382.087 Fe382.065 Fe382.043 Fe382.021 Fe381.999 

Ma383.87l Mg383.781 Ca373.755 Ca373.733 Ca373.712 

Ca373.668 Ca373.647 Mo379.869 Mo379.847 Mo379.803 

Mo379.781 Ni36I.98I Ni361.897 Cr357.89 Cr357.848 

Cr359.391 Cr359.37 Cr359.328 Cr359.307 Ni352.495 

Ni352.413 Mn346.073 Mn346.053 Mn346.033 Mn346.013 

Mn345.993 Ni341.516 Ni34l.496 Ni34l.456 Ni341.436 

Zn334.541 Zn334.463 V327.65 V327.574 Cu327.434 

Cu327.358 Cu324.792 Cu324.773 Cu324.735 Cu324.716 

V327.15 V327.074 Mo317.072 Mo316.998 Ca315.96 

Ca315.942 Ca315.924 Ca315.85 Ca315.832 Ca315.814 
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(Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(ntn)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (EIem.)(A.(nm)) 

Ca318.165 Ca3l8.109 Ca318.091 Ca317.97 Ca317.952 
Ca317.914 Ca317.896 V311.107 V311.035 Cr312.548 

Cr312.53 Cr312.458 V310.266 V310.I94 Cr312.073 
Cr312.055 Cr312.037 Cr312.019 Cr312.001 Cr311.919 
Cr311.901 Cr311.883 Cr311.865 Cr311.847 Cr311.829 
A1308.251 A1308.179 A1309.325 A1309.307 A1309.235 
A1309.217 Bi306.808 Bi306.79 Bi306.754 Bi306.736 
Fe302.102 Fe302.084 Fe302.067 Fe302.031 Fe302.014 
Fe301.996 Mn294.886 V292.47 V292.453 V292.436 

V292.368 V292.351 Mg293.688 Mg293.62 Mo293.464 
Mo293.447 Mo293.43 Mo293.4l3 Mo293.396 Mn293.34 
Mn293.272 V290.916 V290.899 V290.865 V290.848 
Mo287.l68 Mo287.134 Cr286.691 Cr286.657 Mo284.856 
Mo284.79 Cr284.358 Cr284.292 Cr283.596 Cr283.53 
Mg285.246 Mg285.23 Mg285.196 Mg285.l8 Pb283.339 
Pb283.273 Cr285.017 Cr285.001 Cr284.967 Cr284.951 

Mo281.648 Mo281.582 Ma279.618 Mg279.602 Mg279.504 
Mg279.488 Mg279.106 Mg279.09 Mg279.074 Mg279.058 

Mg279.042 Mg280.335 Mg280.319 Mg280.303 Mg280.237 
Mg280.22l Mg280.205 Cr276.686 Cr276.622 Fe271.473 

Fe271.457 Fe271.425 Fe27L.409 Cr269.12 Cr269.088 

Ai265.279 A1265.263 A1265.248 A1265.233 A1265.217 

Fe258.618 Fe258.558 A1256.828 A1256.768 Sb252.867 

Sb252.837 Fe239.952 Fe239.896 Co238.664 Co238.608 

Fe239.59 Fe239.534 Co238.374 Co238.318 Fe238.232 
Fe238.176 Co237.89 Co237.834 A1236.733 Ai236.719 
A1236.691 AI236.677 Co236.407 Co236.393 Co236.365 
Co236.351 As234.998 As234.97 Ba233.541 Ba233.513 
Ni231.631 Ni231.618 Ni231.577 Co23l.l87 Co231.174 

Co231.133 Co228.643 Co228.589 Cu221.836 Cu221.784 

A1221.032 A1220.98 Fb220.379 Pb220.327 Cu219.252 

Cu219.239 Cu219.213 Cu219.2 

31 element, 1632 wavelength calibration 

Lines in 1317 not in 1632: 

(Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Eleni.)(A.{nm)) (Eleni.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) 

Cr205.576 Cr205.564 Cr205.552 Cr205.540 Cr205.528 
Ba455.350 Ca318.146 Ca317.914 Fe302.031 Fe301.996 

Lines in 1632 not in 1317: 

(Elem.)(A.(nni)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elein.)(A.(nin)) (Elein.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) 
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(Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nin)) (Eleni.)(A.(nm)) 

Be265.076 Be265.06 Be265.045 Be265.03 Be265.0l4 

Si251.641 Si251.627 Si251.612 Si251.598 Si251.583 

Si251.641 Si251.627 Si251.6l2 Si251.597 Si251.583 

Be249.483 Be249.468 Be249.454 Be249.44 Be249.425 

Si250.719 Si250.705 Si250.690 Si250.676 Si250.661 
Si243.543 Si243.529 Si243.515 Si243.501 Si243.487 
Sn242.977 Sn242.963 Sn242.949 Sn242.935 Sn242.921 

Sn235.511 Sn235.498 Sn235.484 Sn235.470 Sn235.457 

Be234.888 Be234.875 Be234.861 Be234.847 Be234.834 

Sn235.51l Sn235.498 Sn235.484 Sn235.470 Sn235.457 

A1226.949 Bi223.112 Ni221.685 Ni22l.686 Be217.524 

Be217.512 Be217.499 Be217.486 Be217.474 Ni2l6.606 
Ni216.594 Ni216.518 Sr215.309 Sr215.296 Sr215.284 

Sr215.272 Sr215.259 Si212.437 Si212.424 Si212.412 
Si212.400 Si212.387 Be205.638 Be205.626 Be205.614 
Be205.602 Be205.590 Be205.578 Be205.566 Be205.554 

Si 198.922 Si 198.911 Si 198.899 Si 198.888 Sil98.876 
Si 198.922 Sil98.911 Si 198.899 St 198.887 Si 198.876 

T1190.886 Tl 190.875 Tl 190.864 Tl 190.853 TI190.842 

T1190.886 T1190.875 Tl 190.864 Tl 190.853 TI190.842 

Sn 190.011 Sn190.000 Snl89.989 Snl89.978 Sn 189.967 

Sn 190.011 Sn 190.000 Sn 189.989 Sn i  89 .978  Sni89.967 
51185.088 Si 185.078 Si 185.067 Si 185.056 Si 185.046 

Si 185.089 Si 185.078 Si 185.067 Si 185.056 Si 185.045 

B 182.683 B 182.673 B 182.609 S 182.055 SI 82.045 
SI 82.034 S 182.023 S 182.013 SI 82.055 SI 82.045 
SI 82.034 SI 82.023 S 182.013 S 180.752 SI 80.742 
S 180.731 SI 80.721 S 180.710 Li670.862 Li670.823 
Li670.784 Li670.745 Li670.706 Li610.433 Li610.397 

Li610.362 •610.327 Li610.291 Ba455.351 Sr460.786 

Sr460.760 Sr460.733 Sr460.706 Sr460.68 Sr430.595 

Sr430.570 Sr430.545 Sr430.520 Sr430.495 Sr407.818 
Sr407.795 Sr407.771 Sr407.747 Sr407.724 T1377.616 

T1377.594 TI377.572 T1377.550 T!377.528 Ti376.176 

Ti376.l54 Ti376.132 Ti376.110 Ti376.088 Ti375.974 

Ti375.952 Ti375.93 Ti375.908 Ti375.886 Sr346.486 

Sr346.466 Sr346.446 Sr346.426 Sr346.406 Ti336.l60 

Ti336.l40 11336.121 Ti336.102 Ti336.082 Ti338.415 
Ti338.396 11338.376 Ti338.356 Ti338.337 Sr338.110 
Sr338.091 Sr338.071 Sr338.051 Sr338.032 Ti332.984 

Ti332.965 Ti332.946 Ti332.927 Ti332.908 Ti337.319 

Ti337.300 Ti337.280 Ti337.260 Ti337.241 Ti332.332 

Ti332.3I3 Ti332.294 Ti332.275 Ti332.256 Ti334.962 

Ti334.943 Ti334.923 Ti334.904 Ti334.885 Ti334.865 

Ti334.846 Be332.159 Be332.139 Be332.12 Be332.10l 

Be332.082 Be332.063 Ti334.227 Ti334.207 Ti334.l88 

Ti334.169 Ti334.149 Ti323.489 Ti323.471 Ti323.452 

Ti323.433 Ti323.415 Ti325.329 Ti325.31 Ti325.291 

Ti325.272 Ti325.253 Ti324.237 Ti324.218 Ti324.i99 
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(Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Eletn.)(X(ntn)) (Elem.)(X(nm)) (Elem.)(A.(nm)) 
Ti324.l8 Ti324.161 Ti323.942 Ti323.923 Ti323.904 
Ti323.885 Ti323.866 Ti316.889 Ti316.870 Ti316.852 
Ti316.834 Ti3l6.8l5 Ca318.147 Ca317.915 Be313.115 
Be313.096 Be313.078 Be313.060 Be313.042 Be313.024 
Be313.006 Be312.988 Ti308.838 Ti308.820 Ti308.802 
Ti308.784 Ti308.766 Ti307.900 Ti307.882 Ti307.864 
Ti307.846 Ti307.828 Ti307.558 Ti307.540 Ti307.522 
Ti307.504 Ti307.486 Ti307.333 Ti307.315 Ti307.297 
Ti307.279 Ti307.261 Fe302.032 Fe301.997 Si288.19l 
Si288.175 Si288.158 Si288.141 Si288.l25 Sn284.032 
Sn284.0l5 Sn283.999 Sn283.983 Sn283.966 T1276.819 
T1276.803 T1276.787 T1276.771 TI276.755 Be265.076 
Be265.060 Be265.045 Be265.030 Be265.014 Si250.719 
Si250.705 Si250.690 Si250.675 Si250.66l Si243.543 
Si243.529 Si243.5l5 Si243.501 Si243.487 Be234.888 
Be234.875 Be234.86l Be234.847 Be234.834 A1226.950 
A1226.870 
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